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THE PUBLISHER Of THE ETUDE CAN SUPPLY ANYTHIK6 IN MUSIC. '&H 
s 
VOI„ XIII. 
~THE ETUDE. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA* SEPTEMBER, 1895. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., SEPTEMBER 1895. NO 9. 
A U#athly Publication for tho Teactaoro aad Btndoat# of 
Music, 
8uB*CRimoM RATR3 SI.60 per year (payable Id advance). 
Tvo Subscriptions or two yean in advnuce.I oac“- 
Throe Su(MeritiIudi or three jeare lu advance. • •»' 
DISOONTISCANCE.-If yon wluli the Jonrnel 
stopped, sn eiptlott notice most be sent ns by 
letter, otherwise.It will be conlloaed. All (irrear. 
age* mast b<5 paid. 
RENEWAL.-No receipt is sent ff>r renewals. On 
the wrapper of the neat laane s’enl yon will be 
printed the date to whichyonr sribserlpilon Is paid 
np, which serves aa a receipt for yonranbacrlptlon. 
THEODOBB PRESSBR, 
1708 Chestnut SI.. Philadelphia, Pa 
Entered at Philadelphia P. O. aa 8eoond-claM Matter. 
purial §tras. 
HOME. 
Fawnik Bloompiku) Zkiblkr, the American pianist 
who created each a sensation abroad last season, ia 
preparing for an active season at home. 
Leopold Godowpki whose piano recitals laat season 
in Pmladelphta cheated so much interestjgoes to Chi¬ 
cago to be associated with William H. Shetwood at the 
Chicago Conservatory. 
Da*. Gaoaos 8. Root, whoaa. name is l^nown wherever 
patriotic aong is heard, died rather unexpectedly in 
August, at ihe advanced age ol 76 >«ara. His was along 
and active life. Hit war songs did as much, in their 
way, as tbs arm* of the sildLr*. He wm an aggres* 
aire, active thinker, and his long life wm filled with 
good work*. 
Fwo* QtPttot** Uebsnrian violinist, who has 
•«gated for a »©ur of the United 8 st«, will make 
h>* d*?b«t ih* K*a York Philharmonic Siocmy on 
X*Y*«fc*T ts k. w Ihfc opani* gof tho fifty fwtnhihha 
and will play ih* Dvorak A minor 
Tb# opinion fov»a4 by Eafopeaa eriuns 
ii* iki th« ftflhwwka* ia a it** uiM- 
Tw » ¥».*#* Ol &* t»VW&gi<*» WtttW tho Wo*l4 
nu*k*m W** i)** tart th*4 tbvrtn W» *!**•* pU.O>M*. 
ma.* •**&<««**■. &*« **4 a*** ri-bariri 
*.H* m thm vuLnw <w»**M**e *4 fW (**¥*» wh*» aio 
mOmm*- tj* **>• #w W by tk*** SWWWVrn^ T W 
u-.m* ».»a WM «*><» «WWA a HwhfCMWtA r*» -A-«j 
j * ?,•*»,» S, a***-**! «** «k* **$* a 
A>auw -r\iuu{i«r *t% ?A<» 
Thk following candidates passed the examination of 
the American College of Musicians in New York 'n 
Jane last^ For the Fellowship degree, Joseph N. Ash- 
ton, Salem, MasB., and William E Crosby, Wetei Med¬ 
ford, Mass, in the Special Theory Department, both 
with first-class honors. For the Associateship degree, 
Joseph W. Akerman, New York, in the Organ Depart¬ 
ment, with firsf-cla8a honors; Ji-nny M. Wickes, New*' 
Hamburg N Y , in the Pianoforte Department, with 
second class honors; and Emi'y B. Owens, Fordham, 
N. Y., in the Pianoforte Department. y- - 
An English writer ha*- collected data regarding the 
various sums commanded by Mme. Patti daring her 
career. According to this authority it appears that at 
the.ontBet she was engaged by Mr S rskosch for Ameri¬ 
can appearances at a salary of $300 a month for the first 
year, $6(f0 ior the second year,'and $800 for the third, 
and culmmati d with $1000 for the fouxihand fifth. Her 
five years' enghgement in London'wjk Mr Gye, which 
began when she was angirl of 18gpaa at ^practically 
double these terms—$900 a month fwr-the first year, then 
$1000 $1250. $1460. and finally $2000 two performances 
each week being given. The present terma ol Mme. ^ 
Patti's services are $4000 for three songs. 
Ay Eastern potentate recently tendered a breakfast 
at bis magnificent, new palace near Hyderabad to the 
Viceroy of India and his staff. Whether be borrowed 
•an idea from Mother Goose, or whether his imagination 
was inspired by ti^je same Muse that inspired her, we 
eannot know, but certainly appreciation is due to him 
for making “a true story” of that fascinating rhyme 
about the ” four-aud-twenty blackbirds baked in a pie.” 
It all happened at his breakfast. “ Large, but not sus¬ 
piciously large, cakes were handed round,” writes one 
of the guest*. “As they were opened a little wax bill 
flew ohirping out of each, and alighted on the fl iwers 
and shrubs with which fhe table wa* covered, or flaw 
about the room. There were sixty guests, so that when 
tho pies wore opened no fewer thafi sixty buds,began to 
ring" 
Homr E, A»»*y announces that Mme. LiJJ^au 
Noidic* ha* b«#o pw«»g»g< d for the coming New York 
*oa*on of opera- Jean d« Rcttko will bo the leading 
tenor, and &doawd d<* R«*sk« the bawo. Kaan 
.wilt bath* barvtooe. Mojo, C*lva wTHUnk va Car* 
men/' Q»4/* ofele. ’and *U Narartasaa.” 
Mmn. a will the «o«$»a4iy at the cioaa of har 
eoaoort **a*oat and id*#. will alco be katfrd. 
Mauri* ScArichi, and kw, M **• 
letti »tli kw nfcw wflUttiii*. «ad Um wvW 
MM. &•»«****. as»4 
6*n*. X M*«wh»I U« *m»» jm>a 4<«T>Aod w» c 
An^s-w* hm#* W* ** . 
M rum>m waul <**sw4«Mrr. ' 9**e*4** 
«o»4***. *b*.m*M* t 
*iaX " «* Tirr&m *#4 ®* 
POEXIOH. 
Pxdarkwpki is having & new Scotch fantasy for the^ 
piano written for him by Sir Alexander Mackenzie. 
Thk Russian Masic Society, with permission of the 
Emperor, is collecting money for the Rubins'ein Fund, 
the interest of which is tb be ns»d to help deserving 
students of music. A statue of the musician is to be 
erected in the yard of the S(. Petersburg Copservatory. 
^jNother sketch book of Beethoven’s, probably that 
for the year 1809. has been found by Herr Guidc^fre, • 
of Berlin, among hiB father’s papers. It,contains the 
draft for the concerto in E flit and the Choral Fantasia, 
and the sketch for a patriotic Bong, which he never 
finished. 
“ Tankhauskr” was given nine times ont of the four¬ 
teen performances of grand ppera in Paris during the 
month of May, the receipts averaging 22 000 irancs a 
night, 5000 francs more than the average of tbe other 
pieces, wnich were “Faust,” **8iprd,” and “S^nsom 
and Delilah.” * 
The Tonic Sol-fa Association’s annual choral festival . 
at the London Crystal Palace passed off successfully 
recently. Tbe^e were concerts of 6000 juvenile execu¬ 
tants and 8> 00 adults This system of musical teaching, 
which, if not invented, was at any rate perfected by the 
late John Corwen, continues to bear rich fruit. 
Musical composition, Bays Srransa, was much easi^-, 
in 1820 than it is to day. In order to write a polka one ^ 
had no occasion to study the whole range of musical 
literature, like a patent examiner in search of ** inter¬ 
ferences,” nor was it necessary to read up on systems 
of philosophy. It was enough if a composer had a good 
idea in his head. < 
Tilohkr's statue of Mozart is to be unveiled next / 
April. It represents Mczirt bareheaded, and in vhd^ 
costacne of the last century. He hold$ a partition in his • 
ibfi hand, and he is surrounded by Cupids. Ou the 
pe^ektal is *' D-gerum laude virum Mjjsa et Mori.” 
Below-,, this inscription there aro scenes from *' Don 
Juan” in has relief. x 
Tax** will be published immediately ” Borodin and 
Him,” tiwpslfi'from the French of Habets by Mrs. 
Nawmueh. The book will be in two section* i “ Life 
and Work of a Russian Corn poser,” and Lint as 
Sketched ip th# Letters pt Borodin.” The translator 
will add a prwfaee dealmg with the daralopment and 
prosed «ibaraW*rialto« of Rnsrian murio. 
DtnaLBixr® affhruara again batnt made to lower onr 
to tba 4iapa*o« Nvwm*n 
that to wvll be used *t W terthbomirg *erie% of - 
ww-ni in the Q a»d ii ii alee 
e*4 tbai Vbe r,k»U»ar»s«Mtiic w»ll adopt H ©ext 
XP* ttwi# ttoa-i 
L* *U laat-lw»#r 
wag- mi rw##«a ae#aai ^tinmantm 
X* 
JM 
*** ' 
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warn TO 8E6M. 
I* Ihe biography of the «ottd'» aii».tcluu it 
U reoonlsd th.t Kioutl .rtl.tio precept. »ud .correct 
teohai&d hibit. were iocuicetetl tluriug their ohiWhood. 
The philosophy ol eneh potent hi.tory ought to .uftico 
lor the gnltLnce of Amerioon parent, who iniemt to 
make profeasionai mueicianeNtf their children. But 
? do«a it? 
In this country the nift|ority of pupils begin to study 
masio seriously only after completing an aoadenuo or 
collegiate course. How unwise this delay 1 Music is 
unlike law, medicine, and other seiences that cannot bo 
undertaken by children. On the contrary, it has been 
demonstrated repoatedly that the bighost technical re¬ 
sults beoome possible only when musical training is 
given before the body hns reached its full growth. 
Parents who wish to give their children tho proper musi¬ 
cal opportunities cannot choose their children’s profes¬ 
sion too early. . For many vocations, bnt particularly 
for that of music, the most previous time of life ia yonth ; 
then, no hour should be wasted in unkindred wotU. 
,, In this age of herculean competition, where the battle 
of life is waged so fiercely, the gqds join in the combat 
and excellence alone survives. Though at times the 
world may waut to be deceived, it generally pays only 
a ust price for what it gets, whether it comes h-om the 
heart, the brain, or the hand; thus the incompetent artist 
must eat less than the skillful artisan. Even within the 
confines of his own profession, thp^musician must heed 
the lesson of Jack-of-all-tradee Khd be content with the 
hope of achieving greatness in one branch of his art; 
for to do so in many is a human impossibility. Hie suc¬ 
cess, then, will be proportionate to the quality rather 
than to the variety of his work. In the great factory of 
modern life all labor is done through infinitesimal divi¬ 
sions. This ie indeed the age of specialism. Therefore 
guide the first steps of a child with one unswerving pur¬ 
pose, and let the aspirant after the Muses’ laurels be led 
in its swaddling clothes to the portals of art. 
The hours needed for the musical, no less than for the 
general education should be carefully allotted. Cer¬ 
tainly it would be well if a child could learn everything. 
Our span long lives, however, ought to remind us that 
our study dayB are numbered. While a musician should 
be generally cultured, he does not need to become an 
expert mathematician. The science of mathematics, 
though not studied for itself, is no doubt valuable as 
mental discipline, but who can prove that the study of 
music is less adequate for the training of man's facul¬ 
ties? History also, as taught in moat schools, is to a 
musician and, it might be added, to many other men, 
disproportionate to the effort and the time it .demands. 
The same objection may be offered to other studies that 
are of doubtful use to the future musician and which 
might advantageously be omitted from his curriculum. 
Time should be given to studies in proportion to their 
value in one’s life work. Artiste will get better results 
by storing their energies fat- art. 
Of course, no father should lay down rules for the 
education of his child until he has considered carefully 
the future conditions of its life. But if it exhibit .unmis¬ 
takable signs of musical aptitude, the parent ought to 
take immediate steps toward ita physical and mental 
training with one single motive. Musio, like Aaron's 
serpent, should eat all the others. 
Jn childhood, when the body is pliant, the mind recep¬ 
tive, and the memory retentive, the needful habits of 
body and mind most be acquired. The child ought to 
begin the practice of singing or playing tong before its 
muscles and bones have attained their complete devel¬ 
opment ; they should grow into or be molded by the 
instrument, or tiie vocal requirements. Youth, too, ia‘ 
the best anaaon for gathering any ^atimllablo knowl¬ 
edge, and mnric U overflowing with simple facia that 
cannot be m«morift«4 too aooti or acquired too Qoeolly t 
since these murft be 1 camed sooner or later, time might 
m bo saved at once for ihrir acquirement, eepo- 
cwdly la rwtatmbtred how reach more easily ih* 
child imbibaa *od retails* new fact* than Us# adolu 
Gym tom nd** man in fel* wlfir&WO* fcrtioa*. Kdoca- 
ti<n»' i* Wt early Writ the phi\4 tosl#nd*>4 for a 
«*ur<**9 Jmmm all th« gfro4 tnmaSrw* and play wall 
T MB! ETTTIDB* 
the beet marie available. Ia thi* maaoev U will s^qalrw 
good habits aad taste*. Marie ha* *aeb a power vm 
the young l Melody, harmony, rhythm, enhw the bid* 
den recesses of the infantile soul and leave their Im¬ 
print forever, making the child musically refined and 
discerning long before it caw understand either cause or 
eff.oL While ugly sounds make it shudder, beautiful 
ones evoke Its sweetest smile. The child does not 
analyse sensations, and so much the better, for this very 
process would blunt them. Happy state of the heart 
when it is not cross-questioned by the mind! Youth 
reflects lees than age, and on this account feels more. 
It apprehends the hurricane with all it* fury, or the 
zophyr with all it* charm. Is it unreasonable, then, to 
think that music—pre-eminently the language of the 
emotions—might be studied with profit when man is 
most susceptible to emotional influences? 
The good qualities of children as students are not 
sufficiently appreciated. Young girto and boys are leas 
vain than adults. The child seldom questions rules. It 
is filled with a holy wonder at the omniscience of ita 
parents and teacherB. It never thinks it knows it all. 
^outh alwayB seeks knowledge. 
Harmony, counterpoint, and orchestration, it is true, 
cannot be undertaken by children, but the young man, 
who has learned early in life all the simpler fact* and 
rules of music can progress in these higher studies as 
soon as his mind is mature enough to grapple with the 
problems of musical composition. Those who have 
not had the preliminary training until the age of 18 or 
19 may lose two or three years merely to get funda¬ 
mental principles which, acqnired.so late, are easily for¬ 
gotten. In the beginning, the study of harmony is 
almost always dry, meaningless, and even repugnant, 
except to the student who ha* laid a fonndatiBn in 
childhood; to him it is interesting. Not only-does he 
understand the first leasorii, he enjoys them, for they 
demonstrate to him theoretically what he has already 
experienced and appreciated in practice. The true evo¬ 
lution of education lies from the concrete to the abstract. 
What one has already discovered by personal deduc¬ 
tions and sensations is bo much better understood than 
that which is accepted passively from a teacher. Those 
who studied mudic in^yonth find’ almost unaided the 
chord of relations; others detect them solely through the 
rule of thumb. And when the technic of cjAposition 
has been acquired, the musician^ who begiMm infancy 
express their thoughts in a flowing and Mastic style, 
while the writings of others are usually, at best, severely 
correct. 
The boy whq. atudiaa^mosbwijen very young may 
become ha Excellent musician even Before adolescence. 
If gifted, he may at that period begin to use the tech¬ 
nic of his art as a means of individual expression and 
no longer as an end in itself—in a word, he may develop 
into a true artist at an age when, notably in this coun¬ 
try, many would-be musicians are yet at the alphabet of 
the art. Had this talented lad started late he could not 
have reached beyond mediocrity, though his gift* were 
of the highest order. 
Consequently, if you wish to make a professional 
musician of your eon, begin his training in tender age, 
when the Aimalt&neo^ia and spontaneous education of all 
his faculties and senses ia commencing. From that 
time let him study only that which is essential to make* 
him a complete man and artist—Violin World, 
ORGANIZE K0RHANIZE I! 
to b* adept** by all iu member#, and to be 
aaed by them all allka* 
The Older t**ch«* «* rich In axporisaoa, the young 
mwtiobAt the l*ti*t method of emoothing 
the path of the mwloal beginner. What days oi die* 
eouragwinent, failure, lots of pupils, and troubles caused 
by lack of experience apd anfamiliarity with the latest 
method* of teaching might be «*ved by the interchange 
of musical elements to be found, in a Teacher*’ Aasocia-^ 
tion. , ’ 
The small towns ind cities need them the most, for m 
small localities, and especially those remote from large 
musical.^centers, are musical jealousies most rampant. 
Clerks, merchants, doctors, and Bchool teachers all form 
Associations for mutual benefit and protection. Why 
not muBid teacherfft^No true musician is jealous of an¬ 
other, and all should be willing to give from their store 
of knowledge and eager to learn from others. Again: 
try to form aTeachelra' Association in your locality, work 
with ever so Bmall a nucleus, and work for the best good 
of yourBelf and pupils, and I believe your work will bo 
stand out among its kind that those outaide will be glad 
to join you. To me, this is the only way by which the 
highest grade of musical teaching can be obtained, as 
well as the only preventive of th* ekils of the pro¬ 
fession. 
[The following synopsis of Beethoven, Mozart, and Haydn sonatas 
for teaching purpooee, from so eminent an authority as Mr. Eroil 
Llebling, win be of ralue to our readers. We Lake pleasure in pre¬ 
senting It In so succinct a form.—Ed. Etuok.] 
BEETHOVEN, MOZART, HAYDN, AND 0THER8 
EOR TEACHING PURPOSES, 
BT EMIL LlEBLIXQ. 
BT L. B. SMITH. 
Music teachers, have you an Association in your 
locality ? H not, uy to form oo«t think of the good to 
lw derived from it. the help bbth't#4q#ch«ra and pupil*, 
the protection to teacher* alone. The many liitie 
Mteoyanoo# ceased by a neftigeai or encoaarieotioe* 
pupil cae ho guarded again#*, the greet reaewaroe of #o 
many poptts when they tWvy ai tt#»4—<heog- 
<04 jemeksw "«m elan bo 4<wa« ew*y with, rn the reenU 
Pf a Twmheri* A**otii*i4a« h* * of ferire*, 
' A 
Of Op. 2, No. 1, use the three movements with the 
exception of the Andante. 
In the Op. 2, No. 2, omit the finale. , 
Op. 2, No. 8, entire. 
Op. 7, skip. s 
Op. 10, $To. 1, ose the first movement only. 
Op. 10, No. 2, use the first movement only. 
Op. 10, No. 3, skip. 
Op. 18, entire. 
Op. 14, No. 1, use only slow movement, 
Op. 14, No. 2, slow movement. 
Op. 22, use only the minuet. 
Op. 26, omit finale. 
Op. 27, No. 1 and 2, entire. 
Op.^81, No. 1, skip. 
Op.~81, No. 2, D minor, entire. 
Op. 81, No. 8, entire, beautiful. 
No. 49, 8onatina for tme in a Foundling Hospital. 
No. 63, entire. 
No. 64, skip. 
No. 67, entire. 
Mozart for teaching purposes:—Use Cotta Edition. 
No. 1 in O. 
No. 2 in G. 
No. 8 in C. 
No. 8 in F. . . , . 
No. 9 in A, omitting the fourth variation and minuet. 
No. 10. 
No. 12. 
No. l4^in D. 
No. 16, omitting the andante. , 
Also the fantasia in C minor and gigue in G minor. 
Haydn. t 
Use only 7th Sonata, Cotta Edition; omit the an- 
Hummel, 
U*e Sonata in E fliti first and -loM movement*. 
SonHta in F minor, first and lari movement*. 
Rondo, Opu* 11, in Eflat, La Bella Capricciosa. 
Dqssck. 
CobsoUtion, omitting introduction. 
Sonata Op. 16, Na. St, G minor. 
F.rid 
Rondo in B firi* Fourth nootarne In A major. 
For teaching ^crpo*## e** Ixwchhorn’* thjw sonata*. 
Of. kOJir *»■**«• works, six •ODriina* by Sckytte, Op. 76 
—praci i oah — 
rxi 
J 
T 
THE ETUDE, lOl 
A L.E&SOJT U OGJJOOAWi ASD D1&00.&D9. 
k( t r\>4( 
8iT dowu at tha plana, Of still belter, *i a ** eabieet 
orfftik. " 8uik« aud tkold dow« two k*y# that are oltwo 
together, «ttok mo aud f, or child d flat, Of;I »fid ff’-fcow 
ugly I Yoa soon roiwuw yoor grip on (bom, tor job 
control ondure u> hoar thaw two sounds any longer I 
Thai t« what is exiled a discord, tiro wore! discord two 
different sounds mb produce; so remember, the worst 
discord lb produced by striking two different Bound* 
whose distant* from each other i* but ft '* half tone " 
If w« widen the distauoe b Utile by another half tone, 
or altogether two half tone*, a and f sharp, or c and d, 
or f and g, we obtain another dlacord, not bo intolorably 
ugly, which may be called mild compared with the for¬ 
mer. Suppose we *Uri erery time from o, and by 
adding alwnyi another .half tone investigate tho qnality 
of the different intervals until we reach a an octavo 
higthor. numbering each by tho amount ot half tones ; wo 
obtain tho following schedule :-— 
I, —harsh discord. 
'J,—mild discord. 
3, —sad, melancholy concord (when struck softly). 
4. —bright concord. 
6, t*. and 7, indefinite, neither copcord nor discord— 
we call ihom neutrals. 
8 and 9—concords, respective Jpversions of 4 aud 3. 
10,—a mild discord, inversion of 2. 
U.—a harsh discord, inversion of-^. 
13,—the octave, the inversion of a doubled single 
tone, hardly deserving the name of interval. 
Next let us try to combine these eleven intervals. 
Two intervals combined form a triad. 
1 does not allow of any combination. 
2 may be combined with 8, 4, 7, producing mild dis- 
8 4 7 
cords 2 2 an(* 2. 
3 produces concords | ^ ^ ^ , 
4 produces concords^ ^ ® and one discord ^ 
6, ff, aud 7 (neutrals) may become concords by either 
insertion or addition. 
2 8 4 6 By insertion g by addition ^ g 
4 8 8 4 fl By insertion 2 g by addition g q 
7 By insertion * ^by addition"^ and ® 
8 combines with 7,8,9,10, producing g g | and *g 
9 combines with 6, 7,8, 9, prodneing g 9 g and ^ 
10 combines with 4, 6,0, prodneing j J and 
10 being a mild discord has the power of modifying, or 
rather soften tag, other combinations remarkably when 
forming their bound Aries, 
4 8 8 
Strike 8 4 3 and add respectively 8, 8, and 4, to pro- 
dace the iota ot outward boundary, 10, and yon will 
turtle* at once the change in the effect} even a discord, - 
8 4 0 4s 
m „ ot ,, improves by adding 6 and 4, via. : 8 and 8 
A 2 2. 
II, iilfca 1, does not alio* any combination. 
By combining mot* than two interval* wo would oh- 
u^a tsWacbofda, p*»u*bof«te, and even bfisachreds, such 
4 
m * fee the swss or rirojtttertmc* of which 
* * 
wwsfcH t* 17. TVowgk tiro feu*# may hn rnptn 
4*»«f ^ re* ***** a* wail, reab re»ro«roteitee*. krs 
ran* gwrerel-tp by *»«*.« Ur 
wwjakiMiiaM »W* *v«u* ui W* refr»i4*4, 
- 4' 7 
InufcUKH*. iawtr«>»*4 *4 * re***^? # #» It. 
1) 
V ,, ftKtfr*. '!>W *£ «VS>Vf WW®* 
*,W**«» toro ** " iswwftwg ” '&*«#>. 4Ma#»ir**4 
xwww^ >V O* *•? 
D’kiun. 
A rAMAUrKL. 
BY **M*r MSU», 
IJrrwsBB (ha iwa profw*4ons of and MMMm, 
iu imriimUr l>o(«9oii (he mesio teacher and peneticittg 
phykicien, (her* runs a wtrikinf pafaUel, which I will 
ondnsror in (he following article U> draw cerrectiy lor 
the benefit of T«S Kroon’* readers. 
At tiio top of the profeasioaal medical ladder stands 
the prejTrejWw, tridt avakc physician, who avails hiin- 
»«lf at onoe of svery new discovery in-ecioncc, and who 
applies it in hia treatment of the case before him. Hav¬ 
ing first made a careful diagnosis, he takes in account 
the individuality of tho patient, his previous mode of 
living, his hBbita, diet, etc., and frequently the prescrip¬ 
tion for the same disease in different cases varies con¬ 
siderably in kind of medicine and quantity of doae. 
When players of tho piano, who may have had quite 
a long time of practice, apply for further help^othe 
progrcmtM, wide awake music teacher, he exat^jhOs 
them carefully and may find cramped muscles in arms, 
wrists, and fingers, or disobedient nerves which prevent 
hands and fingers, and in organ playing the feet, from 
performing independent movements; or he discovers 
over-excitement of the nervous system iff some, slug¬ 
gishness in others. Then there are the daring, or the 
timid; the bright, or the doll; the poetic, emotional, 
or the frigid, mathematical pnpiL In each case, the 
progressive teacher of to-day modifies his teaching in 
accordance with the individuality of the pupil; he uses 
curb aud bridle with some, whip and spur with othera. 
He adapts his selection of technical exercises, of studies 
and pieces, to the nature of the student. 
With a quick, clear eye aud Aline ear he discovers the 
cause of the shortcoming of his pupil, be it lack of men¬ 
tal discipline, or undeveloped rhythmical sense ; be it 
faulty fingering, or a clumsj &mh, stiffness, and awk¬ 
wardness of the actions of arms, wrists, and fingers. He 
applies the proper set of exercises and studies adapted 
to the case in hand, and having explained to the pnpil 
the cause of the faults,' he leads him gently bat firmly 
to their correction, without discouraging him. 
Clear and concise in his explanations^-he is quite 
ready with apt illustration by ^ story, or ejn by a joke. 
He stimulates and interests his pnpilwKo interpret 
master works according to their own understanding, not 
to follow and imitate him. 
The ideal music teacher shows to the pupil that tech¬ 
nic is not the end and aim of music study, but simply 
her obedient handmaid, ever ready to help in producing 
artistic effects* 
He makes sure of driving home his lesson until the 
pupil plays music, as the composer intended it to be, 
tinged with the player's own nature. 
When this is dope, and then only, music will pass 
through the sonl and fingers of the player and find a 
ready response in the heart of the listener. 
• * • « • • 
Sometimes candidates for the favor of the divine art 
present* themselwes to a proficient teacher to finish 
with him. In many such cases he has to change his 
professional status and assume for a while that of a 
washerwoman to wash out stwvy partide of the starch of 
conceit before he can hope that the need of his instruc¬ 
tion may flourish and bring forth fmiu 
The s««ond ebubTiR t£* «wd»e*l profession contain* 
lb* eld school, consertatit* doctor*) who prescribe, ft* 
they always did, the mms dreg, tW smi dose for the 
same, disuses* no matt** what hind of a patient they 
rnity feav* m tmt. They fcH and they mis*, jest u 
help* 0* fciftdg** that*. 
The mmn warid has the nsmtiL-owsamv***. at titi* 
bi*4 at« phystou* im tk*se*«****£#•& .M-vi 
i*°Mhes. mmstimm mw*w*n»"Wy m 
This ps**ii#d sewriaftftai at ft «cfta4# tBNWiheir, 
*si» **4 dnfciftfc h* m*r -hft. *bm the ***** 
(h-o ***** tHjtdemK 
ft*4 l^wjwe fee IS* fwwsfas si hr wtofifc h* 
tii** fU&m *4 riftrw* *4 •%** 1 #•* 
m* we****-, hwf \«f ***$&. *«$*•, h*»«4 md **A.. i*ms 
**4 shm% **mm ***■ ******** 
^ prises** «M ri«Wy( hot wtet of lit 
U an void of «qrlrit and ml* 
**4 0*b Igmttrt, Of U» poosml friends of the 
ivMwxwari pmlkmm* *w pIsaosA 
OtttsUJ# of tho lovtfwOy guarded curia of tit* medical 
profcwftkm there is a vast dark continent, ahronded in 
mis* and mephitic vapors, where quacks99 are sitting 
cm dead branches of trees ready to bounce upon their 
prey •» vultures watch for a prospective carcass. Un¬ 
luckily for humanity, fools enough are left in this world 
who will use the same patent medicine for removing 
corns from their toes or tuberculosis from their lungs. 
Now look for jbe* parallels of these quacks among 
music teachers! Adverse to the progress of music in 
America, the legitimate and competent music teachers 
are surrounded by^a large crowd of dilettant teachers, 
(about a hundred in this class to one of the first), who 
are not as yet restrained by law, as they should be, from 
assuming the position of the former. 
The young lady or young man in a family, after haring 
taken a /ew terms of music lessons, deem themselves 
capable of imparting to othera what they have learned 
in music. ^ . 
They gather a dozen children in friendly circles br in 
the neighborhood and earn by so called teaching a few 
hundred dollars daring the season. The money comes 
very handy for laces, gloves, a new gown, or a lovely 
bonnet, or for a smart sail boat and a gay summer vaca¬ 
tion trip. Fond parents look with approving compla¬ 
cency upon their accomplished children and encourage 
them ; for it fills the young lady’s leisure time, or keeps 
the young man from sowing wild oats, and—saves money 
to the economizing father. 
MpsicaJly speaking,they are hardly capable to “count 
‘three,” or to spell c-a-t. They measure carefully whUk"-* 
notes stand above one another, to know which have to 
be struck together, or they teach religiously what they 
find printed, black on white, even if it be misprints. 
Public opiniou cannot as yet discriminate between 
good, bad, or indifferent mosio teaching, and music is still 
.considered by a lkrge majority of the people as an 
amusement instead of an essential branch of education. 
How many promising talents are thus nipped in the 
bud, how many faulty habits are engendered, which 
later years cannot eradicate! The mischief is constantly 
being done, and a vast amount of mediocrity in music 
performances is the result. Music colleges, music clnbs, 
good concerts, m&aic journals, and music literature are 
steadily raising the standard of music in America, but 
only when the thoroughly equipped, divinely gifted 
teacher, who has enthusiasm for his calling, is recognized 
as such by public opinion, will America take her place 
in music culture side by side with the old countries. 
And so in the medical profession. Not all who cry 
out, 44 Lord, Lord l " or who have an m. n. affixed to 
their name, will be recognised in the community as de¬ 
serving a place on the top of the ladder, but only those 
who, besides their knowledge and akill, bring to the sick 
chamber enthusiasm, magnetism, and the good cheer of 
a friend. 
t : TRUE TO AST. . 
j :Httt is ftp ftpecdote which has appeared in many of 
/fb« IuiiAn &***pft$»r* 
General Touracu, o-n hit way to Ravenna, began a 
oflmvsraatioft with aa old man who aal opposite to him 
ip ft railway ear. Hftrioal topics were touched upon, 
sad (Ate General wtprossed great aversion to German 
PMttto, whQft th« Mh*r tftfta d*cUr*4 that Germany had 
ftftrpasnwd Italy la watio. 
The General Wmim mors and mors axdted in main- 
vft*Lri-*Kt hia optiruion, *»4 Aftatty exclaimed »— 
“Tea may say whatever yo* please, V»t l„ tor my 
part, «are mere tot a max)* eet of * ’ tiaaft tor 
tis* oper* pel tftgM&ftft*' 
ITWv^pea U»* Mho* ft*a honred a»d aasd.* — 
fM l &**k po* U» y*Str very hJie4 mpi+MtifrsZtm* tir I 
*m Terifc ii ’hwl 1 mCUoS; bmbj V* wj 
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terreis to TSAcm^iA fert 1& tku (A* Um asm kill* u tit* AroHP*# 4#pw4 *&**■ ****** <*f tbft passage ft»4 th» mPVft- 
p5tAo.tiS —I *i& ft*hxd. thw itid HiiMildii 
wheiktr oa.* ought w “ mps off tika kvy* ** with ike fiu 
ge<a si ths sad ot a pheaea. Attd thw t>orvMpondfc£i» 
go«*» ua to aey ih*t tteelKmed example (a »o 
ealiftd “ Albavti hew* " ot fpar *i*ifc*c»th uoto* to a Iks*») 
doss aoi to hw to require ispaiaijeu Ih>i*<h>u (h* 
groups, although it is uxftt led wiitjh a atiir ovet ftftoh group 
of four awes. 
Thi* hr tog* tu ftgftltt to the faulty concept of phrasing, 
for which la venue oams, perhaps 1 am in j'art responsi¬ 
ble. 
Phreslug is not primarily nor mainly a matter of •ope¬ 
ration, although lhi« aspect is perhaps emphasised in 
toy Book l ot Phraring. When 1 made that book (which 
l believe was tho first collection of studies undertaken 
to afford »peoltic direction* fbr dividing music pieces into 
phrM*«), 1 had iu nihil the pUyiug of the fluent young 
wCjBaau, who, having been tought in a small place by a 
tewrher only half able to keep up with heruouauni talent, 
goes on and play* a raft of very ditVieuti things without 
(be slightest intelligence, but with truly marvelous 
fluency. My first idea was that this kind of person 
needed mainly to tearu how to divide her phrases from 
each other, and so I emphasised this aspect of the art 
in my text. But a true idea of phrasing is exactly the 
opposite, namely a joining togjdher, until the idea is 
complete, sod then incidentally separating from the idea 
next following. And so I would say that to phraso.prop- 
erly is primarily a matter of fiudiug out where an idea 
. begins and ends, and of so treating it that it really does 
begin and cod thus to the hearer. And the proceeB of 
making u begin and end at the proper place, to the ear of 
the hearer, will be much more a matter of rhythmicayjn- 
metry, measure, and a growing intensity, followed per¬ 
haps by a decreasing intensity, than of .any actual 
separation between tones. 
In short, phrasing corresponds in musical delivery to 
oratorical punctuation in language, where division is 
indeed a noticeable feature as between successive ideas, 
but where the connection of words into phrases, and of 
phrases into sentences is a much more important and 
tital matter. And just as in speaking it is not so much 
a question of breaks in the continuity of the verbal 
delivery as k is of emphasis and intelligent crescendo 
and deeretcendo, so it wit! be in moaic ; the idea is 
the thing, and the division only accessory to onr more 
readily noting that the idea is complete. 
I have sometimes wondered whether there is any such 
thing as a law ol pauses in music. If you notice* the 
breaks in coqtinnity of tone chain are much less rela¬ 
tively in slow melody than in fast and thematic work. 
fancy the actual break for emphasis is about the same 
i« ©oe care as in the other,—tince in the alow movement 
»h«« Os* eetapet*r want* any kind ofTaiS^reak in 
9tmdmBhp be *rU prepare it onmiatakably by means 
of a res*. Bat in thematic work the repetition of the 
matt ** and tt* dim blag up iht scale of mtcn&uy through 
tha ttysfcertfKLii hal potent itfiutece of harmonic march 
U thw a pee which the camp-ore*’* meaning tarns. 
fUeet ** repasts* the rwprtttiona ot the idea, ««lar a* 
w* taa. b?«*ta>g H* fUw e| thn time, and each 
tMAuts ttfc ‘h# ftp-trill oe^Js«tftk«Bon aBtrotsger 
Ktmtxteskm* w&mmy, 
uui v* by m tbs cwstntl tfoag go l 
wv tfe*4 ia aft mf ediVffns -wtaere I plAsari a 
bus* ?.ih* k b**»«*w ib« t most* 
to tomtom tbfr pbr«** sa fefe* *s*»y 
t 4* m*&4 iambi ti ‘httm rwff- 
«*i f*\tt$** way «f * ^basm. by 
" atf tfc* m v#s*m** 
** ^ <W ^1# m tfeb is-s# &**i4*4 
oAmm* 4d*v m*m 4 m a iim* 
***** ** *** h*** ***** 
«&* «| w* **#* #**»*' 
in- .uuuqu*uuii #*% am#*. *&4 
®i* *m% ««> mnmhm Mm «* 
■ 0WMOp)0> mipj *v A4.ftift Sm.Sf.% a,i bie-jj 
Wrii -h* ftwMjif -- 
t&o ft«.ia U ibis sets! ot **.*f 
eapid yUfist, il may the abdriret pamkU1 
upon ih« tare io*« «4 Bftoh group wilt hfe I.O«f 
e&OBtgb. But shift is an* tit iha*o (htisg* which StS BXftl 
iu tb* pianolortv, *ud IwSwd upon lift fftcwlty ot prolong- 
iag tOttft* »Aer lh* flogwra tjav* left (he k«/S. Aftd KpOtt 
3^4 tiw 4wr tihom <k* boundary oA tho pbcaea, 
vrith wi»{urewr this IsopKaftf 
tk* rioro *»*ntiot**4 by mj corrrepoodant tborefero 
wwro oo»vwoti(<«4Jf and *h# was quite right In not footing 
willing to offrot breaks tbm in tho muric. 
2 am tuotisred to think tho an of phraalng can bo 
(ho violin (here >• ai«o a |e4*l factor la phreriu*, eamoly, Approached bettor fro* the murical figure thin In the way 
iho titao («k«n in rarewring ih® aiov«*ofit of tho boor. I hivo triad In »y Book I to approach ii. Bui the 
ThU, When carried out in « jig, bowing Ss opporilo material in Bock I U of very groat importance, and a 
direction# with each #uct?#«*iY« too® produce* (he effect bettor lot of practioo for melody playing cannot bo found, 
eftlled non legato, in other word* on individual'red effect-, But there is no more a rule of a touch for ending a 
in which each auccesiive tone ha# the effect of an pbrare than there is a rule of smile for leaving a room 
additional chapter or stop in the melody, instead of an appropriately. To employ the DeUartean numerals, 
entire figure appearing tiros, as la the more common way. sometimes in loaxiag * room yon ought to employ smile 
In short, in phrasing &U signs fail “ in a dry-time,” 
and there is no kioci of reason or rale which can be made 
to cover all or any very large proportion of One 
must know the idea* of the piece he plays, and so deliver 
<tho melody that mainly the leading intention of it 
appeals to the hearer; but when he looks at it more 
closely he will find it also made up of smaller unities, 
each of which stands oat to some extent clear and apart 
from the rest. 
But as for giving a rule of touch for “ wiping off” the 
htst note of a phrase, no good musician WbulB dream 
of such a thing. It might be one ejegree of staccato, 
And it might be another. 
I am also responsible for a certain heresy concerning 
the meaning of the slur. I have taught that it implies 
that the last tone nnder it is to be staccato as compared 
with the. nqixt- following. This is sometimes the case^ 
but never'"Solely because the slur requires it, for I am 
assured,. upon authority which I c&nhot doubt, that the 
slur has in it one meaning only, namely, that all tones 
No. 6, and sometimes No. 7, or No. 19, or the very 
potent No. 67. Bnt this is another question. 
THE USE OF THE METRONOME IN PRACTICE. 
Whtj.1 the metronome might be of the greatest 
benefit to one class of students, it might be of vast injury 
to another. The impulsive, careless pupil could be>. 
made more accurate and painstaking, while the same 
work might render more mechanical the pipil who is 
inclined to lose Bight of sentiment and the true meaning 
of music. The use of the metronome will not make 
any one mechanical. It may increase or develop the 
tendency, bnt its use will never injure any really musical 
nature. The danger in accurate technical work does 
z^ot tie with the musical, for, generally speaking, the 
musical, nature is careless, lazy, impulsive, and impa¬ 
tient, and the "more", speedily this is overcome and 
counteracted the sooner will the desired results be ob- t. 
under it must be connected with each other. Even tM» to;aed, ,The danger is with the unmusical pupS, and V 
rule* sometimes broken, as when a slur is carried overV her„ di8aalrou8 results are seen, because the buildirig-V'" 
going on in the wrong direction. Since perfection in 
the artistic depends so much on the mechanical, why re¬ 
fuse anything that will aid its development 7 
The use of the metronome is invaluable in all fiDger 
exercises, scale, arpeggio, and octave work. Do you 
exercise for velocity ? How can you gauge your work 
accurately without using the metronome ? What is the 
object of the exercise nnlessyou can know to & certafhty 
that yoa are playing with more ease^ lightness, and 
speed this week than yon were the week previous? 
The exercise takes on a new importance when you can be¬ 
gin each morning at a alow tempo and work np to a rapid 
one! Why can yoa not accomplish this wiihont the 
a phrase in which certain figures occur where the flow is 
interrupted by a reBt. This Hbrt of thing happens in 
Chopin, and there are many cases where a phrase con¬ 
tains a minute break or interruption os a part of its 
piquancy, yet the slur is carried over it. So in these 
cases the slur means that the phrase as a whole is to be 
connected, and above all made to bring out a single idea; 
nevertheless this idea may be capriciously broken at 
some one point (usually after a point oMonsiderable 
intensity), without thereby breaking the sape-as a dhole. 
I am assured that under no curcumstancSs does the slnr 
require the lost tone nnder it to be disconnected from 
the next tone following it nnder another slnr. Some- 
times Ibis break lakes .place, and sometime, it does not, u!(Kof tha me[ron0me? W.teh ,our own work or th.t 
bo they say. And when it does occur, it U because the 
idea requires it; and when it does not take place, it is 
because the idea is intended to ratf through more than 
one phrase. Just as the violinist sometimes connects 
the successive phrases as closely as he can and still 
reverse hia bowing. 
Short ideas repeated are generally emphasized, and' 
this happens bjr means of staccato upon the last tone. 
Long ideas, on the contrary, are often connected as 
closely as possible. So after all no very .positive rule 
can be jpven. 
Moreover, there are very many conventional applica¬ 
tion* of the alur in music, whore a break is not intended. 
The case mentioned by this correspondent is one of the 
kind. ! have aevwral time* attempted to give a rule 
eavttrifijt she** c***«. The nearest J know of U this 
A dor ruoetng aaa^tiy over a rhythmic growp (aa ovar 
of your pupils and yon will soon have your answer. 
You will notice that all will go smoothly and evenly 
with the strong fingers, but when yon come to the weaker 
ones there will be an unconscious slowing up in yonr 
time. __ 
. It appears that the late Frant von Stirpp6 had not seen 
Italy for half a century, and was surprised 10 find his 
44 Fatioitxa ” and 14 Boocaccio ” *0 popular there. These 
two operetta* brought him a handsome fortune, whereas 
his most famous orchestral piece, the overture to 44 Poet 
and. Paarent” (which has been arranged for fifty nine 
diffareat combinations of iertrumsnts), was sold by him 
for twenty fluriq^ (about $81. For hi# sod^, " O do 
*tT* Ore^msch,” on the other hand; he received 
40tCCO florins, H# always cwjoyed excellent health, and 
si hire :U1»“vw 
afefiy aod pSsesd there tacaaa# the «p*rav*r 
ih«#*ht to !«teh#4 wall, re h*e***e ih* editor Iwri \t 
red reacted ft> rosawsw It re WreAre~>*fl*MM. 
tb* f**4» «f (has oi IH. Mare* 4* 
ttofeVYw# Vm tfctretrito# s tew re*** *f ifete 
mx. «** *A* trew,**a4er 
h# Tift#*#- sissjt sad 
•* ***** ***** ahtotfth w u* **m*wm** 
****** to ftto nre #m,. 
A #4*4 ?)«•#» a ft#** <m W> 
awaar -5*- <s« «*-.*» !*s 
<fc* id 
* &«&***« vutodt- 5* 
mm mm re# 
light fatted and the lost of his only son prostrated him. 
M* Jcatv aUareft rill the great magician# of hi# time, and 
I« !«• Till* at Dm rooaf* are adorned with portraits 
sd SUsrifci, M*ywheer-, Itonring, Wagner, and others, 
d^df«*»c»a Vo» Rcpj 4 ha# »«ft an 
aijfoOSl aaat|4c-te Opm**. ^ompowd lor ft HKreUc taken 
Iferea a he# hy Bald and V»ctw l*w». Ii vil) 
it* re*»»|te*fce4 hf a Tkanneee «o>w>|iowr (ot Direoire 4sn- 
■Vftj*, #Hiw» iwnand* to ft a# the opening perform- 
aao# #»? GaHI *d wL'A to ha# 
1%** itont 
to* ti* tsontJUftpin, trl l/y re«Je 
' P«sp*. Aid Uftit naatra «fl tW %tinm 
/ 
t'ti; '‘iJ-rlt ii'rt 
uMfwm 
4/ ¥ * **.*£, 
V */;«<(■ «*-.*.«<« >4'* Ait V^i/Uk >£ t-faMA- 
it .fatfattltoi /tfaWfa. «1<tia» it faKif: 4k 
»« /it .')u ;f*.i i»;.'<k-» iS.it4 «<iVi4ri 
iirtWMi •**• 'jiUHi i*h/5j» ^'s ^4<>< «*faK*S- &to %*t .1»>m«'4 
*(< Ol .'« KVWi -4.1 ifa.y.1 *-:■*! {^**-*k. V-ii«fa 
Vlr» Afiit.fa ***ii (.ifafafraf M •fafa£fa»«8jf( 
«<sniiru> vl-i.4 hi,: J.wi.fa, ♦«*<?- «.1*4 bBstfaB* ■* »,'*>* « 
41 til II »«1-f^lt-U-l 4>. ii*K^4M. OfiJtfitii *.t fag i&.* 
t<ul‘U W >A MAtMll *»/ ^*M#ilir.*wetonKi;# , 4&i4 Sup? 
|MUI ■>/ •lit 0*Sif* l-^-ifa******-. »V to «!»#-* a^*4-v<il^JS(&» tx* 
/ '••'ti vi*J /•**» afc4BW>«ftin»i^ ««# aaa »«]f t# 
« «i« punt w »*m» ■ ** * **». sfr 4 Wi w (***»«*.** 
**»»> /f * • ».», *< V* " 4.jy «0» j&fafrfc.** *me*. (1* 
'W*l #w *4.#)Wfi*¥<Ml 158 *JW 
l»iW«.wfHW * 3*»irtf'.<*i^£l« f> to&f W •'Jrtif# 
l*l4fH9iJ% SlS#*«4iUI fr&»> *4 
’H ‘lift l»nWrif '«<«*** *2 %,*• ffhttiwr#* *if. ikfi *$*r*i*A «? 
tO*Ut tfbtti *•!**»■ 9&»» <«$ 
»l*tol»»f. HiiDiRt, «<4 %#* ftrWfe friHiiptfh 
HUlfttlW fir'^JpWW tfr£ Drfih 
VUui^i «m wn'4i s>i«fct£t 
(p*$tia#H ww»* a***#.** m *h*jm ptotwlt&itaw* 
*»«*« *W tojpWtast *“ ^.wwtjiwsS'" ffins»Sfc. fW wriB-ltw**, 
Mw«5(«fc ft to " «&tft9. wfelfefc «»% i* 
■hi .omit eflwte*. ^ |5»%**li1.ioj(t 
■i#ti»K -jut, y».^f itfitnt# *4*' Ww ftpex^twgyj ©fitta w 
n# 'HUItH/ni hm *m£St£ ft <0®B*M«?5IiS3*« 
ttlrfKW // 'W'tirtta #tft«D!(4 
t\forprb vW'i- w ^hr4* *h*} t&i*-. 
*'»•/ wnaaim* #&£ wi cwMw^eiiii «nw»k; 
4S». vtitMUh tt. %s.rn. to 
imv %rn» &&:*»■ hnwHf k*e»w**. « u 
niHunmwi fkwmwm Wfc lw«sr *mt& e^sfewrik* ** |&br ■:— 
«Mlv 5 tm/tty m/wtf*. *. 3&«5L b»i E r-eppcm h 
•«- «ur* 'imii cmmm 4w 4»t to 'ft# *5-’"’ Jjfcn?* «« ict&» - 
%r? wbt, fta* Wfewti to aufti.+ 4S 
*«uii*i«)t. Till ew*u.> ajaaftw •«/ wmes2f SjcmsI to 
«a fib*-.* <ndm^jw £ "X* posfor* 
muutm % te «etww4 ihMr )*«*•, Iktt a4oi a I* 
.••nii. <ilv4 «w4*jKS«iw k* ttieii »«i|St(iie7» 
11 '£'■*». . - K%#ft 0 5|«ji »,«;■ 
uiuill !l»." - a>9 i«!p» Uni dM IftwSww «• 
•»•* t« mwaml *»t a»« ***«.•} ’ti1 ««i« 
U #m «lmi:«. <«.»»« «tt» »6 v&x of eftftm&ifttl aisir.ft. 
Ml <Si.U< -il *IW «* *<r(M«*|. 8w, SMftsaBpM&Mnaj* M 
ftit iii.fi "-Mkufiwf ..ft.lv, ftftvt if.ftl 'DvWft oftsaof ft. 
i«'Kt ftmmoMc « 8t:t ©fMnwftaoft. <w<Qs«w*ft. 
f in in* «»ifti. 4* »«. i'uft- *i j-v-ftftn »-.'iftotf. »«a* usasni- 
»*.i io^s>6«% meS >.iiu.»v.ut vmt 'Btanpefttos^i 
,u,3; °' ftvui.nui: it..1'.. #1- &W& 
1B«.SV>1 ui8; ihHMi. 4M «,-» ftTOBil to Mtymdkft'' 
- tiv ifiHivn.it :iv IVI-.H ft, ^vtvimvunjftf ,W'fe-.'i*fty 
•««««W»S Hft-iUlftfiHBfiv l.f ft/4uift V*v», ftBi,, 
ViftftfttVv filltlHH vlV.fi, j)ftiV 1ft- ‘HHftV'ftft JlVOWi.W-J .tfttftft ft tftftift' 
‘iiftftHtft.fi fta«yw«Ku>ft <r MmAmf it* umiwrfton Met 
....ft*!!-.- -MMaMniHv t’Hift, fft-H. *!f ■jftuui ..ifts<feft,»ftt 
lw'*«» 'w «’ •««*(**» «t» «wm# ^MiMinv m m *»«. i* 
«w .Hwwiifti BIWfHt. ftlii* * * MMN^ir ;s«8:»wfiM* M 
iikftt.ft ft 4«iillHU« -Wit sftitiftH' ftfe. Aft ftVftft fti vKtftvSIiSt*).,. 
■ftMH.ll ftftjftfti ifcj *»*»«.», Sww, ftiiftfiV « M ftWt„ * 
t'lft .f'iji. «iftim»M»nnw,-knmMWMW W teatf tli-wmmt* 
«"i ■* •*»*•» >''•* niiwuwfi Wimi «w(it, m mm* *» 
.iHMSlift., <Mft vjwa. ftftftspuBMji ftlftftft MU, ftfcft Sftft 
««» inn* * ft *» * mm tmm mm#!**- 
«i-. Wtaftft % Bunfti 4m*wt <ft Ms* tmam. *»! 
“•I»iji«»ft -wiii, I** f» «mh twit, * m to* 
iwwwrti «***!» -ft «ft,» <» fttiWMi mmtpm mmt 
"J.«® -*w mmm % «m< «■» +mh. 
•1« ftlWIWt •»«>*»- ««M|« 0 i*KWftl.-5*iak«i!|«@ftiKS»ftttuB: i. 
■4 ■««* ft»w» fMMHiw .ft- tin. IK, SB*-? M# «» ftftBft 
*» •"* •V «•»•*»« m> m> .mrnm i»«» 
Iftftft ».» Wvftwft »ft4 *ift«k«.ft»vu. ftft* ftft Bfifift* Hi 
WWft.fi ft'filllftH'vlft «» Hftft.ftft.H.lft: -H.-tfift ftj. ftfitKSftft 
••'**“ *•••• **» w* HfifWfi *»ft ftjjftli. ftfi-' Iftftftlswiftft, ftftrf 
—'"'■•fi””1 " WSHW ftH-vWft-Hlilft'lfi iftfi ft«s>,ft% *HS ftftisft 
-fttafta, ,-Mftft .ft. ft* 9«<, I**.*, v^ftn. ^ 
'll (■•- ft «*«t« ftftftftftWft, -tftftfti'ft-.lftfi ft ftftifi ft. 'ftft,.A 
i.»«nft.-' »ftw,..ftWift^i mt Vfti* «w. ftHiiiftftftBf * ftm# 
*»*»rm* HWOMlXM. ft. ««, «M» -fiftftftft mm- rnmm» 
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——am 
naw Awwai-rii aa^uuMi^iM, i 
Awtftiet aif^if^. dot.'urfu .it.' i>M MUiji -ttftitiMM:.. w 
MAiiA^Ea. 9A44MW ^ -</ '5ilMW 
«« I#k a* totfei&fetAiK. av.» .'U Art. iiiW 
*44*6 l'ftiMn«4-if..a«.t Mirt-- I«|,» 
tM(* I-W «l A&<« «4w •* ttfWftWrtt. ftAiVli ft/ ilA,»; 
***** 4Urt *iT «iU £***#:•*'•*. IfelM*#; Alto* ^ *#«• #WH*| 
.Slh. ,>»*.'<*«*« mi 
B>v** «&.* i.^Urtmuni-.r M VirtuiW 
■-Aititm&biu *a.i ftmmtfn#,, {fefeft S« !>*• 
"* *f«»i sflw &naif*mv'*, MWWtoWti. «mift 
W fert^WfcMfc. tW to * **< 
*i afotnto ♦*«! Jto wwt 
«Eb» »W* 4i * tm>t* J*w< ^ *$to -i^BVwft*iWUvv4 
ft** ** **$#«>.*» a4s** « »«»i to to 
** «r«#si»afc to « 3*«frmc* *w*t W m, ii ir-w?A4 
V <w tow |i*a to 3«to». wiftfl# «*4 ol « 
I'b- jr»wrjr«r if-ij^®»lfjto.ti^i «j4 tAs-W Wipr4i^ «*4 to 
m*W.<HtlrA *k».m <wrt+c«3jr. H* rrwo W \Jnx-ik\ tj&« 
|-*«*t*J Jw* 4fc»Ki0i*i»1MV. Bmn, 4J b». «J»4 MA w» 
y*»St.*<*4 &* to ill MNMUA^!»f «< tfe* W««Hti« ')»t« *W 
*Sv* *$+'■<'* *f*m *to vjwnw»w* «ns34 a-o< Ito «ti«r»riiiie t)&wj 
ffafitailAil*. A.«4 ftA li ifef wiy i» irtkib Voo bmmsj, 
«to» 0 ♦flSd'W.fA to fjwwwk ia lh*t «i©*A "jati®*, bsjkU- 
*®-~-*osR*ku T'beiSi m*y b« 
tow.!«J<iW)#^ ih*f m%y vnm to4ikr» nuh erpr^wrion 
*# 4-4»n to I3to pdj&W <^7, «5-.d ytd tibwir ff&dvr- 
to# to “ImW **4 aaiiotoiwwBtief. FJwy &ot b*en 
taEtffts, m alwy m «*M&to to lfc.« e, 
*awl ^*if f^fcjr csctofltft ooft name. 
f< i&m*! to3r« &« J«*4 jo m®^4i;o# pa:bHc cpiisiotj 
f«s#ndfiti# -wMsto *wl<3 wrr«r to proft-oattoe & 
to h« * fmki «nt a-wtly U*a*,6* il boitr* & 
|W«il 8*ot*« cr WTOiff 4MM w twa-m they Ijat® 
<c«o«ff*4ps. to icAwiftMud-tol, bju* iro projuoa&cc^ it; if 
wKflttSii iwr**t to*t4 .tltosir papato to think U>*t ^boy 
<««n|>i5wS5s«««: w'hkh lb:fy do not ttrsderr-Und, 
9*? j4mo.it th«aa to ptoyjrhw ih.ty vn ttflAb-J.? to ptoj 
i if, «&ot» III, cs«{io»en woaii refrtin fro® 
wrtei&jr tsftUi iiiftj cm. fftfti ii*i ii* Wit-* 1. |tro{ii:t,ioa*; 
St, id ifcftijfft, ill w®n auiwciJSf banal-, if »caii3 jc f*r 
w*w^ fUfioUi;®** irfuainJ <bbm *,v<i «mariax ibe 
Mm wteni Wofecoiot il. ' 
HUTB TO stod; 
*-» j«»* -»* met, 
Vos.- **k as* far • 9m •uni* «t «•- 
irasi. tils*«Sva»(Mk r«t«i »»,;:(&*»»fa«fa 
ra** fa cmtrnmmi. «M iiWe* far «« 
i» i*S -ftftS»i:*Sw*i>»ti(M;. Wsiwiriiiuf, 
I w* jiat «fa»o x fa* i®p>rwtfaw5«a*. 
Aai to iwtf * iteWbdfc. ©«» wmm 1® mt# siaion* 
*»*• &*» *Ct^wm }«aifci» ar,tmtc®il 
*• fflWifWt W- -*25^ » mftwtll) «3st»f»^Wno»«i eii 
Tiw^f mi rnmwtm ^iSI biiw % tiU 
wif WM.1 &iW* flV ilflfadMiaL £kt»l 1» 
♦ *&*«*»,. 4Nff «K»e * .Htouwr 
K Sd^wastf^, *S»** fecit Wwiyf 
(town. ^ **>**#„ ^1. =•*»,»« ton* ® th* '^».C «M#Os 
^’W to as#' )lu« «2 
^ 6«a taqr H.w .n*m«r i« m Vtw$ 
owwwd OSM 5tf to flkr ilm <Uh«iL JtftWVd* :iWns 
«Ur uWkk^hW WtticAtrtm. ♦dsl Ii 
Ito* «^R 1#^ itor*»i.»aw 4b ■$$$&■! 
^ mm wmM* $m ^ *j4 wife W 
{waw SuwWi. li.Hi/<* *- 'iwitwi sfef *Wt&. 
&& l*#**™#*, ***ti % «>»»■ -i>f 
iWHMHKt «S«» a«si$&fi 
. f¥«fc $&»& m %* *&&&* 
‘MI h&)M»r 
*ft» m#m mm&Mt m* 4®h» <***».& 
Mr mw «* ii ssj* sf. **oaftftftj«ft,. oftfaiiw *«Mv Kiwi 
•*■ ■*>><* »«.. an aiiniin 
ftftfi«s* <*•>- ftii - irinrijf u -r«n -ii- ii't.i.ft • .ii 
mwmbmi. *Hmr Ito* *s«*< f m * a* ftwHftis. .ft 
»«w *wy> ft* mm i mm * *■« *■.. -mm* «» 
sfaifa* ftMkfa»-4iM*«. • 
W «*• ftw» d» -fifftSSMifi ftaftO** Iftftw,- *afr 
ft-*- •KSSfartRt *irft*-—- ■*« fti**it.jti 
ft- ■#* *»«** ■■« -ii* -i-i.m 
*m« «H- *ms* faWMI M* jMmM »»■ 
ift^vfaytoiitoMMllywwrMMMlWfa*. 
<<# “-aaiiiMIfc81 fe fa *» «»*» dw OTft* «M«*r Ufa* 
Oft* *wiw- fan *»* |ftft«*».W asM. B» 
ftirt-iwwsiwi jws»,«-|t5«» hnuitU*|: *«• *fik* fa •« 
«*Mti •«» «.!>- fa.}** »*Sft- ik» *»f «l *»St*i»l 
«M*M *1 H iftHMlW S|>*? drtfajMWt fa«« '".fa* fa*1 
M Mk) ftMrtfar* «w*w rotcftie A»4 »a It in 
iwfifc Wsi wnM. I* tW rNM k«!H ** fa «mkm 
*1 m**, n-ifti *ift*i* <*» *»rftf-«tfc»i» are rafarf. 
*.» ififn-fi vii« 4i« Uftfti y«s »k<«M fciopt, telkwt wlua 
WWW. tens .»«st*4 M yea «wS 4o awl tmacj Vi* ?o* will 
ffil • wi« fit* ft'kUv't <« Hvl-rr'«bp t»i.iii( w>4 dtfak- 
i*r vfi. ftuk* U.,ilr* M Uitm- grmt iiotmt 
K.-W, t*i wi *■' ftctfeckftl " of evajefaj)- Yov shoaM «a- 
fftftprw W nffiftft a wtr.-rowii* balftnaa I hr Uirae pra- 
•okdKlto. 
ru C'id Jt*k*.s •diiAifoO., wb <cb sow, fatma I hu rantabed, 
U.v^k.l &» tt trtx oa.KU>, the broad., r-xnootb «tyl« of «in#in*, 
a»<« Us.* »rt of florid tfecmlruatioo wkkeh., lkougb oal of 
d«to, tfcyeAd b« •oqoirod by every *rtim who re»peoU 
bi'Wirtetf., )tt*t u every doctor sbosid provide kinwetf 
with t drptonML 
By •ta.dyio.f lb* French j^bool, ilIdo, yoo wiJl gwo 
(kfeTB t»d »ohr»e’y io yowr fermaU aod Uyatvrc, *fcd 
bdd a tpecLkJ character to yotur w.D^pn.#. 
The G-ermarj school to the oomplement of the too 
other*. It U*acbe» energy of dictioa, the fioleoce re- 
paired to oertoin dramatic Attoatioom aad a particalAr 
poetic rehemeocA, or exoheraooe, which the tender 
wiU fj.nd r.t aief-ol to Acquire, ao thut he may oot be at a 
lo»» or emharraeAed whatever work* he may he called 
on to interpret. 
To torn up my conviction* and artistic aspiration*, let 
me eey this :— 
Btfudy word*, in order that yon may enunciate them 
inteJJijpeatly. The singer that doo* not articalat^Seariy 
show* that be distrust* himself. 
Bxercia® your heart. Buffer. Put yourself in the 
place of the character* whose woe* you sing;, vyeep 
with them in their aorrowa in private before yon ohm- 
muni cate them to the public. 
Strive ever to move your hearer*—oot to astonish 
them. It to to the heart, which to the basis of human¬ 
ity, that yevq should first appeal, and oaty after‘‘that to 
lb a ear. j 
The finect gesture* will be bat mechanic*! unless you 
put your whole *o«.l and your heart into the iolelii- 
geaUj formulated word* which pas* your lipa 
* In short, tel your so»g 6t your worda And may the 
~Ma-*» look kindly on your effort*! — 77u Musical and 
Pramutk World. 
WHAT DVORAK SAYS. 
W»rwi at the Woroein*r Festival, Dr. Dvorak wa» in 
t*ki*r>ewed. aad among other thing* said .*— 
** ?‘K<h ia»^» a* the one l yvM mentioned are inci- 
Aemtial to a »**w ooentry Ubw your A menoa. where there 
«« so htiiie munba.) knowledge. Il to a very big plsoe. 
4*tS ha* ^ery nsninr.. See this nrchestm ? It to all 
i&ertt-wi.. S>a a-e the orobeutras of New York and 
Chtafegn. Everywhere a good orobefttra here »* as or 
efcOItm <4 9ei mat»a. Wby 1 Itowtanne you A merman* 
have eniuilftk mimic »n yeo et yireeent, not enough 
«'.U»i«tS?| flfetoiirr,. Ml at-Muirt at^hifeg tiret'^lss* 
m h WVb «*» i!»> fhnglMid flbftveen or t.wer«y year# ago. 
HiW5. dw'«iMi ovohMhfiFN* so nduflatad the English 
tpiilkftto jr.njfbMtmriea ov*. filling the plane* of 
' ■ Otetto tike »>«Wf i* wot pmiTOi then before. 
%n ‘Iff <wM» W' ^tWO» irfW r.w«oity yearn , and WhlU. I am 
'Mying itw vft*; to Utib «*»*»• a fitadi* p*H of the Amnrioa*. 
■'* hvaeimit w. aba. Ao*«c«»at. as* qw»ic- awniini *» 
»“JMWai ouebKAltwHH, *«« «i*.t t* tin* **mum w% aowu 
luiee to QHf HM» mi Hiwf&i WO0»«». SO lotttep i 
U*** 4v wnA totm llto do «m»i» owly waot si io* 
?P**wr..Hm ?!lt»xy warn a^w^yt, aumoy, mtm m*mt& 
b. J|Siwr^»* Mifafti it- mm- *>*uul. u,h*u linw,. *i»n eumgft 
^«it- ‘ttoV* pm J»(M/ a tftW.U- *oee, 
•#«»■ P*to •imttii.to ••‘ft t&Jrt ’*bk _*toA. *0 4k* 
ffb*iv» to mm. •1**#*’ Cwon* 
•■tow wwm #m> toUi hato' ltw* 'bfimAt*! oh 10* H “ 
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THE ETTfD® 
WOM.AJI IS HOY A OttMtttefcS. 
ftaui UW UMattOfa aoSit tni* hey, Ajklrtt «*» 
vooufa' i icfacfax Ikae trs^efa. ufaescioa^ay. 
wm A QfaVXdho egft&d Wofaifafa wbefa *h* »»|i«aed t«* 
eyes «j*na ihu nroriiA 
She h*da*»gtrthood, uudfxmiM&l luipoertible h*pptue*». 
uo iibuufoiib* , shotted only Ad*iu. Tiue, she t»u*t here 
had foe^iage for wisietktBf hrtter tbau *h» had known , 
for she tl wm who dn*i yoanted for knowing* end at® 
lha k 1 frail of tfokt forfolUea ire*, whom*, mortal ln*Vo 
brought death luto the world " hV»m that fatal day 
until thto hnr longing for kuowtodge he* been *«*wpred 
by ^riuting to her vole vooelton, matrimony. 
MU uni's ooiMxepllou «il Rw was lhat she *** *- ®r®a- 
turn m» inferior to ou*u> that knowlodgtt must bw admin* 
uiorwd to her iu hom«H>pathic do^oa. 
BuhjecUon produce* guile, And woman »liflod bur 
longing* for knowledge iu order to ploaito tbo arbiter of 
her foie. She oerly fmiud that bwiuty wwe.bor only 
weapon. To plaaan the eye of m^n, nbo baa been 
swathcnl from the cradle to the gravo. Her form baa 
been bound so tightly that her lung* bar© never knowu 
the luxury of a breath of pure air. Hor arm* have not 
had full sway, tor even to Uxi* day it i« an impossible 
teal for a woman, wheu drowed, to raise her arms above 
her head. Her feet have been distorted by forcing them 
into unnatural shoe*. From earliest childhood she is 
told that she must cross her hands thns,—she must 
keep her leet so,—^totle ladies do this and that. 
In-the last cenfGry, during certain hours of the day, 
the neck was encased in a high, stiff collar, in order to 
increase it* length, and the oare were bound down to 
prevent them from growing | they carried heavy weights 
upon the head during part ol the day, to make them 
erect. The hair was strained over an immense cushion, 
which was built up to last for some time; and the 
victims slept on a wooden pillar to preserve the tower 
intact. They were encircled with immense hoops; and 
the straight jacket* with which they were laced were 
drawn together with, silken strings strong enough to form 
& hangman’s rope. ^ 
Thcee laces, after being adjaated in the corset, were 
fastened to a high-posted bed, and the poor yonng 
creature gave a bound forward, and she was “ laced ” for 
the day. Sometime* she fainted from the pain—more 
often she did not, and frequently she was made to sleep 
in her straight jacket to form her figure. What aspira¬ 
tion* could a creature so tortured cherish? She was 
educated for her vocation, however. 
She wat taught embroidery; she could work a sampler 
and make prodigious cal* and dog* in cross-stitch ; she 
could stitch and (ell and hem. 
She could fashion her own garment*; she could paint 
a watermelon by theorem; she could write a letter, if 
the spelling were not ao object; ihe knew a few word* 
of French and she could play. Fortunately for the “ pro- 
i©Mo? *’ of manic, she could play— for company. 
She w*a i»»i taught tnuric, ior music is the work of a 
Ixfofttme; and sh« tnovx complete her education before 
•ighte*&—nay, our grandmother* thought it well to be 
m*m*d at fourteen. 
The coodiUotti «n somewhat improved now aday*, 
aad are wsiH improving. 
to to M&d that it a girt to realty aocical, she forsake* 
k** »**r. aftwr WMtvtpi, 
A* tm sto* wMkjtf. tha «*b ttdiW, the IftU® vote**, 
t&>* liufo b.yS'4* felt h*v tils. 
tw fciigiu, Uto ***>«%* days, the ***** aad 
?»»yw*fatVU'4^ mmcA t&ai a e^thwv dim a^4*i 
ih«4a U»** waasaa, «k» * 
to av«wrW»»dto»t!«fl WfiV aaeitoiS daiiaa. ifiStw Am 
inhw pm m&mgdk ^ %#4 *js»p#wvv? 
#w*:- Vk* W*.5t aed ffaetoi* 
Jiviv mv*. *iM a,«ss Ml AM* toatkiton totod tb* 
AM.iAtfa «it» a fMMfeftfi&r 
' to uitoi to «h>s iemmi* *3^ *••*»*** iu« to «b« 
.lAtnufa Mat*. #e» »» tpjaM* towasi «A« tow** 
Vl» » T «Mi«*:v 
VVft»« #-*«v WntMiMiffa- to ito»|. e totoiv* 
•«toiifoi »oP fofto *r«fa** 
'•V* %4«iV» *tottou«» mUfkb to**» a vMtow*;** i **»*• 
tBw» fca/ifitof 4^ tto* AK^Iftld* 
me** i» iasmmim &fe. TW. *» *#* ***** ***** 
», (..« Ikuift s*.slw. M sfafa*. wi **• 
C*UsSy. ill*? 1.1. . Sftft ftft-iil faft !—Sficl 
ff< iti. Iu. *S«M1. * wwm*», Ml fa* «• 
»yoe« a.S. Hu 1«« ku iftwa hen -ion tor fa* 
mo.tier, .l.loi, mile I N. foft fa* *«»>»» SftifaW 1*1*** 
out In ini. IU*4 fa* j«*** d! per. Ur l!*»r«wr«. »wi JO® 
wit) file.! ih.i tK. .iiifiio mamma iift* bft**i fa* to1*4 
•noer and jest- 
No plot was complete wilhoat the lorritetole ** old 
ma*d,'' who c**vted all the bad oewa, dtoacmlnaUd all 
the ■lander, and who harried the innocent heroine. 
Her disappointment, her lack of a vocation, ho* set her 
teeth on edge. She i* angular, soar, and vindictive. 
With each a picture of tingle life, it it wonderful that 
mother* have urged their daughters into matrimony, 
and tortured them to make them beautiful, in order to 
attract the atronger sex ? What girl would dare all thi* 
to ho a musician? True, many of the noblest of our 
women have remained single, and certainly some of the 
moat beautiful have lived a lonely life, rather than wed 
uncongenial men ; but at the early age at which one 
must begin music, no girl can voluntarily elect to be the 
butt of eocial ridicule in order to master her art. The 
traditions are againat her, and she has submitted. Of 
late years, woman haB asserted her womanhood. She 
has a right to exist, not only os a mother and wife, but 
aa a woman. She has not yet brushed away the 
cobwebs from her eyes; she has not adapted her¬ 
self to her new environments; she has not yet thrown 
aside the shackles of her physical disabilities. 8he is 
daring to exist; that is much. 
When she discards the trappings of her loDg bondage; 
when she frees her limbs from fetters of lace and cam¬ 
bric, and feels the muscles in her slender arms expanj); 
when air shall fill her longs, and her foot nbaU gain an 
elastic tread, she will begin to think for herself. 8he 
has seen nature through man’B eyes; let her use her 
own,. She has listened to his interpretations of nature’s 
harmonies, and has echoed them with more or leas suc¬ 
cess—let her listen now with her own ears. 8he can 
never be original until she thrills with her own strong 
pulse-beats. 
Man mast gain ail his inspiration, especially in music, 
from nature. Let woman drift from the fountain head, 
and she may hear new voiceiw She ofay sing new songs. 
There are harmonies that lmve never been interpreted, 
for nature has her feminine side and she has not re¬ 
vealed all oi her secrets to man. * 
There will yet arise a Sybil whose voice will proclaim 
the oracles of music and of art. 
“TO BE OB NOT TO BE,'* 
BY V. H. ROGERS. 
**To be or not 10 be is tke qaestion,” whether it is 
wiser for many to plod along as *4 second-,” nay, 
“ third-” or “ fourth rate” teachers, or whether it would 
not 1^ wiser, forsooth, u> be ” fi rst-rate ” in some other 
lilo work more suited to natural abilities. We may, to 
u»c Another's illustration, repreaeot life by a table,, the 
various part# in lifts by hole* of different shapes and 
aa square, oblong, triangular-, .and round; the, 
people of the world by block* of wood^f oc^mponding - 
*b*jw*. Wo thfcll more oftoa dad than otherwi*£ that 
iho uwMsguU* pottoa b«* piared hi as, self irtvhe aqaara 
bocc. lb* otffoag oa* us the utsa faUr. whifo the.aqw* 
pMgrw&ft hate ittori)«h8y hi»sriJ into tbs roe-fed 
tai*. Th*y aiUter aw thv hole they »w 
•ipm* m Mww *m«»s *«* *tm Ataed i* se ate»4y-, they 
totoiy Stop tbv»#4*fa* te *h*. wt»s yi*iWu 
Tbto tofs^a toa»«»Ws4 u* tb* thekv a a-cu-fc are 
m„ tasAAv, wsxsa W ** s# »♦ am&A 
(bajpift iWw iHWtiim h**w tow *'«M4a4s^. * fcfe ***•«*■&♦ «sy 
<i(o* rtisBy bm< 4mmia4!'»'wk to. sglbwito U pm A»«>iAs 
QL+H ywMfart "i-wifafa toQilUfa to- 43,• Ppnttfcli* ed 
*I«W*(* Vfait': •Wfa'Ahwrt- 'V utilifku t t*»wrt 
•<R**«5SWi. <*“«*« |!Wlh hto Shmss hwfauirt to •*»*/ 
tofatoifaifatotofa <*"••» " tofa5*>"»r *mAl'****'ik * %****■» to 
eM sSto *«•!*•." hutetotow dbam <#*&*•■ ** 
factor fM. 9«1«» *■***« nmmmbm 
Irv»w dhv eMMRWKMp wVwv ft* waado. Ok t *«* l Y on 
*A*yvg*itfWyt MAT* H, in Aw you »*ri 
fore ytour werk m tuooh Ail outward thing* will neither 
Atetowwaco. oppaL n°r (atelly hart you From within 
moist come the beip and inspiration. 
B* oofeAriOftt within yoo of feeling th»A thought of the 
POV* >— 1 -tm. I b»T» found U»e faork *1 last 
Which fnrltooo* *k«»* forec^ 
A »4 nmmort (<» »«■ U rest, 
Omr* whew I Vfabor »l my bwt." 
Examine yoarself and your position well; doo’t plunge 
headlong into art. It is a weary round of toil to become 
a musician, aad whoever wants eerily and quickly to 
begi«v^noney-making would better by far seek another 
field. 
If music speaks to thee in an alluriDg voice, if she 
singrfo thy heart and looks yHPair as the moon, clear aa 
the sun,” yon may know **4he holds thy heart forever, 
and yon will bless her night and day; where’er you 
wander, she will ever be on thy way.” To the true lover 
of mnsic, it is aa necessary as the breath of life itself 
to his happiness. He will follow it where er it leads, 
though the way lookg dark and weird. It has some¬ 
what the same fascination for him that a golden 
thread in an intricate piece of embroidery ha* for the 
eye. He will forever follow it, seeing it here blending, 
now there almost lost, bat never qaite, among the dank 
threads, glistening only more beautiful by the gleaming 
of contrast. The musician will ever find work and a 
wealth of happiness in his beloved art, work and unhap¬ 
piness outside of it." 41 We are not born,” says Goethe, 
“to solve the problem of the universe, but to find out 
what we have to do.” 
He subscribes for and reads the leading journals of 
music. He makes self-improvement & part of every 
day’s work, he keeps up a practice thaFwitl enable him 
to always play well, and with increasing knowledge 
becomes more useful in his beloved art work. He is* *- 
never satisfied with the results of his work or with the 
amount and quality of hia knowledge, for he knows that 
the self-complacency of “ knowing it all” shows a stand¬ 
ing still, nay, more, a retrograde, for il ib either forward 
or backward we go. Thus to expose what is to many 
the.undiscovered land of music, is not to discourage, but 
to warn. s 
THE GIFT OF SONG. 
Thi Vocalist, in its usual pithy way, has the following 
to say on this theme:— 
“ Thousands of persons might learn to sing who never 
know that they have voices. The human VV<& culti¬ 
vated to Buch extent that it can be used comfortably to 
express emotion in song, is the most precious gift which 
one can have. Beautiful eyes, lovely complexion, grace¬ 
ful figure, and all other1-things which we look upon as 
desirable, are nothing as compared with n eweot voice. 
Do not deoy that. How can one best interest a gather¬ 
ing of cultured guest* ; how best serve in the borne to 
lighten it* cares; how best participate in the service of. 
the church ; how stimulate and *tir into activity asd 
dened or crushed live*, how do anything of higher life 
better than through voice sod music I Bat a few in each 
eity know what it i* to sing'wcfl, or he trained for the 
useful office ol singer, in whatever sphere that may bo. 
Ii U aad that it \t ao. Why i* it ? BeoauM oo one tell* 
the pctKtoor of a good voice of hi* fortune, until after 
he'ha* become Absorbed in borinc** or abe ha* become 
*»gvO»ed in bcmwhold care*. Kve.ry te»rber bo* 
peojde-. pari middle life, come to him for a few leanoma, 
wlws atig'kt have been trained to be excellent profwwioo 
sdto b*4 i&tjr begun atfc'dy u> warly life. It >» m very nod 
ttaqgjhft Cbai lb*a* people wanted a pr*C*OU* gift, **ay. 
fcjto: fefcitttf f/reoif*H» gift which God g*»* theta.”— Tkt 
&h»nr Mwru Jtwm&x 
}Caipsrfttti ififaiigt **or* rtiprmu^ wjmn ■ good c**u» 
iXim. 4>* •fMUi*t*n3 (umduci of ,Wlin» vto> «Jo*Wi l* to Oi 
WHY GOOD ItUBXO 18 0001). 
A ooitfcMroinjuT t.oMlj uk. tho fullowtux qQMtiou ; 
“ Whjr i. good rnuuo, good imi»lef" donbtleM moaning 
to aak wh»t u good tuualc. Unti.r om» form or another 
this quoatiou is being continually naked »nd answered, _ __ _____ __ 
and as the subject Is ot great interest and importance it waits to a symphony, although it may bo that in the 
mar hot be entirely useless to again oonsider it, says the future a more complex form than the symphony may b« 
hss civilised taste passed beyond the condition of liking to diawimiaat* between Ota false sand the tnas to tka Up 
aimpls muaie that appeals only to the lower .motion., jury, socially and dr socially, of artiste everywhere. 
Proeeui taste may he a fashion, bet It Is a fashion that Issstly, it Is too often forgotten that Ike artist nest, in- 
changes by being made better and not worse. Under diridMilly, make hit own position, and there ia prae- 
no conceivable oiroomstan^es consistent with progress ticedly no limit to what he ota do in. this respect, 
can iterer be poselble for art-educated nx'eo to prefer* Society weJoomea the mao of capability and refinement 
editor of }ho Leader. 
Now, other things equal, the highest form of music is 
the best music, and bjr the highest form is meant the 
most complex music. Roughly speaking, tho line of the 
evolution of music has been from the song of tho savage 
Good music, thon, is not tho best music, bnt it is good 
in proportion as it approaches the best; it must appeal 
to the gduoated art taste of the era in which it appears ; 
it must not be vulgar or trivial,. it must not cflhfound 
with open arms, and I hold that in pipportion as a man 
ia faithful to h!« artistic trust, so is the measure of his 
success as an artist, for fidelity invokes respect, and 
respect opens to him many avenues of usefulness and 
honor forever closed to in competency and mediocrity.— 
London Musical Newt. 
to the symphony of Beethoven. Mnsio^as evolved sentimentalism with sentiment, it must be uplifting and 
along this line becanso taste has evolved along this line, not degrading, and its popularity must be supported by 
and what is best in music is the outcome of what is best the generally received canons of true art. SuU music 
in taste. is QOt necessarily symphonic music, it need noUte bewil- 
Looking at Another aspect of the subject, mueio deringly complex, it need not necessarily appeal to the 
chiefly appeals to the emotions, and its evolution in this highest emotions, but it must not be barbarously simple, 
direction has been a change from appealing from the not must it appeal to the lowest emotions. Art lovers 
lowest to the highest emotions, as where the savage should straggle up to the height of good music, so that 
works himself into a frenzy, a passion, by Binging and they may learn to like better music in preparation for 
dancing, while the civilized music lover listens to a Beet- that moat ennobling and most exalted of all pleasures, 
hoven symphony and feels lifted into a higher and nobler the appreciation and enjoyment of the best music; and 
WOrifl. To DnmnlflvttTr mnot Ka JaIwa^ .1,1- __ O tL!n _. a _i__ ' . ... 
GUILMAN3KHT AMERICAS MUSIC. 
Alexander Guilmajtt thinks and observes as well 
as plays. He haal formed decided opinions on this 
country and on its people, and expresses them as fol¬ 
lows :— 
I am perfectly convinced that mnsic will be developed 
to a degree of undreamed-of beanty at some future 
period in America and by the Americans. WRy^shoold 
world. To complexity mast be joined this feeling of this, best music is not song, dance, or opera,' but the ?0tLTk? Ame[ican temperament essentially poeti- 
exaltation, this lift in the direction of ennobling idealism, symphony. caL llia| ,8’ P*rhaPa> “ astonishing assertion, but the 
A .V . . ... n rnnfa r\4 it *.* nAntiwn.il- ___ tTl _i 
\ 
Again, the savage musician appealed but to one or 
two low feelings; the best music of civilized musicians 
stimulates all the higher emotions. To complexity of 
design and the power to exalt mujrtiie added the power 
to appeal to a great number of the higher emotions, 
HO ROYAL ROAD. 
t t  
proofs of it are continually before our eyes. The most 
commonplace process of manufacture is seen by the 
American continually in a new light, and in the crucible 
of his imagination is entirely transformed. His inven¬ 
tive genius:—that is, the consecrated expression—is 
called into play by the most insignificant object. The 
_ -  , There is a craze nowadays to obtain, without the 
which, however, must not be exercised to the point of prolonged period of close study that was formerly 
exhaustion, not beyond the point of pleasurable feeling, deemed indispensable, results which only the slow bnt *orld bad bee“ golDg °“ for 8 long time before “ 
In a rough way we hare reached oar rongh rale for sure development of time can ever bring abont. Singers ^mencan> 8eein« 8 needle> thought that the hole was 
guidance, and now let it be put to the test. expect to plunge from mild amateurism to artistic posi- .0red at the '"ong end’ aad the e«*in* machine waa 
Suppose it be asked: Why is not the best dance tion after a brief period of probation at one of our „^._m8“ _°“£ thlIlk:8 ori6i„naI thoughts whose 
schools of music ; pianists impatiently leave the funda¬ 
mental principles of tone production and touch, and 
hasten after machines, nnder the idea that increased 
agility of finger necessarily means increased musician- 
music as high in the esthetio scale as the best vocal 
mnsic ? In the first place, the feelings that it arouses 
are of a lower kind. Contrast the feelings aroused by 
the “ Beautiful Blue Danube ” with the feelings aroused. 
tgain is, if I may use the term, on fire, and everything 
is presented Jo that manfs imagination in a novel m&vP 
ner. • In other words, he is a poet. Inventive genius 
applied in that direction » practical poetry, for poetry 
is only the presentation of an old truth or idea in an 
original manner. When, therefore, the coarse of time 
shall have so organized the pressing necessities of life 
in America that they are provided for with the mechan¬ 
ical regularity that obtains in Europe that same inven¬ 
tive genius that has placed America at the head of me- 
chanical science will seek an outlet in a ifew direction. 
It will be applied the arts, and a strikingly original 
and beautiful scB§ol of mnsic, painting, sculpture, and 
literature must result. 
Even in Europe, four centuries, during which mnsic 
has been sedulously cultivated, have not produced an 
overwhelmingly long list of composers of the first rank, 
variety are opposed to monotony. ‘ wt^wdiairofirioai' fa » frightful blot America ehoald not be Unpmieut becatiro 
What then fa the esthetic value of.* popular song and « educational centers. Their unfortunate habit not be4n *"* *° her 8 or 8 Tar 
why,,. ,t not good music? Take “ Ta-ra-ra-boom-de-ay of accepting any candidate for in.tmction, apart from ' “f H8f '‘““.T” °°mB’ Th* American8 8erion8- 
ae an example. The pleasure it arouses is Bimple and their musical merit, k reprehensible in a high degree, The7 Stndy 8“ldooo8ly “d a88im;late wbat tbeJ leara 
of the cheapest and most ynlgar kind; it is connected for by so doing the* partly lose their edncational aspect “ 8 m8rTelon8 m8nner- programmes of the concerts 
With shameless danoing, it has not one of the merits that and degenerate intS the speculative. Again, it is more ; g!'“ m Uua c,ty oonta,n 8,111081 ever5r aew musical 
belong even to our rough definition of good music, often than not the case that a young student leaves the T°rk °f ImPortonce Ion* b«fore U is produced in Lon- 
Take a. another exsmplethe popular “ Washington Post walls of the institutita in which he has been trained d°a’ '° " tb° eagerneM *° bo 80 c08™1 witb “>• 
March. Here everything is as simple as in the mnhio withoot the slighteet-knowledge or having received the Pr0gr?“ of “* » Ear°Pa- The ultimate result of this 
of barbarians: the pleasure is low in degree, a pleasure smallest assistance in the important art of conveying his d870‘,0n'. "liad *?, the ,ar“8l,° temperament which, I 
aroused rather by rhythm than by mnsio, and the pleaeure knowledge to others. I know that good teachers are 'h‘nk>18 todtapatablj a birthright of the nation, cannot 
is monotonously of pne kind, Now think of tha “ Dead not to be manufactured by oral infraction, bnt every f?''10 ?“ ong,nal deT0,0Pment of the art aa well a. of 
“4Mh 1'or of Mendelssohn’s wedding march teacher who is qualified to speak on the subject will h71181- 
m hie "Midsummer Night" music. The former is ---«•-» .... 
maka believe, the latter real music. 
B8f. by the “Erl King.” The one, desplteite beanties ship, and in all departments of studentship do we find 
and artistic worth, sets the feet in motion or in imagined the same fever spirit of harry so characteristic of the 
motion and lifts one no higher than the pleasnres of the age. The obvious result of all this is the yearly casting 
ball room, pleasures that are personal and consequently npon the world of an ever increasing band of superfici- 
egotistic; the other arouses emotions of a higher order ally-trained and consequently narrow-mindedateachers, 
and quality; these are the feelings of mystery, unselfish to the permanent detriment of the art of mu®, and the 
p-tef aod pity, and there are the added pleasures, Intel- consequent misguidance of that large amSlur world 
lectoal mid emotional, connected with the name of the which rightly lookB np to the artist for instruction and 
author of the poem. Then the pleasures aroused by the guidance. I am confident that the schools of mnsic 
Strousswaltzarenotonlycomparativelylowinthescaie, have much to answer for in this respect. Thearmy of 
bat they are of one kind ; while the feelings aroused by singers, whose minds on the technic of their art are, 
the Schubert song are not only comparatively high in as a rule, a perfect blank, that are without discrimina- 
he scale, but they are of various kinds and by their tion sent forth into the'world to swell the ranks of an 
From an art-view point, thin, it is not enough for an 
individual to defend the value of any piece of muaie atm- 
phrhecau.0 ho like. It. Before the mueio can be called 
good mnsio it must possess the qualities ol good mnsio, 
bear me oat when I say that a large amount of know¬ 
ledge necessary for a teacher can be given in that way 
and in no other. 
The moral of all this eeoms to show that we want those 
who are in a position to do ao effectually to place before 
i our younger musicians a higher standard of lift and 
yj-Katherine H spoke of musib as follows: “ I would 
give my life to be able to like and appreciate music; but 
do aa I will, mpsic ia to me only noise and nothing else.” 
Beanmarthiaa suffered also from melophobie.” He 
Th6o- and snip. Af .u3! nLUf .u: * i-°™ . vu‘ /^ ^or uAuaiviaue a ui oer ai*Qaara ot lire a say*: M Anything not worth saying is sung. 
define. Those qualities bare'not btren consci^T'''^^ t"01*' u* ,tba *or,<i flod" “ difficult, sometimes phiie Gautier called mnsic the most coetly ol noises. 
rrb,°’ re *‘WMn lb° ^ “d th0 *b0 the «yingt. "Wt», wha, 
race. Man went naked and ma^woe^vLe1!* t ob‘f“f“‘ D° ‘bink If artiau lived up to their wojjj^st thou from met" declare, that he never oonldun- 
. man wen: nasec and man was a cannibal j civil- mo.ieal income, eo to speak, that the world would have 
;:riirrr, iah\,h^''oik6 
ciwl A iff, There may be beings born In Itimitutiona «»4 oat incoinpetenoy Into tho world with 
rrf,r, lh,e o,d rhl,iorio “d b»f- *• ^ ^ 
fh h" r ‘“><l 801 ,B l,r»rtiw Moend o» *« eonteot with a low ideal and a 
"’iTcnmUlv *"*» »“• «m lower attainment -. while our roarert hall, are dla-____ 
p at prim <* » •«f«. be* •« «n»fa M »• haw* P—wd gnreed with the typi«J h.e»w«l or ballad «B«rt pMafatg veroes aet to ntaaic 
the «»)««» of naiedniM. aed of cauiWlm, 
derttand three things;41 Play, women, and marie.” Na¬ 
poleon I asserted that music made him nervous; still he 
had the band play daily in front of the military hospitals, 
“to encourage the wounded.” It cost Napoleon III 
an effort to suffer music. Victor Hugo allowed himself 
to be importuned for a long time to ooaseot to have his 
Have not my wwt unffirient 
•» aoroly bwftwo the world aa art (I), so lo#g will Ore lab, treasa hamoay wot to require the disagreeable noire ?" 
«r‘ 
.^.jpwwMsr-wstftfaW^^ 
190 'THIS ETUDE 
fCS* ttJiiruthrn » bt-A-Ub *U |r«*«a*a » 
lift hill *dMl fa*** fa Ui v»"»« U »*J* 
fch’irtifa.i .J 
F&IEMDa AMD THEIR FRIERDRHIP. 
Hxurtt Waux> Kttsaso* ia owe of his radical utter- 
aooea arid 1 “A Wood may well be reckoned the marter- ofl>«aple«ol*nor*atilf Pima “8* 
picoe of nature." The Sagaot Concord was, of course, 
hi tartaorta alfarly aajee^arod hr ft* OrtteM of feofadt M*»y good t^rthare, wh*o aoeh a pepil romea to them 
. dtatoiererted tiwhlte I Aad how mark «*r* fa cake* So few 4ft one* Iftmtly fesiid •» by 
prevmtt them fee* facia* * pablio of tkaft khetf? A W1 e*r, aod |4kw a« old pieces attder the baa. As a con, 
la .o rwy to ge* t » k a piaao. Tieiet. are given aaqoeaee the popU lot*.tskNft amd eoon gives up the 
,„J g, lire Ken «, and to friends' (Head*, aad tlady of muaie ailegeShM, oominuiBg b!» haphazard 
an audience ie aeoored. Tbroo times out of fire ilia mainly playing to the aod. 
tuiog th* word ” friend " in its highest and most exclu¬ 
sive significance. He was speakiug of that person who 
regards another's honor as dearly as his own, and who 
would risk a blow from the hand ho loved rather than 
win a smile by cheap words of flattery. What a pity it 
is that friends, the masterpieces of nature,'do not more 
plentifully surround those who are attaokod by tho dread 
fever that urge* men and womon to play or sing in public. 
** My friends tell rae I have groat talent." That one 
sentence outweighs the judgment of teachers and aritios 
and the callous indifference of the public, and leads on 
to the inevitable " fiasco tremendo.” A year or two ago 
hen the young woman plays a Usat rhapsody they 
fancy she is doing something technically beyond the 
reach of other pianists. 
Applause and flowers are rained upon the palpitating 
young debutante, and she retires from the stage con¬ 
vinced that she is a rival of Aus dor Ohe and a very good 
sooond to Paderewski. If the critics tell her otherwise 
the next morning she does not believe them. It is so easy 
not to believe people who speak ill of her. Besides, all 
her friends toll her that she has great talent, and bo she 
feels that she has reaohed the topmost round of the 
ladder. 
Well, let us suppose that she believes it sufficiently to 
In lb* meantime tho other child, leas gifted with 
metrical ability, bnt ambitious to pUy, applies himself 
awridoouriy to overcoming the preliminary steps. By 
genuine work be finally acquires some of that with which 
nature so lavishly endowed his more fortunate friend, 
and finaily becomes a far more musical interpreter. For 
a conscientious adherence to the composer's intention is 
the drat requisite of a good interpreter. 
What results might not be attained if the first coaid 
be induced to aptfj himself with the fervor of the sec¬ 
ond I How can that be done? Individual cases demand 
peculiar treatment, yet there are a few points that may 
be applicable to-jall. In the first place, playing by ear 
should not be discouraged, bnt encouraged. Even if it 
a very handsome young woman appeared on the ..age ‘get np a second recital. This time she will have a larger ie crude it i. the germ of a great possibility. Bat all 
J - 0 8 411 Ai- _   .1. A 1 ft w m .ft. hr, 1 iiA mat- an e h nlowinn .hnnM ha dena enlowla the seen low rvro At l Aa 
ter tha first time a. a einger in opera. The hon.e was baH- Of course, she has to pay rent for it, bnt no mat- 
filled with acquaintance, of herself and her parent., and ter. that will all come ba,k through the box office. The 
* ™. .1.1_l. <hn «.1 nrr.i.nmnr aab4 BOmein inrv rrtn Kill 
there was a general air of expeotancy. I he young 
woman entered and was received with such applause as 
is rarely accorded to a tried favorite. Her grace, her 
beanty, her lack of self-consciousness, won for her sym¬ 
pathy and admiration. 
■Presently she opened her mouth and sang, and then it 
was known that nature had gifted her with a voice of 
nnu8ual power and beauty. *$ut it was also perceived 
that she had not learned how to use that voice. She 
placed some tones between her teeth and others in the 
reoesses of her throat. She vocalized so badly that 
thoagh she was singing English words, not a syllable 
could be understood. Nevertheless, her friends ap¬ 
plauded her enthusiastically and strewed the stage at 
her feet with roses. Some of them rushed behind the 
scenes and told her that she had achieved a triumph, 
and that she would undoubtedly be sought out by such 
men aa Abbey and Grau and would be a great operatic 
star. I 
The next day the newspaper critics. told the young 
woman the simple truth. They told her that she had 
very precious gifts-youth, beauty, and a lovely voice. 
But they told her alBO that she had no knowledge of her 
art, and that before attempting more she should go 
and study for at least a year. This advice was received 
with pain and astonishment. What had all the applause 
and all the flowers signified, if not victory ? The friends 
hurried to her house and told her to pay no attention to 
the newspaper critics. They were a set of sour, bilious 
degenerates, who saw no good in anything and were igno¬ 
rant of the art they pretended to criticise. 
To prove that the critics were wrong an engagement 
tickets and the advertising oost something, too. But 
still no matter. Have courage! “All my friends tell 
me I have great talent.” At last the big day arrives. 
Papa comes home after & hasty visit to the box office 
and says: “ My child, I have sent a few tickets to your 
friends. It would not look well to have the back rows 
empty.” The concert takes place. Immense applause I 
Profusion of flowers I The young artist in a state of 
exaltation* 
And the' next day ? Papa announces sadly that the 
total receipts were $7.60. The newspapers dismiss the 
affair with cool paragraphs. And the gifted yonng artist 
seeks pupils at $2.60 a lesson, in order that she may 
such playing should be done outside the regular practice 
hour, so as not to interfere with study. Daring that 
hour all blind "feeling for notes” should conscien¬ 
tiously be bauisbed. Outside th£ practice hour no re¬ 
striction should be placed on playing by ear. Rather 
half an hour of application and then half an hour of 
recreation, than an hour's mixture of the two. And, 
secondly, the study of harmony should be begun early, 
so as to give reasons for things that were hitherto done 
by instinct. It is remarkable how much interest even 
the most indifferent student will manifest when he real¬ 
izes that be has been applying Qnconsciously the laws of 
such a bugbear as har aony. And to what heights may 
he not attain, after all! The wonderful extempora¬ 
neous playing for which Beethoven, Liszt, and other 
help papa make good his loss on her account. And she great musicians were noted was in reality playing by ear, 
lives for many years afterward—teaching, teaching,*■ supplemented by a far-reaching knowledge of hanxreny. 
teaching. 
Bat her friends? Ah, they all tell her that Bhe has 
great talent I They are true and faithful, the good 
friends, are they not ? 
REAL STUDY AND ITS RELATION TO “ PLAY¬ 
ING BY EAR. 
BY MISS ANNA HEUERMANi t 
It scarcely ever fails that in a clasB of music stu¬ 
dents there are one or two who have ";m,waya played 
everything they heard by ear,” and 'others.who “could 
not for the life of them pick oat a tone on the piano.” 
Strange and anomalous as it may seem, the latter, in the 
was secured for the young woman to sing at a concert course of time, generally become the better players, 
given by one of the great representative musical organ- Why is this? Surely those who are naturally gifted 
zations of the city. After that concert a critic, whose 
knowledge, honesty, and judgment are unquestioned, sat 
down and in all kindness told the young woman of her 
faults and urged her not waste her great gifts, but to 
study. The critic’s advice was received very coldly, and 
the adulation of friends ponred healing salve upon the 
wound which it made. The young woman did not retire 
and seek to perfect herself by study. But note the 
sequel. She never got another engagement to sing at a 
QUALITY, RATHER THAN QUANTITY. 
There seems to be a growing disposition upon the part 
of pianists to see.ho;w large a number of pieces they can 
present at their concerts. Instead of learning their 
solos perfectly, and producing the greatest possible 
effect with each, they often play some of them in a care 
less and ineffective manner. * 
I have heard, in later years, pianists of great reputation 
play some of their selections in a manner that gave me 
the impression that they were tiresome and ineffective, 
while probably the real reason lay in the fact that the 
players had not sufficiently studied and developed the 
full resources of the pieces. 
The two pianists who impressed me the most favor¬ 
ably were Thalbergand Gottachalk. There was a degree 
of completeness and perfection in their playing that was 
truly delightful. I never heard either of them play a 
piece that was not enjoyable. v. 
‘ It is quite certain that their concert repertory was much 
smaller than those of more modern pianists. It is said 
—even of 
should advance more rapidly and readily than those not 
so gifted. 
To play even the simplest little period by ear (not by 
rote, which many aspirants to the name of prodigy con- A ,, , , 
found with the former) three things mast necessarily be , .a a ney®r p ay® a 1EURQ 1 
present—the aeuie of rhythm, the aen.e of melody, and b^8 a°”PO«t'on—tthout the most careful end 
the sense of harmony. No matter how far we advance 6 tT. A *' ... ■ m. 
Aft- . , , k j. . . . . , It is the same with singers. The two greatest sopranos 
m musical understanding, these three points always re- -v-"- . . . . 
mi .... .. . ; . ever heard in this couolry were undoubtedly Jenny L>nd 
The child, then, who can play by * . * v „ . t ; . , ' , , 
- and Adehna Patti. It is quite trne that Jdhny Lind's 
repertory for the concert stage was extremely limited, 
randitia the same wit£ that of Patti, judging by the more 
main the foundation. 
high-cU** concert, and her latest appearances in public ear has an essentially musical nature, and under proper 
were made as the prima donna of an obecure comic conditions can become a good musician. But what is 
opera company, *- frequently the result? Talent aod paraeveranoe are not/<yMJ'Vv 10 ^ 
To this day the young woman probably believes that always found together, asditie too often the case that after m arn 8 n 
heT succea* tu checked by the machination* of the New a few desultory attempts to learn the notes and to play 
York critic*, who were unwilling to sea their judgments from thorn the musical child finds that he can with much 
disproved. ^If she only knew bow little value placed loe* trouble play something that sounds quite like the 
upon the dicta of the New York critic* by their confreres exercise (which he remembers from having heard it 
of other cities! Yet Boeton echoed New York’s verdict, played by the toaoher) aad so does the best he can with 
the least exertion. At the leeaon he may be obliged to 
read, but the practicing:.is sgain done aa carolesriy 
m before, and ao he drifts on, aerer makieg more effort " 
thao ie uuevoldehiy necw«*ary to g*t » mdimenury id«e — Seifawu : '* Dow* your daughter play on the* piano ?" 
from the p4eew, to be &ti«4 «<ai iBdn^tvdvaUy <si the DW Farmer (is ton mi of de*>p disgust): *' No, air. Sb* 
ixi«|itwof> vM-ho*. U u wot at ail «s<fuRe»l to work* Ott it, pcefcd# on it, rake* it, acrapea it, jump* on 
ttuMtoal ehildre* who hare ifaWnwriWy »«*£« for it, awd rs-U* o-rwr os H \ hot thire'a o<r ^»lay about ii, 
ywwr* *wH able U) reed «*«* the sot** aocoraWj. sir-.** 
Bet Ur& friend* were faithfad 6*to death, were they 
out ? Oh! ye* [ the friend* are »o doubt still lolling the 
ytrottg worn** thar aha U the equal of M«tU. Bat 
. N*s*ra Abbey and Gran h*v* &pi y«t offored her an 
«*i»**«**t. The Mtwy U told sfc&gdf be^aoiw u ia one 
of a ikswwd No* a »*-**og few* by t&** Ht i* wot re 
prerfed fc* owe form or ae^lhwf half a donm*« Here*. Raw 
»«**7 worn** forward with rerttohi. 
On general principles, it i* better for an artist to per¬ 
form a certain number of selection* iu a perfect and 
effective manner, than to try to impress upon the public 
the extent of their memories. * The question should Dot 
bo, “Hew many pieces does the performer sing or 
play?” bnt, “How. do they render the selections on 
their programme ? ”—Musical Record. 
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Nt> 1888 A Lesson at 
SUit^d by Aibm'f H<£rst % 
T'&e Praivmor fall'* a*3-iwp Adagio 
Allegro 
•fS# fiisgwt jwrc*#*** tint* 
* 
mm * 
V ' ’ ( 
T El F. - m T XT x> SU_ 
to S>£ irt-iKal) 
.A,.. .( Ml) ’ *♦«** «<* «• *• ***»*• «*"*• 
*„ ,» m1 aaI U.)M W> «- M **J i- 
ftu •»*.! %< *» !““**“*■ ■* * 
«~«» »*tW« ««•*» IW* •*“*• 
«,•) w&a .a ,«* ..‘I <*< 
u.1 .1.*. ~«K» •* jwi *M*‘li** Iw 1**“*“**' 
*/..J m oAve) ,MM ...J’l U*tu). * .rt.iw.Er 
..iu, «* .*., «Im •»..*»», 
,1 „,«/v>r .1.1 , V»l, *1<J> *tl ,k* 
[*„«,) MWMM t *A»« fo) iW (<■»> ■"*«*'. * «*> l!‘“' 
M» «.«.» .« b-ltO. ».J * PO!*1'* <*“*• ‘*U" 
. «»J t« «* |U 
(M.y.1 n,..« wtj i-«a pl»J ••«* •*“* “O'* * •*"**• '"“ 
l u mi m i>h» MwWmi** «•«*»** io «»rtor<"* 
„4/;,p iu U.- bAjiMce «k.l»ref taftiw «T «llv<»r 
.vtbw, «l l n*w tl WMfmWWWMl in i*ti<> >'[ *be U*v** i'1*' 
Irntw 0* ,.«** pl*.yii( VosilnlwaUn am! Mes*rt 
twiva* IB tlx. mm! parted el p!»»e '“‘‘imi. a* do 
iWeatt *»4 Kn(i!«B,*«'.m»ia»- Semeo! ihe Bute pioc«* 
ut stir lints jmMw of Haeli, and time 
to*ww el KhM M«f te iho Sort. I may be loo ex- 
elw*iv« in sJhn luaBef . to t «*«*«* fctiw lo odvi*e that 
el the mm. of Momk. only -to ii a«CM*M7 to lead 
le iho nady el ihn*» of Brethove* »boiild bo played : 
ivsy rea«o tot ll»» twiti| Ibol loo wneh »f Monart may 
rauftf A habit el pbraair.t^of a iimitod nature incom¬ 
patible »tth the darffe phtoalt'-S required to_ play 
Beetherea. and that the too-louft-drewn awsetoe** o( 
Mmkrt. like ait owl Ihiogo, if apt lo become cloying. 
1 do not in lord to makeati a-ealyainol the greai maatern. 
1 thall only add that all of them ought by degree* to bo 
rarely and melt knomn. They are tbo base of the true 
iriito-ian, as the rtody ot the claaai^pia of the truly 
intellectual mao. Is mnel .be cottlrdered also that 
Faahine (altboogb It may be an ugly »ord to use) ha* a 
r**r in music, a.nd certain things which were played 
twenty or thirty year* ago am bow tbijugbt to be old- 
larhionrd. Hummel. Haydn, aud eccn Hiindel’s works 
tor the ftfemo are rarely beard now. The piano works of 
Weber hare » more or lew *pnrk of theatrical light in 
theta, and oaty his *on&tM and concertoa appear now 
•hxA then ji& asodern programme*. Even of the mCtodioua 
^chubiwrt! bfei&tlet hit impromplat, f&ntaaia in C, and his 
atoiodift* tr*uBtcribed by LUxt, tiwlo else »s played. The 
f*ig® of »b« tranecriptioDA U also happily at an end. 
Here i* fotfou«st «©d Tbalbcrg U nearly in a corner. 
Listt’l opera tratacnpUona are «till among the ahowy 
pi**** of a fear, hat the tnsrter himself repudiates them. 
They may be tteefat to develop the fiogera, hot I do 
w.<k sbmk they ■•ill improve ibe taste of the axuaician. 
1 rnttm* co*le=» that with the exception of the “ VatU- 
ti!e*s»* ISdert-apei##* ’’of Meodelf/fto-ho., Beethoven » ^ aria- 
tistfev*-,, and SehttOMUSiB** Ope* 1^ I have a great horror 
r*r.aA4*'Ki*, *xd. thiy account for my view# on the 
WMtS th«R ooghl to to* played 7 A. little of everybody, 
4*4 «|t tW. v* po«*»hU M Beethoven. wfo Bach* 
CilawawW*'* Q ffim *4. ParoaMyrn.'" aod BHsdlTi 
*" ffrfwer* wmK a fair preiNMtlioo to Bacb'i forty- 
e.vf’At jsrvv4.«ud®t ac;.d 
A.i few C&sfift, the awhttWn OOghl lo be 
<W(^il t iA ****** vrn ««4 ol a httfcdred they do not 
in hit* They thft ®oat 
v iaitfiud unto, i tysBuhtlcl wf the and 
$**&** «4(WI tbs m4-iaK| «f .t*W.'« 
sA* «a p*d*«aU«fc 
A OtS f 4^.e«W tttf X&.«A Us ptaytOifi of CbiUpiO 
is* **.* *»■««■ N» bs V* Wnwlxjfc. 
' rtUUA-.-U t'VOHh rtmtuu «lW9|k Q&* 
rtbMb 4»h,Jl. iV.»)U HJikrtfrtkr rk-UH^ ** W*S- p»ei, 
*• R»»V« U» «l>at - 
;» c'‘ » <?WWWrt.M|g i**"- ■ 
U-Mfl.'evm*. JsUllwlud- A«» Art ♦tttti'Hl (U»4 
ri)«)» ««y:iU4llk syyili) »»»" 
Uk 11*1(1 ^>rt- ’bgdUt)^ )HW4»' «lHWftrtatNS«- *-(•«*- ’’■tl* >n*n4*»r~ *J*fc4ws!' 
ru». dw»iiu< ii.^uMVk*. •* 
•IlikWtiitvU' *!•' rAu *».*>*iu)th4 *MiA ’it*> 4m*’1? 
jUwaw’Oit *f: «ivr*v °A*k <>a»’4W^ 
.r Hitt lU)li1V-«)Ut. hi? vfetaAhWV 4w4 #*&&>*« 
... M-xr.. .ml. , »» «PW"H t< 
M, wo,, aw <fcw» d ab. (wtoMHOM, 4m*»«***“ 
ueim mipMi, «m *tt ■«"» ""“#6"s* **► 
swum) S) o> fcM* .< • **«# a1*'* 
MM MUM M l.«» u tSkiwwu'. WWW** <to'W**b »«w« 
,£ m<Mi (UW. <Svt ISSI* «f k*» “ * 
mu*. «..«.»>. Mbwwtuuy. .*) w-n kxwjWMi. k. y»«" 
dw»« pwr mm#*** ■' Do******* 
u.wwntK. k. •. 4«t*. » «« «< »w *•*•• JW-' 
iw ki, lr<* of pwiWAlWj) *11 ’k*A l* *)<*) bewwirfei 
,u) -rlvneU 1. wwlwre i b. ew.ld wkw* yw***'’ CC 
,«) hi. Amwy <l«w to dw.*d »(«•• A *«™ ts<! 
bnKxr. k»d •* »urh H*ww*)tow tor him M lb* nilrtkf*)- 
u.M wild of * **)!*, u b« b« *lsow» In all tk* 
tor.I, I ltd. .ketoltto of d*»«» wnuic tor one, and ibe 
w.irrlnw., »n«um. qowei feroerty of Urn*) bold paint- 
mj» ho tolled eludle* »nd orherroe. tor woorber. 
8ehum.no i. only in « tow work) *ore»b)e lo lie 
wwmfeur,- tor the reel we c*n »l of him, "the m«*icuu 
opoek* l" .Smnelime) gentle, tometimea c*pnrtoua, 
.omelimea »whil. Human iu it* paaaioua, aplrilual in 
it* tenderneaa, almo*t dieiuo in its infinity. Simplicity 
with loftiness nnd noblcneaa and artel grace are com¬ 
bined in hi* work*. Hi* icenery i« almo*t ilway*, like 
Beethoven'n, laid in the open air. Hia novelettes are 
full of serenity, joyluloeM, and tunehine, and hi* Fan- 
tasiestitek are among dark glade*, spectral and at 
time* blended with repose j hi* camtoala vivid, pictur- 
esque, nnd many-colored ; and hi* Kreialertana, fantasia, 
and sonata* like grand pages of ancient history. 
The works o( Lisat, with one or two.eiceptions, are 
quite out of. the reach ol amateurs, and we can expect 
only a finished artist to interpret them thoroughly. 
IDOLS SKATTEBED. 
Wt are in the habit of poking fun at our English 
cousins for their slowness, .especially in matters musical, 
aud accepting as an unquestioned and unqnestionable 
fact that Germany leada the world in all that relates to 
music. The troth is, however, that neither assertion is 
™ ssfss5 
ai kh< immUtHm *“** *'w' 5o<'* f****^1* “ 
,Va» wtok« So* «mw4 high »» 
riuoas*! tow*5**** "<M* 
tt.u.£ til.t.e<e;k <wtta«ii»ti*a J V* l»«g,b «* tb* »« '»•*• ”* 
)t*tw>* dv»« Mbr« tbewrt to*'»of «r.n»»*y. 
«d t* M» .wwww «*» otflod* t* «m to isootwac*. » « 
akwM r«w«* * kiigAei art ievwi If o»r people would i». 
twito ifox otto, wad rot take ’be other tor grunted. 
TbMwi* * *¥*!? 4ltomfd tow of m«»n *mo»* the 
yxopie , feat tbew to no. harmony qf action 11» 
. pvwa village there may be a huge aumher of amateur 
alngeira or awsteor players on instrument*; but there ta 
uo-ewt grwitartoJhyMw*. Independence in the practical 
affaira of life ha*_rt-wde ua independent in art maUert i 
what we etudywe rtudy to pleat* ouraelve*, nnd we 
organise into' art societies only when we expect a 
monetary return lor our labor. Of courts, art to long, 
life ihort, and oompeUliou rcleDtless ; but at the same 
time if we are tl have art taste we mn*l devote some time 
to srt matters for the take of art alone. People must 
learn how to sing for the love of tinging j people most 
attend aymphODy concerts from s love for mart pad not 
from fashion or a desire to see the new gown ofasoprano 
singerorthehairand necktie ofapianish If knowledge, 
taste, and appreciation are lacking! if curiosity and osten¬ 
tation are the only stimulants, we may spepd an immense 
amount of money in patronizing art and still be wanting 
in art taste. Our leaders may bestride bicycle and race 
blandly through the fields of art; but so long as they are 
iu advance of the majority nothing is gained by reaching 
the goal; that is, nothing of value to art. 
By and by, when the ardor of Tentonomania has some¬ 
what abated, we may seek for othefUodels; look, per-. 
haps, in the direction of France and Eogland, and find 
profit in brdsder viaioD and improved taste by the change 
of view.—The Leader. v 
SO-OALLED CONSERVATORIES. 
The word “ conservatory” has in itself a flavor of 
foreign celebrity which attracts the pupil’s attention, and 
for that reason the word has been used and misused by 
correct* be granted that oar cousins over the ^^1^3 an(j by speculators on teachers. Many are 
water hold to certain art theories with a tenacity that is ^orme(j merely by the-association of two or three individ- 
proof against argument and that they still worship with j—granting himself the title of “direetor, 
... , * r *•»'««__J ‘ ., -a .1 - J 11 *__»» Tkn 
enthusiasm al the ahrioea of MeodetaeWn and Handel. 
It must also he granted that some of ..enthusiasm is 
hypocritical, that some is due to habiff and some to the 
instinct of imitntion that is inherent in man. At the 
some time it is undeniable that the love for music is 
widespread in England j that this love is strongest in the 
messes, in the people who have not time for affectation 
and ere not educated enough to indulge iu hnmbog. 
Everywhere may be found singing societiee composed of 
workingmen or the children of workingmen, and every 
little village ban ita baud of which it is proud, while the 
anotEer is “ secretary,” and a third “ treasurer.” The 
whole is a speculation which most often does not offer to 
the public the slightest guarantee of musical talent or of 
experience. But the public is bon prince, and accepts 
them for what they pretend to be. This self aesumed 
superiority ie'earried so far in New York that a certain 
professor of piano has assumed to give certificates of 
graduation to his pupils,''and in this manner has sue- 
needed in making a name, though not much talented 
either as acomposer or ass performer. The pupils neither 
investigate nor realise that no Jury, no Faculty, no raem uU
friendly contort cannot fail to improve public taste au^ AcsjemJ has granted him the right to make a graduate, 
advance the cause of music. It may cause a smile of pupil, generally a poor girl, holds a document and 
expects to derive some benefit from it, while the “pro- 
feasor ” harvests the benefits of his ingenious idea. He 
incredulity U> uurt that the Bogliait are a music-lorin* 
oatiou; bat the assertion is founded on demonstrable 
truth. _ 
In Gertoanj^the case i* otherwise ; there is no reason' 
abk love of music among the masse* ; we have yet lo 
bear ol German peaaaairy fonaieg tinging »ocietie*» of 
Oerwao •gricttluritt* who oould bo called on iamn erntr* 
Ittocy to idng vo ortwrvo*. A* for the G-ertatn middle* 
eUat* *t« »u#i«U ***** » not o« a high wdw, A w^h 
ktoovra Gwmtu pahh^jor «** i*ht4 who* order o.i tnutxc 
h*4 «iet« hi*<oao«f > the iwvw wwft 
»* tottute of th« ?-rwi«r Uad.** U hi the 
**«»*»** <iu«w» *hoOi sicgiws WlifOWk 
hw* #*% of w mmh towr apweiwe* \* ih« 
, ^oHeagMi mmf W mo *s*4jiu4 the on 
nwmm te «h» tomm s te teih» ww»r 
ttW, 
An** ASii te« W $t4i&A *** 
?<«#, «ff db* ^ &*** ***# ** 
I**' iw * 
iM^Caota. *4m wfiM* «kc»:Ift 
ijtf fgdWW&iw SW»ike«. ®* ***»-«&** iW 
'$».&+■** -fevA**- *£ •»A«»s-V ««**4 
mu#* % imlh.* h*%* * Sw* V ** 
a3»* i &*** 
i# by himsolf » school, a conservatory, and, thanks to 
ha* simple"system, does away with the expense of having 
» treasurer and a secretary. 
Akiior the conserratorie* which occupy a more or lew 
spacious, hnilding, they are scrstained by tbo gre^t differ 
wo* exteUng between the prioo paid jo vfee profcsaorB 
and tWWmi made to the pupils, who generally are. 
eMat*&. oonwrrawtry throe tiroes a* much as the 
t«<^vea • 
• W» »***atMW* to the eoDOtowen that we hare too many 
©owawvatoripa 
A wertes* Stlwsi of M nave should be directed by men 
having m&J ‘he w*4farv of their pupil* at heart, and not 
by tfpeic^tetor* who 4*hWe in art..— indituftnr 
J want yiirtt're ssrong enough to take cornet 
aemuut#*4 a itrobmf# to aa *,pp5ios»» ft* mnimcuo*^ 
- X4rt Whf, what 4o you m***?” 
«• WMx" xW prtfmim#* " Wore yen oa» 
¥.41*10 O'* *M#W* you'vs t«l Ml >•* *W**& ln 
«..ngU»o*4, *n' «>tee t4»*^ »*«*.'t tol fev 
tom**;* 4*u/i ifirth. 
■ 
198 THE ETUDE. 
#i f 
EXPKE8BI0H AND PHBABIN0. 
Br r. ». uw. # 
Tits question is often asked, “Can expression bo 
taught ?" 
Talking the word in its deepest signification, the an¬ 
swer must be, no. True expression which, according 
to the etymology of the word, is the drawing out of a 
In seeking for the humorous iarinatrumental music, 
the 6m quetUcm that aattuatiy soggosU itaielf ie, How 
are we to recogniae auch a trait la such an ethereal form 
of art? If you reply that pUces with some distinct title 
Indicative ol mirth would be the chief guirantee, it would 
Be easy, I think, to put before you many examples of 
such musio, from Schumann’s Humoresques down- 
give* wh»l is warning in the phruao—an impression of 
finality. 
The basis of expression in musio mast be sought is 
the laws which govern oxpreasfbn in general Of all 
the physical means of expression the voice stands first 5 
othera, such as tho glanop, attitude, goalure, etc., elo¬ 
quent as they may bo at times, are but subordinate*. By 
it, through the modiura of language, tho most abstract ward, in w^ich you have about as much labor to dig 
idoRa can bo expressed with clearness, while through its down to tho comic vein as to obtain the poison from a i aa   r ss  it  l r ss, ile t r its 
timber, modulation, and inflections, omotions cam readily 
work *11 that the composer hss placed therein, plus the bo disoornod though not a wofJ.be understood. 
indefinable something which comes from the personality 
of the player, can neither be taught nor acquired by an 
effort of the will: with some it is the result of develop¬ 
ment; others seem to possess it as a birthright Prob¬ 
ably no one ever belonged more rightfully to this second 
class than Anton Rubinstein. While playing he often 
closed his eyes and appeared absolutely unconscious of 
where he was—almost of what he was doing,—so thor¬ 
oughly was he dominated by the power of the music he 
was playing. He has been known, in moments of great 
climax, to strike the keys with such passion and force,as 
to cat his hands and to know nothing of it until he had 
finished playing. Such expression is a question-of tem¬ 
perament ; it is a God-given power not to be attained by 
study or labor. 
To play with taste and feeling is another matter; al¬ 
most any one can acquire qualities which will render his 
playing enjoyable, and from these a development into 
the higher realms of expression^ is always possible. 
Study will avail much in the«£cquiremeut of artistic 
phrasing, which is absolutely indispensable to finished 
playing. 
Mechanical phrasing is the division of a composition 
into Bhort phrases, i.groups of notes which natur¬ 
ally cohere together, and have a certain independence 
and meaning of their own. This division, however, is 
Read, for example, the following stanza aloud:— 
•• Tho curfew tolls the knoll of porting day. 
The lowing herd winds slowly o’er tho le»; 
The ploughman homeward plods his weary way, 
And leaves to world to darkness and to me.” 
It will be observed that.^each line forms a phrase—an 
independent statement in itself,—bat that the picture is 
not complete until the end of the stanza is reached. 
Each phrase has its verb with subject and predicate, con¬ 
veying a definite idea; it is not recited on a dull, monot¬ 
onous level; there is an increase in force in each line to 
the word which receives the strongest accent, and from 
that word the voice falls. The pause at the end of each 
line reveals the physical origin of the phrase; it is neces¬ 
sary for breathing, but not for this only,—the mind 
must have a brief space of time to realize the thought 
expressed; without this, its impressions become con¬ 
fused. 
These points are equally applicable to music, yet how 
seldom do all receive equal attention. The cadence cor¬ 
responds to the verb in giving definiteness to the phrase; 
each phrase should have a crescendo to its note of great¬ 
est emphasis, usually the longest note or the one highest 
in pitch; the pause for breath is represented by the lift¬ 
ing of the hand^which enables the hearer to grasp the 
phrase as a 
poison l 
homoeopathic pilule. 
A piece may etrike yon in a humorous light by its 
melody, phrasing, speed, peouliar intervals, chromatic 
progressions, dynamics, points of imitation, treatment as 
a whole, pauses;—even a certain monotony sometimes 
helps. The key haa something to do with it, and the 
temperament of listener has skill more. To fatly 
appreciate the wit of Shakespeare’s clowna requires often 
a considerable mental effort. So with instrumental 
music: the pungepey of the comic flavor rarely cornea 
out on a firfet hearing. It is necessary, for instance, to - •* 
attend more than one performance of the “ Meister- 
singer " before one can fully eDjoy the abandon and 
frolicsome spirit of Wagner’s music. 
I will here allude to two or three well-known piano¬ 
forte pieces in which distinct hunj,or is easily traceable. 
In Heller’s “Music Lesson V the clumsy attempts of the 
tyro to play five equal notes in succession ia exceed¬ 
ingly provocative of laughter. The same is the case in 
Gounod’s little “ Musette,” where the chromatic altera¬ 
tion of the intervals imitates/the reeds out of tnne. In 
the Bame composer’s “Funeral March of a Marionette nm 
are dbveral comical -aikfations—naturally..much more 
transparent whej played by an orchestra. 
To leap to a work of a high classical character, let me 
quote what such an eminent authority as Chas. Halle 
says of Beethoven’s Sonata, Op. 31, No. 8: “ If a 
vwmcfl oi m .n 10 n .4 . , .. ■ . . , 
_ „ . wltole. Nor U this deteloptoenl of single £“mio 0P®ra- ,wlth 80"e *hmP,e8 of ”man“ B{‘er ‘he 
not always an aoto&l separation, a* some are inclined to pilrages au. they are units in a scheme of1 a still higher Ge™an-fashion, might, dispensing with words, be rhp. 
av- ___v_a., ..J . r P sent Art t.hrnnirh the m p m n m nf the mane, it rmim 
think; it sometimes happens that the end of one phrase development. One phrase wflfs a question, another 
forms the beginning of a new one, in which case there answers; one is restless in character, its answer is quiet, 
is, of course, no break. etc., and in all cases the antithesis must be clearly 
In addition to this close connection of the (tones which pointed. . They form periods in which this questioning 
•form the phrase, and their separation from those with- an(j an8wering pan sjill be traced; they, in their turn, 
out its limits, artistic phrasing implies the endowing of form contrasting subjects, and so the development pro- 
each phrase with a color and life of its own ; the various ceeda in ever widening circles. 
phrases must also be contrasted one with the Other so Af} a practical application o^the laws oppression, 
read a selection like the one quoted abm in a dull, 
monotonous tone of voice, without the appropriate 
pauses and accents ; any pnpil will pronounce it a cari¬ 
cature. Play any composition in an equally dall, lifeless 
that they may form parts of a larger whole. 
To my mind the best definition of the phrase is that 
given by W. S. B. Mathews in the first volume of “ How 
to Understand Music ” : “That which makes sense, but 
not complete sense.” The length of the normal phrase 
ia two measures, though in case of quick movements 
log of notes in correct time is not music. Hardly any 
sarily coincide with the bar limit* of measure; more othcr proof wU1 be Deeded to ahow lhat the qnaiitie8 
frequently than not the phrase begins on a.vreak pulse ; ,, wtich rend„ 8peaki^4ind reading attractive-modula- 
*- f * -u",u accent, and judicious pauses—are also needed to 
e ed hroug ediu o pi o could 
scarcely assume a more genial and dramatic shape tharT^ 
in this vei^original sonata.” Take the same writer’s 
Scherzo from the Pastoral 8onata. The comic effect 
occasioned by the rest at the end of each measure of the 
subject is unmistakable. The master must also h&ve 
been in an exceptionally droll humor when he wrote the 
Scherzo to the pianoforte and violin sonata in F major, 
where the latter instrument imitates the^fornfer’^ funny 
staccato at only one beat’s interval. 
Sufficient has been said, it is trusted, to prove that all 
our thoughts at the pianoforte need not and ought not 
to be solemn. Practice with your thinking-cap on, and 
along with the grave, pathetic, fiery, mystical, etc., yon 
manner, and explain that to the ear of the musician such 
18 i o easures, mongn in case oi qmcn ove ents pia,ing ;a equally a traveety of art—Ibat the mere play fs'r'' “"J” 
this may be extended to four. Its length dees not neces- ;a? of DOteB •„ correct Uma not masi„ Hardw anv will not infrequently be favored with .uggesuona quite 
comical. 
“God gave the power of laughter to man alone.” 
Like tears, it is a proof of sensibility. An old sage 
states that the “ gravest creature is the ox but no one 
argues from that characteristic that the ox iB one of 
earth’s learned ones. 
this, it will be seen, affords opportunity for great rhyth¬ 
mic variety. A still further subdivision ia possible: that 
of the phrase into motives, generally two in number. 
The motive is a figure of several notes, differing from 
the phrase of which it forms a part, in having no move¬ 
ment or life of its own. It is simply a pattern of musi¬ 
cal thought. Take any page of music and regard it as a 
whole; the eye cannot fail to perceive similar groups of 
notes which appear in different positions, ranch as we see 
decorative figures on wall paper or on any figured fabric. 
These figures, e&Bily recognizable, lend unity to a com¬ 
position add are oftentimes the germ of mighty musical 
development, e. g., the famous opening motive in Beet¬ 
hoven's Fifth Symphony. 
The phrase, on the contrary, must have motion as well 
as repose within ita limits; this is secured by the ca¬ 
dence which iB characteristic of all phrases, t. e., there 
must bo a change of hftrmqpy, generally from toaic to 
dotninan^/imperfect cadence)? or from dominant to tonic 
(perfect cadonce). It musrhave in miniature what the 
composition must have as n whole; beginning, move¬ 
ment to a climax, and relaxation toward tho end. As 
the infinite sky can be mirrored in a dowdrop, so the 
whole expression of music can be felt in the develop¬ 
ment of a single phraee. 
The phrase is in turn a unit which goes to make up a 
larger section known M * “period.” This, Mr. Ma* 
- thews define* a* “ that which mokfc* complete tonne 5" ft 
make music interesting and expressive. 
BT ALBERT W. BOB6T. 
THE HUMOROUS IN INSTRUMENTAL MUSIO. 
__ ~ —“ My piano has not been tnned for two years, and I 
have moved it several hundred miles in the meantime, 
but I don’t think it is out of tune to amount to anything.” 
... , So spoke*''a lady on a recent occasion, but the trouble 
Ax article m a put number of Ton Ernn. touched on ,hal abe bad beea littel>in)t to the ia8truInent every 
comic effects capable of being produced chiefly by or- ^ 
chestral instruments. The psychological properties of 
humor, especially on the young, are very important and^"'bating ear 
far too often ignored. The objeot of this essay is to ' ™ 
supplement what haa alrq^idy appeared in these pages on 
the subject, with especial reference to the works of 
writers for the pianoforte. 
All authorities on the drama and music recognize the 
natural law that the serious and gay require about equal 
space in works of art. Schumann prefaces his Davida- 
bUndlor with this motto 
" Hunt! Ia h*n*i wo *Iw*f« «m 
Joy allied w wlary." 
But man being more candy moved lo learn than to laugh¬ 
ter, it follows that the majority took their pJeaaure— 
paradoxical a* it way appear—in what ia auggeative of 
•offering. 
day, and had not noticed that it had been gracfually get¬ 
ting out of tune, until to hear it was torture to a discrim- 
So it is that by'degrees we may become 
accustomed to evils that we could not possibly endure if 
they were suddenly thrust upon na.—Musical Messenger. 
—It is hardly necessary to remind the reader-that in 
our day edacated pianists use the pedals not to obtain 
contrasts of loudness and softness,.but entirely in they, 
production of tone-color. The infinite variety of quali¬ 
ties of lone which ebutemporaneoua artist* like D* Albert, 
fyimmel, and othera get out of a piano i* wholly due to 
a combination of many different kinds of touch with 
changing use of the pedals, employing aometime* one, 
•ome-time* the other, now both, and again neither. 
It was Chopin who revealed the possibilities of the 
pedal*, I,i«4 who perfected the power* of* touch. — I?'. 
/. £tenderxon^ in “ Preludes and AWw." 
\ 
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at tt&fcia *#*»UH£. 
Ns* roosts*# u a equation*My the greatest ditSetiliy 
10 be overcome by tbs pismist Rtoft pertuotioii of tech- 
uic, amt the must musical temp«r*uq«iH cannot aIW&yll 
aycoea-iluUy cope with it. 
t’«Uerew*kt coutWea to extreme iiervonatiess when 
pUy>tig iu public. While he poatease# sufficient self 
coulxol, combined with perfect mastery of hie art, to 
prevent ite being perceptible in work or manner to hi# 
audieuce, it is, literally speaking, gnawing at hi# vitals. 
1’he nervousness that work'B all its mischief internally, 
as it were, is pronounced- by exports in uervo disease# 
to be absolutely the worst form. 
Irregular, at times almost mm action of every organ 
is an almost inevitable result ol such nervousness, from 
which ills tiuiumornble ensue, frequently terminating ii\ 
actual disease and death. Sleep—Nature’s unrivaled 
tonic and restorer—often becomes impossible, and ex¬ 
treme exhaustion, involving more or less mental dis¬ 
order, is the lamentable finale. 
The invariable accompaniment of the musical temper¬ 
ament is a highly sensitive organization. 
Necessarily, the draft upon brain and physique en¬ 
tailed by the practice iudispenBable to perfection in 
piauq playing is a severe tax upon such a temperament. 
To this tax add the uervouajsar incidental to frequent 
appearances before oriticaHkudiences, and what wonder 
that the life of the artist-pianist U, indeed, a burden 
scarcely to be borne. 
Nor does continuous public work dispel such ner¬ 
vous fear. This it is that helps to keep Paderewski 
much of the time in the depths of nervous prostration ; 
that has prevented the more frequent appearances of 
our long-time favorite, Joseffy. By it I have known 
the superb work of that wonderful artiste—Madame 
Bloomfield-Zeialer, to be perceptibly affected. Her 
brilliantly successful Continental tour of “ Ninety-four 
was abruptly interrupted by the undue assertion of 
uerves. 
To Chopin public work was intolerable. Liszt and 
Rubinstein while yet in their prime abjured the con¬ 
cert room, realizing the effect upon mind and body 
of the unremitting toil and nerve-strain imposed upon 
its pianiatic stars. It is small wonder, then, that those 
lesser lights in the musical firmament, minor profes¬ 
sionals and unfortunate amateurs, succumb to the 
uncanny spell of the nerve-fiend, that hands perspire, 
and fingers stick to or slip off the keys; or, cold and 
wholly devitalized through fear, evoke empty, sounds 
void of vibrancy? that the foot clings to the damper 
pedal, regardless of discords and laclq, of clearness? 
that sentiment is an anknown quantity in their work ? 
How, if the giants must exert all their powers to 
combat this nerve-demon, shall the pygmies exorcise its 
spell, is their despairing cry I Only, we answer, 
through adequate development of will-power, or, in 
other words, of one’s powers of control. 
As absolute as possible must be one’s control of self 
—of the mental aelf and the physical self; control of 
concentration, that surroundings will not disturb, dis¬ 
tractions annoy; of moods, that those befitting the com¬ 
position in hand con-bo conjured up at pleasure | of 
nervtfs and muscles, that undue tension of either can be 
relaxed at will, and desired tonal or expreasional 
effects be produced. Apropos, remember that the 
clonest relation exist* between tone-quality and nerve 
and muscle conditions, undue nervous tension at 
time* producing a maeculnr relaxation amounting to 
wnakiinoiifal other* a tension that can elicit o&Jy strident, 
hard tone*. 
If any h«m*n bring *iand« in .need of self-control it is 
the pianist. The look of the ringer or the actor is light 
compared with his. Borida* the general control of 
anted*. and mood which they most all acquire in 
" cwxis&on, too 6r*i two h*v* one part and avoloo in 
Tbo piMmt tin* to ritoudutnennaly consider 
a«d app«a.r*M*a Woto to arm*, band®, fitiger*, eye*, *nd 
CAS*., lit,a mewrt r #£****» e-qaal attention, lent 
tfe,jvw*£& Vte psdri Wwrfc the ettfcajc*t quality ftl the whale 
twtpoired if «<*t ci?n»»d. 
Mo* ofcty ou<> par* has tererai Ute r*«4«r«4 qjt 
otic* by the Huger*. to* hrebt :m*Ml fe* 
ouoAiaatiy on the tupervUieg tM 
Per*, dietaiifig, m> to hoys sad parish*#, 
upou the rhythm, accent, sentiment, sad phmjng 
each part, and control lluf touch, that 10*« pfoduoUOtt 
eliall satisfy a* to quality and shading. 
la not the prospect appalling 7 Yet time and persever¬ 
ance, inioUigencn, and j>*tieuce will work wonders. One 
by one the refractory element* shall be brought under 
control until ihoy will unite in the harmonious action 
necessary to produce the desired harmonious results. 
Tho hnbil of listening attentively to one’s playing is one 
of the most effectual safeguards against nervousness. 
Imagination^-that gentle Ariel, potent as Ppospero’s 
familiar—can greatly aid us in the conflict with our 
norvea, will we but release it from the cage of proainess 
in which we confine it, and allow it to commune with ua. 
Charmed by its pictures or associations, the mooda it 
can Conjure, we shall think leas of externals when play¬ 
ing and impart to our musio a portion of the spell upon 
us. ~ 
Another potent ally ia a piano of sympathetic action 
and tone. Such a piano is a prolific source of the inspira¬ 
tion which begets oblivion to surroundings, and ia, there¬ 
fore, an effective antidote for nervouenees. Still another 
is the congenial audience- Both audience and instru¬ 
ment, however, are not, alas 1 usually to be had for the 
asking by the average amateur. 
Remember, too, passing again to prosy details, would 
we conquer nervousness we pan never cease to exercise 
the virtues of industry and perseverance. Music can be. 
learned, re-learned, and learned again. The practice 
that would enable us to render it with confidence for a 
sympathetic friend would not impart the assurance es¬ 
sential to a performance of it before a listener less par¬ 
tial, more critical. Still more study would the accept¬ 
able interpretation of it tq^ a heterogeneous audience ■ 
require. 
The Delsarte system of physical culture I am never 
weary of commending to piano students as a positive aid 
to self-control. 
Every tefccher^hould possess sufficient knowledge of 
its essential principles to be able to impart them to his 
pupils, and instruct the latter how,-ir^ome degree, to * 
conform to them. * # -« 
In a nutshell, calmness of mind, mJFeration of move¬ 
ment, mastery of mechanical difficulties, and command 
of the expressional factors—touch, tone, accent, rhythm, 
phrasing, mood—sufficient to meet the demands of the 
music to be performed, are, in combination, the only 
means of dissipating nervousness. 
xw&m tmmt $m UmuM fans to* toot 
tbp* »«ni be low rightol. N o wore it «m»t 
<WMl cultivated wo h*vo 
u> teum ttoxs io d«?tiWr*teIyj?iay out of time, for with- 
unWtoto tom l* no ex.presri«H>., no phrasing, no accentor 
alien even, possible. Of courwg, Uxp.exlont to which this 
extiggerwUoe must be carried varies considerably, no 
coMifig to the style of the particular piece, a* well as 
according to the rise of the room; bat to believe, as 
some do, that & Mozart sonata or a Bach fugue should 
be played with mechanical regularity is to believe that 
neither Mozart nor Bach were human beings like our¬ 
selves. Ab a matter of fact, it is authentically recorded ' 
that Mozart used a very free anfl bold rubato in playing, 
and certainly -n'd'performer of any eminence- in modern 
timeB has done otherwise. Nationality, temperament, 
and personal taste and feeling—these are the usual con¬ 
trolling influepefes in exaggeration, but a competent 
teacher should know how to advise and instruct his 
pupils in the mechanism of expression, and not think he 
has done his whole duty in urging them to observe 
“ strict time.”—London Musical Standard. 
mm- 
CONSIDERATION. 
\ 
There are. still musicians who consider Wagner to have 
been a charlatan ; there are still some who believe that 
a person who can play the organ can therefore playthe 
piano, and there are still many who profeBS to believe 
that a ’*classical" and “correct” rendering of an in¬ 
strumental piece consists in playing it with every beat 
metronomically even. Next I have to make the dread¬ 
ful statement that no instrumental performer worth his 
' salt ever plays four bars with all the notes exactly in 
time, Have the puriata ever analyzed what they mean 
by “ stylo " and “ rendering ” ? If notes -had the pre¬ 
cise value given to them on paper these terms would 
censo to have any meaning. ** Exaggeration,” which is 
synonymous with “ elocution,” ia tho term which really 
cover* all the expansions and contractions of time herein 
, implied. The only qncation—by iu nature an insoluble 
one—it, how far is is lawful to exaggerate ? Jus; a# in 
reciting a speaker separate* hia word#, and even syilq- 
blea, iu a highly artificial manner, doing so to a greater 
or lee# degree, according to theaueof the room in which 
be U, #o toe piastet must wpanae phma*. hang bad 
before etephaalMd note*, and ax^ggentto ererytoifig in 
a rimtlar winner and for toe ***»« reason. The idea 
that a pebtlo toesld play in rigid prob- 
*Wj <&mp* abowt tn toi* way; Abont ^ par of 
taerie pupil* Arwacboel glri*. So leeoh «»«* i* 
»r torir Inode • fealieg toot to* 
1 
—The same difference between oratory , and grammar 
exists as between music and musical science, says a 
writer in the London Musical Standard. A man may 
move by his eloquence the hearts of thousands of his 
fellow countrymen, he may fire hearts and raise to the 
highest pitch of enthusiasm even the-most phlegmatic 
of his hearers, and yet he may not be able to parse a 
single one of the spirited and high-flown sentences that 
he has just pronounced. On the other- hand, a man 
who spent the best years of his life in studying the 
mechanism of language, its grammar, and logical struc¬ 
ture may be the dullest and most useless of speakers. 
We ban carry this ft little further and apply it tcf‘music 
and musical science. A man nuay be a most brilliant 
composer and yet have but little technical hnowledgSof 
the science of music, whereas the most learned of musi- 
cianaj if he has nob musical ideas and feelings within 
him, can never, become a real musician, whether as an 
exponent of the works of others or as contributor him¬ 
self to the literary market. There is an illustration of 
"this in the life of Auber. He was asked one day to 
compose some music for an opera,Sand Seating himself 
down at the piano he attempted the overture. But he 
tried in vain, and after playing a few chords he was 
pbliged to abandon the attempt in despair. They then 
brought him the libretto and he glanced at a few of the 
sentences ; the inspiration then pounced upon him; bis 
whole soul was agitated, convulsed with the thought— 
again his hands wandered over the keys and there were 
poured forth a long succession of captivating melodies 
and striking harmonies. A. similar story is told of 
Haydn. On visiting a friend’s house and essaying for 
the first time the great oratorio of the “ Creation,” his 
performances were one long tissue of unmeaning gib¬ 
berish, but the second time easily and spontaneously he 
brought out the great masterpiece. All that had to be 
added afterward were the finishing touches and detailed 
elaborations that were reqniaite for the filling ont of the 
work.—Indicator. 
R*)ia#TX tells this story about Liszt. When he was 
seven years old he already played like a grown-up mas¬ 
ter Bach's preludes and fugues. One day his father, 
who was a good all-round musician, came bom§ unex¬ 
pectedly and heard little Listl playing one of Bach s 
four-port fugues, but the fugue was wriuen in another 
key than the one in which liule Lisst was then playing. 
The father w»# appalled. Me knew too well that his 
«on had no intention whatever to' transpose the intensely 
polyphonic four part fugue. He knew that it was being 
done uncootaonaly. He a&kcd the boy why he did not 
pUy it ia the right key. The liule fellow was astonUhed 
and asked if the fugue vm not written in the key he v*» 
playing it in. No; it wo# written in B flat, and not 
in 0. The wericiou know* well what it mean* to wan*- 
po«e a o*»pliciM«d piece to'anoth^ key, but for a 
mrtm-ymt -old boy to tranrpo** a four-port fugue of 
Booh to. a key a third below I ■ ^ 
J 
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boa *esiu aawiifeB * • 
1 4 «. «■* VO.* <**<** »<* '*** 
,»fanvn*n*toi •.&.« toil*, d AC% i* 
v*m*u*a at yet ^ *>*' *fSi. 
4#t a ITv/.#* <*t oe*tn Ltf**«*y ytta+ci** to** >iat> 
yiiJiii-ykett jivi't**- inAitoliU*.*, Ma-i 
AyyUcd v* Miss Mir/**, mm. 
Th*rt «* * «w**a*a* I tw trt vtee-. «■«•-*<* »t» «1M**>** *»««•» 
Art tii uhe auiX t&><c toai,y 
k*,9**M*j (fWtt buAwcvkama 6»* M 
Hrwoft *0*f.r<w* thtwngb* , i\ *• OOl.Jf 
vfsmb *Xvfc W. tv** *11*0 tf*M***fr *Wl"i»d W‘«b ft* 
Ac'j u, vh'C-evi’W*«•<*•!* vavtv W hlghw but 
* awreestty fcw a* vntfth b*- 
foev *yw-fc>*l pA.**o of it oswi t>e at. *11- Hj 
tvvww, (.But* pw*uu wf V»*w t* and art S* lookfld 
Ayvt* ** * ttfcwdvaw* to* too laioreNaug* eanUment and 
O'ltviwu.' t« !i»*rdty ecqaire* qwtiw that #”)f 
^,TM*oyla wh'ioh t* ire® to nft® art tW'V* b* trite in all the 
lfct too qiiftKtAint ftvtu (hi* l>rs>*n er Hand point, 
,i: caay t*o wwll tv inquire t«tl» to* wwtien which the ele- 
aj.-oi*.; ■,■>£ liiMcrwbtut cuiUi* m art l Cor there mint to be a 
too qcwwtSMt which UBpliM the comparison, 
■■ tneccr doarribe,, a* w>*ll a* other ari«?“'). 
Now, then, what part dire* exactoea* of dcfcription 
play tu the mnnl» of on art work 7 
laef, \s* look at a s<kn! oil portrait, painted by a mas- 
tw. rvjANrwewv.urtc vomehody we know. It ieattroug like- 
. uo dettbi. and yet we. hardly *r*r *«w toe person 
look exactly like the picture. Jtfay ? Because the artist 
did ivcA paint hw man a* be looked in any given momooL, 
b«:t niW rtndied the renoo* Iraitaof bta character, tho 
mnist rtiirMKSHt it found in too face, hand*, etc., and 
then made * amt of eemporite picture, giving duo promi¬ 
nence U' the predominating moods, and indicating others 
more delicately. An exact likeness any photographer 
could have mode: but toe artlto, who may modify some 
feareh kino, omit a discoloration, idealise, and all that, 
*tod Hilt retain » likcasM, nwx above mere material 
re^oiTstiiaiusc. *nd mg&etU to our minds things which, no 
(K*tt«r how inseparable from matter they seem to be, 
arc., r o v* * to el « corporeal, immaterial. 
Ijct ©a look at toe groat d«*crtnrioos of travel What 
do we dad 7—toe exact height of a mountain ? the exact 
dearth <vf a river t the exact architectural arrangement ot a 
Trilayeorcity? Whyvif these material mitmtiic constitnted 
bterary^mcrilv Baedeker’s guide-books would be the 
rreatew'achievaaeni* of descriptive Literature! If we 
lad mem to mgr. at all, they are merely incidental; what 
impart* the rwal value to travel description of literary 
ment » the author* mental and emotional activity called 
forth by toe mountains and rivers, their relation to ha- 
BJAftviy. torir wood, toeir character—toe immaterial, 
toowporwd port; and only by the add of these icarnale- 
re-vl toingi can the author produce the illusion in hia 
reader* toot they had actually been there and seen it all 
thetttefwea. Yes, only through thing* incorporeal, im 
matervad—bol how con to« immaterial be described? 
h oumot b« described at oll, that it just it; bot, by »Hoa- 
Vf*.u<&6, nttubor, tyrnboU and whatever means make 
op the craft of literary art, it can be suggested to a mind 
toot v* both rerepUve and conversant with it* tertnio- 
A ad toot U precbely to* twins upon which our ques* 
sin® birig**. «ay. “ Music doe* describe,” ooroe 
nay, *' !t doe* nor.*’ Bbto are wrong, and would prob¬ 
ably b* wrlkftg to c<i» prottvime on my amendment, that 
maiH-c, hi* ail art, **#put* 
f m»y cmafpOMT write* with toe co&Kaoni or 
tamwittow of Qtsvtjiiu «motora,.and emo- 
toaw ut htwd wpv* itsogto«Eio&. New, ftxmgmoacn need 
rvm l*% wwMuwapa!* fteelt from thing* immaterial j it »» 
JiJfcA to* pi laiat, tonswsgh which • boom ©f material white 
MWthtflfc* $»****, tof^lh wkkh, bf »«fr*nri.en. il »• 
br%<ut£-.*i£btd into ail tb* dwltew of to* ra*nbow. Imagi- 
aiwM-xat \*0A th* Ut ascraci ihHf 
; & fftotstpi*** rtawff with thing* 
HwmSMtl trt w tk*Sb Ihmxt won taateriii) 
tutftita, tamfci ass 
TU»« •®r*Oltea *ux te «MWbr th« *te*B 
.4«9Kuto>» r* N <»» w a«4 t* 
» wfe&to tmtj faeh site 
Attw .si «Mit mGk wfrm fe# ftewJUw tmyk. 
Aft W *4 t^» iiBt* «>5 a pm# ka H ri.« 
■woisw* iwP $4 to* wh*»tow 
hv nawtai’a# hte %4 .$**■ && 
« ivsdbuiti* flwwrtfitwa, «• hia w» a* 
•siuu+m* siu* -,vWa b* 
r» *ii«.» V «aiiO la-awl 
'"'itn «hiw Ia attt&t *»• fi*«u<5:-wfc\v* wa *s> *%a tte 
-wuhiHvi' aa*U»s*>*<6i»rta • •w*n*i*.h* **wh*a-. 
-to 
__ ft*'** 
lentil • 
I' M** >.y 
O.’ *»hV ’«> -Sift.*. 
THE ETU 
Mh-Ml ,m, ul -. »j> uxamiu* fe*i* JWWf •**#. 
+4i,i Uf tic «in ^ 
eiicA uc 4IU a**mix*i •**«* *m Wfc*4 W •»>**W4i5 
;u« mill aJL* ? I rewfeowfolww tew# «jW»* 
tu.it* vi tWi# tl* 5*v*:h»*mm*m 
- ti U*if+ t imi i*md &#*!&** 
" fr'a ■ 1-t.'' **4 (it >a« libit* yvr«*n(tfv 
auifedMf: fcn i «* W $irww 
la tatAail Wi*h»at AAf WSwg-Vi h* thfti* iWiAvt * t&fA* 
UriibvAt wiag*. la •W*. tS-v JWWW w*a* 
aha«>iu('«ir tewa*<eei»*Jfal *a4 tto Ste*. *a»« M 
wa* bi>t aaiii 8«« jt-aare latar. I h*4 read CrMth* * 
p tfcaft it 4a*»c4 apua «*« wh«a yiatarw wvid 
havo Meant. 
Thi* <«otb* in pf»*v that we hare to know what th* 
artist meant to «**»**?„'to order to *»4«rft**»d bis work t 
we have to judge ike work front to* author * ai*.t34- 
iTArtut, and, t» an art work tell* the rtory which ito tiwt 
indicate*, it* uteri** depend mtiiwff upon bow well il 
tell* It. ... . w ,, 
The flafT* “ Fore*t Symphony ” m an example- Will 
it. after we know toe Utie, lead our imagination into toe 
lore*!, into fare*! lore? will it *oggr»» to u* toe legend 
of the wild bunteman and hit tpactral retinae, the lorest 
olrew, and all the many characters connected with foreal 
lore, by no other mean* than it#title and music? or will it 
fail to do il? Now, if anybodv can hear the “Forest 
Symphony," and b« acquainted with iu title, and »ny, 
cm**»»« W»*»♦ ^«'fc •» 
IW. * 
tm rcfiuo tor stm^ateetio. 
W«»Mi w< ca^rio* dv»y &l\ tbr ptoRe are re-rt fond 
et aoo.ci<-, W< hat* fpo& rewaoxi for afBrmmg that they 
have liuie sympotoy with art. Il asy mueioal 
i*dd«Jt Is pUc*4 before them iu •Uonj-ly 
u-rm^tovy will go oat of ourioeity, but with t»o desire 
to help the undertaking along. They aeem to have no 
local pride In the recc-curriil productions of our citiaeni; 
but if toeae go byroad and become recognised celebri¬ 
ties. they pull up their shirt collars, and strut about 
with an air of magnificent importance, aayiug: “Thai’s 
a, !_we did ill "la* though their liberality had fostered 
the talent which the world admirea. This ia Peck- 
amffian, to say the least ol it, and though it is a cheap 
salve for consciences not easily abraded, it does not 
deceive those who have the interest* of art at stake, as 
'to the fact of the selfish calloaanesa of this eelf-eoUafied -r - • . r , , . *■ t t o in b x m n-Kvwrtucu 
iHstsA ^ -... their iD tb. T»e .f 
admit that mnsic does not deecribe. And if anyone can Consider music alone. What docs not aociety owe to 
hear the overture to the “Flying Dutchman,'’ and be Lhe beautiful art? Half the houses in the city owe a 
acquainted with tho title, and tail to experience *n »■ j proportion of their social enjoyment to ite human- 
imagination the sensations of the maritime and the spec- . . v % ,. where 
tralftheo muaic doe* not describe, and toe “programme" >*»ng and refining practice. In our churches, where 
musicians are a set of chimera-hunters; bat if the pur- once the pulpit orator was the attraction—this came 
j .t b .i af^jr re]igiou was superseded by fashion—the most secu¬ 
lar aud.sensuous music now is relied upon as a means 
of drawing congregations to thfe sacred edifices. Men 
of all associations march to music, arid men are blown 
to their graves by cornets and bass tubas. The theatres 
. i e make music a special attraction, and the Italian opera 
nicture would, but with the emotional course of events, 4 H . . , , M • ___ 
with tho motion of tho .abject, showing it in all its v companies are the idols of the venous classea of oor 
moods, while the graphic arts Bhow only one. music-loving public. 
This advantage of music ove£.the graphic arts iscouu- -Music and its professors literally owe nothing to the 
posed suggestion# come to our mind through these music 
piece*, or if the suggestions conveyed by toe title of the 
piece are by the subsequent music intensified to such a 
degree as to assume definite forme, and cause us to lose 
ourselves, to live with them, to feel with them, then 
music does describe. And if it does, the description 
occupies itself, not with any particular moment, as a 
terbaianced by a lack of definiteness of outline; but for 
the purely emotional phase with which music occupies 
itself the clefinitenesa of outline is of no consequence. 
The absence of definite outline, however, has led to the 
argument that a muaic piece may describe something 
different to every hearer; bull meet that argument by 
wb£t I said of the neceasitv of knowing the tide ; besides, 
the same argument can oe brought to bear upon any 
book, any statue, any picture. What comMotaries, and 
how many different ones, b»ve not beJP writtqn on 
Goethe's “ Faust," on “ Hamlet," on th«fiilo of “ Ve¬ 
nus," on the “Angelas" by Millet— Hundreds if not 
thousaDds of them! Does that riot Bhow that a book, a 
statue, a picture, may also mean something different to 
every beholder? But what’: of it? The circumstance 
that an artistic illustration may fit more than one subject 
does not seem to me to be of any consequence at all. 
It seems simply to show the art vrork’a capability of stir¬ 
ring toe imagination even beyond its purposed extent. 
Besides, we must not forget that music nasal its disuosal 
quite & number of expressions which, by traditional use 
fuardly attributable to mere chance), have become defi¬ 
nite types, types of such force of characterization that 
toe world ba* accepted them ae such. I could ahow a 
goodly list of #uoh type* which even children understand 
instinctively, but the subject i* too large to find a-place 
here, and should be treated separately. 
To sum up: Muaic deecribe* as well m *jjj other art, iauBtv U1 uc. 
only tost it bo* it* owo province of description., like any |j|00^ ^ 
other sH; and to"demand of music a deficit* outline of „ 
public; the public, on the contrary, are largely their' 
debtors. What little patronage has been vouchsafed 
has been grudgingly and selfishly given, for we seriously 
believe that no such thought ever entered the head of 
any one of our citizens as to subscribe or purchase hrs 
ticket on the principle of encouraging or benefiting the 
cause of art.—American Art Journal. 
8HE INVENTED THE POLKA. 
rt i ------ ... - - 
“ to togs " is a* unfair as to demand toe poetry of color 
from sculpture, or an eye feast from literature- Each 
art bos iu domain of description, or soggestioa, or niter 
onco of emotion (whichever you prefer) II ono aud the 
Mime subject were girea to a tMua*e.r, * sculptor, a wri¬ 
ter, **«f a computer, each would dewenbo that phase of 
Toe origin of the polka is not ^fcnerally known, the 
inventor of the dance having been a young Bohemian 
girl named Honiczka Selezka. She was a blooming 
young peasant maiden, and the best dancer in the village 
of Costelec, on the River Elbe, and used to perform 
solo dances of her own invention at the various village 
festivities. ^ 
It was in the year 1830, at a farmhouse, that the 
Assembled guest# asked her to dance a solo, and she said, 
“ I will show you something quite now," and to lhe 
muaic of her own WDging she danced the polka step, 
more elaboration than it is now performed. 
The diner becams-so popular that it was later made s 
national .dance, and Hanicska named it Pulka, a* she 
Mud it wriu# daaoed in short *tep* ; from Pufkn came 
Polka, and finally Polks, the dance three .ynirfs later, in 
IBSO* Sirteototog popular in Prago*. and in V8S9 U was 
it for wbwto bi* (Mwsliir art it bast qualified'and to# already tUoreed a* the Vienna* ball*, and one year later 
muakiaa infringe* uison no exclaim ri*bt&f literatwre *\trtwaa&a'tha mo4«' popular dance in Pari*, uayathe GcnlJt 
4 fc* »Ut! UM* M>4««silF vomom. H«ue.rfi» Ccwi»lrf » Ml Uiw. mrrmtnM hj 
—«»-«««»• *--* 
tofwd (if work *j* tsliiMhiMi k#ks&» frewi own rix and danghter* 
baysalian fmfiwl. tovre is xo sack tote* to or*.. 
i«r •wr iff foanttets, **»4, «f *-**, 
to minnMI uwW, «Jf *rt fas.vwsd,. 
are wtilj » m will a*****.. *« 
tt#** E tet wjll %!lm i Ki *>«£ ait toteqpt *^?*«*3 
te litem tot **§P'«h va is *Ww* 0»V 
i«t£»*■*"* 
-te Ite te «W. *A<9 rntmub 
tO** rw<v&» Mocm «a>- ?>» cAldatiic'i *btdi t!Wy 
Ia *»w*4 SteoAiete. ft*.- ^ *«*•*%• 
V WW-, iftof*- W»». iVfc **>’* te* vaat-f 
*v *te»Se Wtebwi. |te*»«o*w vi 
AutfoiniA* m, (S«7 «f.H* tuHMiirfunntx'i. ixtd'r- *<*-os 
-mi- *&•»**. kwes * 
, — Yc«at |*^ik nwwtoi too *or!y po«* tb® stage of that 
style vritofb v| k*» alnfc to affcotetion. TbeJ 
tobwfclfl. l)»* oiWWrary. W tanpbl to forgol tboir owr. 
aoW, to re ton? of to* .mportanr* 
4/ i‘h» tos-> Xftte vi. h" 7 Ntist'hr)*.* 
. iiMUrtittiUi II IvViVUit.S® lf)Wt» t,t Neill »•» to* 
**-«i****wur 4* a t-b»4 tawteM rnwpcrt ni 
m.fii TJH/Q0 whtm to*i i* *»n >»* m».y 
Mini's r* >>,<>. i* fcliMi - X 7’ W’\ 
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memos izim 
• ’t *t*l>A** ft. *v*tu. 
***•*' » U o.ly Hwal fcr h<W UfuMm. fc*i >j«« 
•Jifaltjh pal «»».,, II **a at **, UHWkm^t««( y 
u»p. 
Questions and &nsw«its. 
bLtuy (rtrinvui minert that u l« loupoftaibio ?u.r firw «u 
HtMMffiflM anything, and they took ttpoa tho*«> as iu»r» 
g«ii«ruu4i>> endowed by uftture who emit ihhututs lo u»bmj- 
ory lofcg piece* of utuftte, iuuuutertoVU irregular verb* in 
a fort-igu league, date*, or quotation* of any kind. Hut 
tkoa« person* do not uadorataml Ike philosophy of 
(memory. 
Memory i« in reality the treasure-ho u«© of thought, 
and as all think, ao everybody ha* a memory. Hot Ut««* 
troaiuro house* »r* like the bureau drawer* of d fforeol 
paoplo : the content* of tnt'f drawer* may bo to sys¬ 
tematically arranged and classified, (hat the owner cah 
go In the dark and take out any desired article ; while 
I'.iioiker" j may be crowded with a hotorogeneoun variety 
of thiog* in such confusion, that a half hour's eoaroh 
fails to bring it to the light. 
As what is put in the drawers stays there till it is taken 
out, so everything that one has over known or thought 
is still in the memory. This has been proved by drown¬ 
ing persons; after resuscitation they have stated that 
everything they had ever done or thought had passed 
in a moment before their mental vision. Also, a fact 
recalled may bring forth the exclamation—“ Well, I 
haven’t thought of that for twenty years.” • 
Think of the terrors often suffered by speakers and 
players before going on %a stage, in the fear that they 
may forget.their lrneB TOtheir notes. Now this fear 
would vanish, if all knew that it was impossible to fbrget, 
that all they had ever thought or known was ineradioa- 
bly fixed in their memory, had beoome a part of their 
minds. 
Why then %3o I forget in public, when I can play my 
piece perfectly at home? may be qaked. There may be 
several reasons—self consciousness is one. A person 
may play a piece from beginning to end, that he didn't 
know he coaid play, while his mind is intent on another 
subject, but which he conld not play before another with 
his whole mind fixed on the piece, frhere.is a law here , 
which it is well to understand. In the practice of a 
piece, the frequent repetitions bring about a habit; that 
is, the oonscious mind directs the movements until they 
are fixed in the unconscious mind. The unconscious 
mind performs its work with automatic certainty, but 
when the conscious mind brings in its doubts, fears, and 
anxieties, the result is often failure. So it is really 
doubt or fear whioh causes us to fail once, in doing what 
we have been able to do often before, and this doubt or 
fear begins in self-consciousness. 
It is certain that a good memory can be cultivated, as 
well as a good handwriting, and there is no reason why 
every one should not have both. .... 
memories words or music, the first requisite ib 
pppbUtion.' ' IV is said that many of the East Indians can 
ropeat the whole of their Sacred Books, and their only 
method of memorialing is repetition. 
To have & good memory one needs to cultivate order 
and observation, to learn to analyze and to make mental 
pictures, and above all, to comprehend. A person who 
is orderly in one thing is apt to be orderly in all. Ideas 
should bo ctaaaifiod and pirtin their proper pigeon holes 
in the mind, as documents are lowered and stored in our 
desks. Also, the habit of observing all the details of a 
tftfnf helps as to remember, for observation Mr to 
order. Pervoos who do one thing while thinking of 
# ** otosrration, so that observation way be 
defined m menial alma***. 
Tfa*vw is nothing helps a person la remember a piece 
m«.*e m m««h m (bn ablUiy l* it—k> ©cm- 
pvah^rd Us ttmtftfV* iu phr*»« kftU parted*. {Jew 
ma^h fcwiat ft is to taro.* pmm lo,BngU*h, which w« 
*ft4**»*AM. than to mtamk in memory the word* of * 
p**«* ib a W&*tt*g* w* do *st 
TV*** art who hftt do not 
ik* way by *kfch Ah*y do Hu ftomn #*»*■»**,< ihwr 
** ***u~bf by Kahn. 
***** fwen!.tiiiaaa i hawaa *.«*>} at pkSwrw of tfe* **%*, 
**■ h* & ***** to n**1* mmm*r?t *** m*# 
ih* this* kb fe* fetttffcfri a±4 ** 14-a^k 
<****&£? **i few **** H a •ay ** ^ 
'*'**■• *+*» f*s»a^».. ui a. W (<»«• 
80ME ULGOIOAL TEAOHIHQ. CHHrasmi Win o»wiw» MmVb.Wt»ud 
&9slr^S^ss3ski ^ w m ***** 
FtSj*-K*cx tt~jR Wt would raoowmftftd aeUctkmt from tb* 
Bwk's Wii«d no wvJ to am all of ifcm 2. Memaanh 
arm*x«n«*u oi Jtmae'u aos« « Murosortog Z*pbym w awl UaiAp'g 
" &*4y on liHBgMtao Seal* " art u**ful example for left bud *>lo 
wIUj omamwjui pwg« tor rtgbt band j *o, «l*o, U “SpiDnllod *’ 
AuuNn iko many lllngical* idoa* which obtain in the 
current iftothod* of piano leaching, Ihero is conn mom 
illogical, in tho writer's opinion, ihan ihn prkclice of 
'• working up lo a plcoa," aa that predict it usually ad¬ 
ministered. A very common instance caitie under thw" by bitotiL 
writer’s notice recontly. A pupil who could play only • • ♦ 
with difficulty pieces of the grade of the Prelude In \\ Waa- K- A-^ce. Dearer, Col.—The mark u»©d In com. 
Grieg's '* Holberg Zeit,M was given by her teacher the T** Indicate the «acr poiou of puuing 
F Minor Faninni. of Chopin, and Iho Pafhetique Sonnla ?*. d“?r ^ 11 <* Mnlf 
of Bsethoveu, for summer practice, which compositions 
woro lo bo “ worked up to,” What would be thought 
of a person who could lift only 26 pounds, who should 
daily a'.tempt ten times as muoh, in the hope that after 
six or eight months straggle the 260 pounds would be 
raised with ease? He would be deemed either a fool or 
a madman. Yet this is just what “ working up to a 
piece" in this way means. 
Pupils who'can play easily and clearly Beale and ar¬ 
peggio passages requiring a Bpeed of, say 400 notes in a 
minute, are given pieces which call for 800, and are ex¬ 
pected by daily attempts to attain that speed and still play 
with the same ease, equality, and correct nervous and 
muscular conditions. The more the thoughtful teacher 
considers this proceeding, the more apparent will its 
absurdity become; a good essay might easily be written 
on the foolishness of trying to do impossible things. 
A common defense of such a method of study is that 
though the pupil may not be able to play the piece, yet 
he is learning to play musically, is acquiring a musical* 
touch, technic, eto. One would not expect a very beau¬ 
tiful rendering of a poem- by a person who conld pro¬ 
nounce the words of it only with extreme difficulty. 
Will one gain a musical style of performance, or -feven a 
mqaical touch when playing & piece under similar con¬ 
ditions? As to technic, one does not gel a reliable 
technic by suc^h study, and however true may be the say¬ 
ing that “technic is the god of small mindB,” the fact 
has been incontrovertibly proven- ^the writer during 
the last two years, that t/fithout techjJIJqne caamot obtain 
& musical touch. Undoubtedly th^ruth of this state¬ 
ment will be promptly denied by many teachers; but let 
the writer ask any such objector how many of his pnpils 
out of every hundred acquire a musical touch ? Fifty" 
tb.n the U.UR1 (Ign* Ped. and • and bM the approrai of most of the 
adYanced maticiana. **- 
1 • • • 
D. .H.—Palmer', dktlonioj of mo.lc.1 term., or th« one eon. 
nea«i with Mathew's -Ho* lo Uneterntnnd Male,” *111 mm roar 
requirement,. The; an be obtained at thle office. The compoei- 
tlou, of Dr. On, ,re unlno.n lo u,. GotUohnlk did not .rite 
any music Intended for mere dancing purposes. 
• • • 
Maude E. a—An up-to^ate edition of Borrowed Primer w«] 
furnlah all needed information. Un general principle It is better to 
make the pupil thoroughly acquainted with the major scales before 
commencing with the nilnor. By this plan the difference of con¬ 
struction U more clearjjl understood and more readily acqniied. 
• • • 
M. 8. Smith, St. Ann Bay^Jamaica, W. I.—We ahonld not 
Imagine it to be neceaaary to cover a piano with a blanket during 
the day In the Tropics, but cannot giro a poeitive opinion, not 
having resided in the West Indies. Tho names of the composers 
are pronounced" Dfor-shak " and "Shee-tay.” 
• * * 
,aaj* McCulloch.—Wltea 8. . „ pUMd 0„r , > 
passage the note, ore to be pla;ed one oetave higher than written. A 
single Bgure 8 placed under a note means, genornll;, that the ocuye 
hero* should be added; It frequently eipressee the Idea of an added 
note when plaecd abore, but not it .ometimei indleata. 
that the note lo played an octave higher. Cb». Svo. always IndiStee 
added notea .bore or below. The mark A elgnlUe. an acceMmnly 
and has no reference to staccato. ■ 
V ♦ « • 
L. E, Roswell, N.M.—Although a waltz, redowa (or polka-mazurka) 
and mazurka are each written with the same time-signature, Jacom- 
parieon will shdw the rhythmical construction of phraiea lo be very 
different. Consult the primer on " Musical Forms," by E. Pauer 
published by Norello, Ewer & Co. *- 
Trio, in the sense mentioned by you, was originally the third 
part of a minuet, and broadly contrasted wjth the other parts. 
Afterward it was Introduced into other dance snovementa and 
marches. At present it Is a strongly coniraated movement without 
reference to Us being the thiid, or any other part. 
• • * 
A. A M.—As a rule f or quintuple time has two accents? one 
would probably be a very high average. Yet every one" °n the fir,t ^*at> the 0lh*r 0D tbe 8(1 or 4th *«onljDg to cir- 
of that hundred should acquird a musical touch, and * “mP°uod of J i time. Ex- 
:r i • , * . * . . , . *• amplea may be fouod to Hiller's Rhythmical Studies, Od 52-also in 
icould, if logical methods were used m teaching. Of hi. Trio, Op «, i. . Trio for.triup by BlKboff. ,ud the -Orpelm 
course there are differences in degree Cf musical touch, G,w»" by w. Reeve. Brahm's VarUttona, Op. 2i, No. 2, bu a fine 
depending upon temperamental differences in pupil$» but exampl<) of lhe compound tims. 
the Baying that a beautiful touch is inborn and God- p,.' T„ , ■ _ ... " - _ , . P , , Frank.—In grouping a chorus about the piano, arrange them 
given, like many a proverb, contains one grain of truth »o that the Sopranos are near the upper portion Of keyboirt, then 
and ninety-nine of nonsense. If one doubts this, he.has A,t09’ Tenors and Basses extending, vln order named, toward ths 
only to read how Rubinstein acquired his beautiful touch l°Wer °nd' If maQy ,a number- wranye in columns, so that som* of 
But to return from this digression-the nroner wav to ,for“,fir8t raok. Dear pUDiat- The on 
1 
ression—t p p y  
work up to a piece is to fi ret establish correct conditions of 
conscious nerve, muscle, and finger control, accaracy of 
finger action, and proper playing motions at a very alow 
tempo. Then from month to month gradually increase the 
speed while still preserving the correct nervous and 
muscular conditions. This practice, of course, should 
bo done with a metronome and an exact record of tho 
progress kept. This record should fee coasahed bythe 
"Accompanying ’* might prove of use. 
B- A.—1. “ Peer Gynt *• is the name of a poetical drama by Henrik 
Ibaan, and Craig's - Pear Qjnt Salt*” is Intended to portray, musi- 
e*lly, tbs dramatic character of the po«m. 
2. An *' Almee" U an Eastern (Egyptian) glri, a aort of dancing or 
*l»*ltt* girl In the “ Seraglio." 
So Ust tho compoalUon refbmd to Is the fong of a dancing or 
ringing girt, and Is supposed to represent the voluptuous maiden- 
hood *ft>* East. > A. L. M. 
player &s the onginwr studio* hie steam giugs, and if [ tb***fl ”" ia «»uoltn8 u not,tony 
. ,i | -.. . * mlod, good. To* and to be gained In oounilrtg is the abiiltr to fo*l 
In lb. ..Imuoh of fc pi.ee, one Sod, ib»i it detuond. to. rtyihra .«4 i. k„p it Tbo i*i,.r *.; do ^l. i. to 
. preuore of .peed ip «wlo or erpoggio puupo, of 1000 o«.i*i» i. eou.un,: lot ,trapi, rkjiom, 
oote. pw miotite, nod upon looluoe « bU turn h« pdakity wMi., to. c.mr.i.r. r»k« P.i0. to b... tbo ..Pu 
Sod. tb»l b« bu onlj etuiaed . <(w! of S00, l«l ut npoluly r* 
bopo that ho wUI aon thd wUdcm cf ieami&g thai par- 
UCiiUfc? alvftft till the prdA*u*« has goa* up ©® kt* 
to \m or WfeM Uw cf 
e*vry plecv fc*» Wv.a by aid of' the* 
ah** ih* po|4l arita what 
4ft t *wnf *<f> what <vt» i f4*yt t^cfl oetsrtwtirt 
“*• ******* ***** fey It* 4»«wskh*n*. ^ __  
P**g>*Sg M \ ^ *** d.Vamas* >* xho »«*»( 9i* M td,-r-««ir* 
#*** A'riSft tfeaa k mito " *** r*8 *#"*** ******* <* «*»> u*m. V*t ***& «t 
ttw* ftmU.bi* 4* “ ****** a vary *M. s«4 taw* 
petelMa. 
Whaa lAi* a don* "aad M vfii »ot’b* nridel 
R. &. MoG.-Tfes vwk yon rrffer The MoaXa) Kdocaior i* 
foot. Crtwvas4 * IHwIOftsrjp of M«j»4c and Maaidana.*' hurnw, I* a 
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303 THE 3<: TUBE. 
BI1CPU0ITT IS TEAGIHKO. 
BY UBOROe BisAYl.SY. 
A not KB sciontilio writer 0»o«> aaitl that “one of hia 
most sorious drawbacks to public speaking was hi* fte< 
quent hesitation to find simple word* to express his 
ideas." Ambiguity ia one grfcat obstacle'to mental pro¬ 
gress. Idea* are tuado more clear and valuable by 
directness and simplicity of explanation. Often teachers 
use technical terms in their calling that are wholly 
incompatible with their knowledge, being possessed 
with the false notion that a display of words gives the 
impression of power, end demands humbleness for ignor¬ 
ance on the part of the listener. Verbosity with the 
thinking person never produces any effect. ThiB was 
illustrated by a piano-tuner of mnch experience among 
people, who remarked that he “ never feared to tune 
pianos for persons who, after he had finished, pounded 
the key-board from one end to the other; but he did 
anxiously await the judgment of one who touched the 
keys lightly and listened.” 
The average student of anj instrument is desiroua only 
of playing for the pleasure that music gives to them¬ 
selves and friends, and a learned dissertation on the 
over-tones contained in an octave, or the scientific num¬ 
ber of vibrations between G sharp and A flat, is not de¬ 
sired. Hov> to play that piece of music is what is wanted, 
and the mental intelligence of the pnpil must be con¬ 
sidered at the beginning. ^ 
A humorous writer has pictdVed the trials of a singer 
in the cultivation of the voice, in his misconception of 
voluminous anatomical terms used by the teacher. To 
the advanced student this might seem laughable, if it 
were not for the melancholy fact that it is a source of 
discouragement to many a leaB gifted pupil, vainly seek¬ 
ing for simple language to know how to sing better in 
the borne and church life. 
True methods of voice training are difficult to find, and 
as students give themselves unconditionally to instruc¬ 
tion, it behooves the teachers to be well versed in all 
that pertains to their profession. A ruined voice is 
‘ incurable, and this can almost be said of fingers badly 
trained, which too often show their faulty action, even 
when placed under the more judicious and conscientious 
teacher. It is often remarked that a person ib “a splen¬ 
did performer, but a poor teacher.” This does not neces¬ 
sarily imply a reversal of conditions; for the teacher 
must be able to practically illustrate how, in instrumental 
music, the piece must be played. Pupils learn by imita¬ 
tion, and it is only when their ability is developed to a 
high degree, that they can interpret by therr own individ¬ 
uality ; up to this^ime, they follow models which they 
hear. j 
Sarcasm is a weapon many use to awe their pnpils, i 
and to a person c^a sensitive nature nothing is more 
abhorrent, as it takes away all courage, and I have often 
seen the lesson hour awaited with tears and trembling. 
Some years ago a young man who was studying the 
. violin, and doing the best he could, while playing bis 
lesson to his teacher, was ridiculed in his attempts and 
sarcastically told when his tones were not correct “that 
he was playing some of the music of the future.” The 
information given at the last lesson was not at all clear, 
and 8nch remarks disconcerted him so mnch that he 
could not even see the music before hia eyes, his sensitive 
nature was so worked up. Two ’years of this sort of 
instruction produced no result, and the young man sought 
more skilled and more wise counsel from a teacher 
whose artiatio helpfulness enabled him to master the 
instrument so he wae able to take his place among the 
foremost. 
Ridicule sometimes hardens the pupil's sensibility1; 
music then become* a mechanical occupation. The 
listener feels thi* when it is played, no matter how much 
tochnio is displayed by the perfowner. Simplicity 
and firmer** should he the guiding power with children; 
wapuscixlly should their mind* never be overtaxed with 
tncompreheaetible mMtrikl, mod iwapniictnc* o«rar «bo«n 
r*g»«hn|i th»;r nittiicil develop moot,. A child's mind 
ht* hat an tin perfect id«e of what the effort ell tnrtsois, 
white the object of the pereut, nine ca«*» out of l«t», U 
only for eneotnpli*ht»s«t. Tbeir opinions are erode re- 
X*xdiO£ the caoUer, attd thoir pride desire# * display of 
their children’* sbiliUoe. 
A gentlemen whooe llulo daughter w*J atudylag the 
violin said to her ieoohor : "My dxaghuerf *sem* to be 
•t s disadrftatege when she plays in public, u she some¬ 
time* doe*, in company Sf » little girl who is a reader. 
She recite* her piece* from memory, while Oracle ha* Vo 
play., her Tiolin from notes." The teacher replied: 
"There should be no comparison, for speaking a piece 
wo* simple compared with executing a violin solo. 
Moreover, your daughter baa not been studying very 
long, hut if it is your desire that she shall learn her 
musio as a parrot learns to talk yon make a great mis¬ 
take for her. The novelty of her playing will soon wear 
off, she will have but little knowledge of marie, her time 
will be frittered away, and your money Bpent in vain, for 
the sake of gratifying your vanity.” Common sense 
should certainly be expected of grown people, but some 
show a surprising lack of^it, and it is this difficulty that 
teachers often have to meet. 
The development of one’s faculties, in young or old, is 
a slow process, and those vtbo wish to impress their 
knowledge on the minds of others must always consider 
that they had difficulty in comprehending just each things 
as they now expect their pnpils to understand. There 
will constantly arise questions and points to explain, 
and if the student hesitates in reply to the question, 
“ Do you understand what I am saying? ” you may be 
sure you have not been clear enoogh. Do not call them 
stnpid, but instantly seek a more simple and direct man¬ 
ner of expressing yourself or your efforf^Ill be fruitless. 
Whoever has the ability to impart trathful instruction, 
and thus gain the confidence and respect of the pupil; 
who has a personality that arouses enthusiasm for study 
and hard work, a patient steadfastness and dignity of 
purpose, with a love of the beautiful and good, will pos¬ 
sess the qualifications necessary for a successful teacher 
of thq child, amateur, and artist.— Leader. 
8TODI9 BXPBSIEN0EB. 
XY uut m. amcDU. • 
I MxcxxTLY had occasion to vixita wealthy family who 
reside in * neighboring city. The only daughter had 
graduated from the High School with honor*, and the 
parents were anxious that she ahonld become an accom¬ 
plished musician, but she had become disgusted with the 
piano. I asked her to play for me. Her execution of a 
simple exerciae was the worat I ever listened to. 
Sbuhad received two years’ instruction from a “ Pro¬ 
fessor” who had been recommended by the proprietor 
of the leading mnjc- store as a “ first-class teacher.” 
Hia recommendation was based npon the fact that the 
Professor recommended his cheap pianos. Ab a sales¬ 
man of poor pianos—pianos so cheap in construction 
that they were diver in tune—he was a success. But 
his knowledge of music was limited to three tdrms 
from a country piano teacher, and six months close 
study of the “self instructor.” He had awarded hlm- 
Belf a diploma and started out to sell cheap pianos, 
give piano lessons for twenty-five cents, and delude the 
community into believing'that he. was well qualified to 
teach music in all its branches. The 14 Professor ” had 
given the young lady two lessons a week for two years, 
yet she had never taken a scale and knew nothing of 
technic. The piano dealer who recommended this 
teacher is really a good pianist, and knows the necessity 
of a good beginning, still self interest led him to rec¬ 
ommend an incompetent teacher. 
MUSICAL ABUSE, 
Spkakinq of ' the feck of musical taste and judgment 
displayed by masical performers, which is often the 
result of ignorance or defective training orAoth, Hector 
Berlioz says: 44There is an intolerable tetfjjhncy iq pro¬ 
fessional musicians, singers, and instrumentalists, great 
and small, to rank foremoBt whatever they imagine con¬ 
duces to their own personal interest. They think little 
of the invariable respect which is due from every per¬ 
former to the composer \ or of the tacit but absolute 
compact, made by the former to the audience, that he 
will faithfully transmit the latter’s ideas to them, either 
when he honors a mediocre composer by acting as his 
interpreter, or when he has the honor to deliver the im¬ 
mortal thought of a man Of genius. In both cases, the 
performer who thuff allows himself—following the 
oaprice of the moment—to go contrary to the intentions 
of a composer, should reflect, that the author of the 
work, whatever if mhy be he is executing, has probably 
devoted a hundred times more consideration to the 
place and duratioft of certain effects, to the indication of 
particular movements, to the design of his melody and 
rhythm, and to the choice of his chords and instruments, 
than the performer can have given, in doing the con¬ 
trary. There cannot be too strong a protest made 
against this senseless privilege which is too often claimed 
by instrumentalists, singers, and directors of choral 
bodies or of orchestras*- Such a mania is not only 
ridicnlous ; it will lead,'unless care be taken, to the in¬ 
troduction of innumerable and unjustifiable irregularities 
into art, and to resalts most disastrous.” 
This matter ia one that should enlist the combiued 
efforts of all intelligent composer* and musical critics, 
to the end that all perpetrators of such outrage* on 
musical art receive the condemnation which they so 
Justly merit. " ”* 
—U is perfectly legitimate to u*o music at limes a* an 
ftmunemont, at other time# as a remunerative profession, 
*f»4 At all time* sm a noble, sublime art,—Musical Me*- 
4 NEW PUBLICATIONS. 
LETTERS OF A BARITONE. By Francis Walker 
. Walker. Published by Charles Scribner's Sons. 
New York. $1.26. 
A new book, well written, full of a well-defined pur¬ 
pose and interesting, is “Letters of a Baritone.” The 
letters were written to the author’s sister during his 
stay in Florence while engaged in study. 
They detail his difficulties and snccesses and give some 
valuable hints to intending students of voice cultore and 
staging- 5 * , 
"They also contain descriptions of scenery and life in 
Italy, which add to their charm. The book needs no ex¬ 
cuse for its existence and should be useful as well as en¬ 
tertaining. It is published in the handsome style com¬ 
mon to this firm’s books. 
Clear, attractive letter press, good paper, and hand¬ 
some binding, combined with a reasonable price, should 
make it popular. , A. L. M. 
—A pianist pre eminently successful was Rnbinstein, 
who traveled nearly the whole world over delighting 
people with his genius. He, like all others, was much 
annoyed by requests for complimentary tickets, but moat 
of the time He maintained his composure, even though 
justly irritated. It is told of him that jast before one of 
his recitals in London he was accosted by an old lady in 
the entrance hall, and thus addressed :— 
.v “ O, Mr^Rubinstein I I am so glad to see- you! 
have* tried m vain to purchase a ticket. Have you a 
Beat you could let m e have ? ” \ . 
' “ Madum,” said the great pianist, 44 there is but one 
seat at my disposal, and you are welcome to it if yon 
think fit to take it.” 
“OhJ yes, and a thousand thanks! Where is it?" 
was the excited reply.- • - 
“ At the piano,” smilingly replied. Rubinstein. 
1 
Evidently tbs clarinet, when in numbers, is a gentle 
thing, capable of much sentiment Otherwise twenty- 
•even clarinet* would not bare been employed (no 
Other instruments combining) to give lh* most deairabl* 
rendering of Weber’s " Invitation u> the This 
has recently been done in Hrneaels. 
... 
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To begin with, what ia success? If one niter a little 
Bupertioinl study ia. able to perform a showy piece on 
the piano to the astonisknient of a few uneducated 
hearer®, or ha® hi® name appear on the title-page of a 
piece of music,—ia thpt snores®? No, it is not. It 
consiat® not of doing a showy deed or of appearing in 
print before the pnblio. 
But, on tho other band, if one doe® with his might 
whataoover hi® hand finds to do, striving all tho timo in 
a systematic way in one direction to improve himself, 
giving no thought to winning fame or praise,—ia thht 
suocesa ? Yes, in a oertain degree it is. I say in a 
certain degree, for the degrees of success are only limited 
by yonr talent, yonr circumstances, and the amount and 
quality of the labor you give to it. 
Don’t concern yourself about yonr talent, but about 
your work. Work hard and work long, and if you 
have talent your work will show it. 
Music students, so many of them novr-a-days, dream 
too mnch. They work a little, it is true, but they sit 
about far too much waiting for an opportunity to come 
when they shall step forth and astonish the world with 
their wonderful genius. It is a great .mistake. The 
more of a genius a man is, the harder he should work, 
are exi 
those two men accomplishe#in their short lives just by 
hard work is wonderful. 
There are three things we have to consider in this life : 
the there was’s, the is now’s, and the will he’s. Most 
people mourn over the first, expeot a great deal too much 
from the third, and grumble about the second. Why is 
this? Well, they have made mistakes in the past they 
regret; the present does not content them; and they PERTINENT OPINIONS BY A GREAT PIANIST' 
dream of doing something great, or of striking good 
Hoi I hear «mt* ®*y, •* I kavett't tint* to do nil *M**M 
My dear sir, you bare all (ha line there 1* No mm 
has more than twenty lour hours In a day. look owtr 
yonr day* and you will probably find two or throe hour* 
you might spend more ^profitably than you do. Thu* it 
yonr capital rtdlnvest, and each hour should realize you 
a certain portent. So many boors devoted to sleeping 
and eating vrill yield a certain percent, of health; so 
many bouj/ to work at your profession a certain percent, 
in monejr j so many hours to study, to practicing, to 
reading, a certain percent, in knowledge and in power. 
What i® your object in life,—to become a musician? 
And yet you have not the time to devote to it? Are you 
not wasting your-capital time on objects not necessary to 
your desired end 7 To complain of lack of time is a 
poor excuse. If it be that circnmstances compel you 
to work at other things for a living and only allow you a 
few short hours to devote to music, don’t hope to make 
it your profession. We have enough dabblers already 
in the musical world. Unless yon can give the devotion 
of a lifetime to it you had better saw wood, or plow 
corn rather than trifle thus with it. 
So, if you have good health and are not too far ad¬ 
vanced in life, if you are possessed of the time and 
means to study, and if you like the work, you may 
reasonably hope for success in the musical life if you 
study in the right way and in the right directfon. Be 
cheerful. Do the duties of to-day, whatever they are, 
>m well, looking at the past just enough to re¬ 
trieve the mistakes you have made*there, and just enough 
at the future to get inspiration to help you become what 
you hope to' be. The result will take care of itself. 
Good, solid work in thought direction is bound to lead 
to success. 
of the or*** * pUyed the other day 
is moot beeutSftti, and Is most reverently done—there is 
no FtoUUJorigkeri shoot it” 
Speaking of Brahms, he said t “ Thdugb a great com¬ 
poser, he is not a great composer for ttye piano; in fact, 
the beat of his compositions that I know for that instru¬ 
ment alone is the Scherzo in E flat mtoor^op. 4). Ru¬ 
binstein far surpasses him as a writer for the piano. I 
am a great admirer of Anton RubinBtein as a composer. 
It ij true he was unequal and Buffered from an over- 
ltixuriance of thoughts. The man who could Write the 
Dramatic Symphony (No. 14), the Fourth and the Fifth 
Concertos, and’tfuch beautiful things as The Demon and 
The Maccabees contain/and so many masterpieces for 
the piano and voice, was, in spite of all weakness, a 
great composer!”—Musical Courier. 
POVERTY NO BARRIER TO SUOOESS. 
□ck in the future. 
This also is a great mistake. The remedy lies right 
at your hand. The is now’s are what Should concern 
you. To-day, this minute, is the only time you have to 
use. Yesterday is beyond your reach ; to-morrow may 
never come. 
Let us see what some of our great writers have said on 
this subject of success. 
Longfellow has said that “The talent of success is 
Emii, Saubr has been interviewed by^ representative 
of the Pali .Mall Gazette and has given some opinions 
which are in many respects original. Asked why he 
has never played one of the five last sonatas of Beethoven 
in London, he replied: “I know the critics have been 
surprised at this. I believe, however,. IJ»d good reason 
for acting .as. I have done.* I do not Ae to j>lay the 
pieces that every pianist plays. NotJ^at I fear com* 
nothing more than doiDg what you can do well; and Parisons, bot because I prefer to play those pieces that 
doing well whatever you do,—without a thought of are 8eldom heard—that are neglected by other pian- 
fame.’’ “ Doing what you can do.” The trouble is, so i8t8< Every pianist begins with sonata op. 110, for in- 
many of us try to do things we can’t do, and that is why etaoce- As for op. 106, peThaps you will be shocked to 
we fail so often. The things you do easiest are, as a ^ear ^ n0*' ^ **• the first place, it is a 
rule, the things you can do. These need not worry you heavy work a hard work for the public to listen to-^ 
much, only you should see to it that they are w^ll done, hut that is not all. Of course the slow movement is one 
But it is not meant that you are only to do the things of the 8reate8t things Beethoven ever wrote ; bat be has 
you can do. There are many little things which lie just 
beyond yonr reach which yon can soon learn to do if 
you but try. To these things give a little thought. Try 
to do them, and do.not be discouraged if you,fail at first. 
“ Skill to do,” says Emerson, “ comes of doing.” Stick 
at it. Notioe why you failed before and avoid that 
miBt&ke a second time. “ A mistake once made is a 
not completed it... The sonata is, unlike his general 
work, not complete or a perfect artistic unity. The 
great fugue, whioh some reckon among Beethoven’s 
masterpieces, I consider his weakest composition. It*if 
not beautiful, and people only rave about it because it is 
by Beethoven. Beethoven was not a-great writer of 
fugues, and did-not nearly equal Bach in this respect I 
lesson learned ; twice made is a crime.” Bear thie in “ball? however, play one or two of the last sonatas when 
mind and keep on trying till you succeed. Then you 1 coxno to London for the spring season.” 
will have made a step forward, and thie will lead to other : • « 
step® to exactly the same way. _ * * * 
“Doing well whatever you do.” Tho latter part of Asked why he did not play the prelades and fugues 
"this ia the point Get into the habit of doing everything, that Baoh wrote for the piano, 8auer replied j “ Really 
no matter how small it be, well. If but tho playingynone.of Bach’s piano/eausio ia fit for public performance 
over of a acale, writing a letter, or oven washing your under modern conditions. Pianos and piano playing 
hands and face every morning, do it well, for it leads were so entirely different in his day that it is now only 
to the cultivation of the habit, > _ . possible to play Bach in arrangements if his composi- 
** Without a thought^ fame.” Ah, that is the lions are to be effective. The preludes and fugue* are 
hardest part of it. Wo all like to he praised for our intimate something to fore and to live with and 
work i we all like to bo thanked'for it. And thu Is to tlndy, but not for public performance. Of coarse it 
natural, too. Yet listen to what Emerson says tJ^It !«abiolalejy necessary for every pianist to practice them, 
thero no loving of knowledge and of art and of on Jle- and to make them a part of hili musical consciousness^ 
sign for it**U alone? Cannot w« please ourselves «3t,h ! do not think, however, that it would bo a groat pi assure 
performing our work or gaining truth and power withJui to bear them performed la a large hall. They vwald 
Wing pr*l#®d for it?” Barely w© can j certainly wo sound weak and thin, mod if one plays arrange to eo la, 
ooghl to. And th* things We Oaght to do w* should do. such as ihoe* of Taarig and Lima, the critics **eU4«, 
Fame geoerall y comes to th6e® persons who are not * Oh, what profanity to meddle with the greet composers 
seeking for ‘ •—te dissrrengwmsutsl ’ and «o ©*. D*Albert's 
When one studies the lives of great musicians, he is 
struck with the. fact that mosfbf theta toiled bravely 
through the hardships of poverty. Hence we can see the 
force of these wdjds from Dr. Dvorak: 
“ It is to the pCwTthat I turn for musical greatness. 
The poor work hard!; they study seriously. Rich people 
are apt to apply themselves lightly to masfc, and to 
abandon the painful toil to which every strong musician 
must submit without complaint and withont rest. Pov¬ 
erty ia no barrier to one endowed by nature with musical 
talent. It is a spur. ' It keeps the mind loyal to the 
end.l It stimulates the‘student to great efforts. If, in 
tpy own career, I have achieved a measure pf success 
and Reward, it is to some extent due to the faotAthat I 
was the'son of poor parents, and was reared in an atmos¬ 
phere of straggle and endeavor. Broadly speaking,.the 
Bohemians are a nation of peasants. My first musical 
education I got from, my schoolmaster, a man of good 
ability and mnch earnestness. He taught me to play the 
violin. Afterward I traveled with him, and we made 
onr living together. Then I spent two years at the organ 
school in Prague. From that time on I had to study for 
myself. It is impossible for me to ^peak without emo¬ 
tion of the straits and sorrows that came upon me in the 
-long and bitter years that followed. Looking back at 
that time, I can hardly understand how I endured the 
privations and labor of my youth.” 
—In America, music study has wonderfully enlarged 
its domain, while it seems that constantly greater 
numbers are coming into it. The almost feverish pro¬ 
gress we have made in the few years past shows how 
much power we are gathering from it. We must now 
think of directing this power in the best way. It gives 
one a fullness of hope for onr future to know that daily 
there increases that class of students who are unwilling 
to spend li/e merelv^o-^TekVepwiflning at the same time 
a decidedly comfortable living thereby. It bodes well 
for.ua that here and there are some who determine to 
study the art of tone as a fine art, to spesid years seriously 
in it, to seek out for the common good those delicate 
threads k>f connection that bind art to art,'and make the 
family one. . If for a few years past it has been & promis¬ 
ing sign that young men and women undertake the study 
of musio as an actual employment, worthy of their best 
thought, It ia'now evens better sign that there are others 
striving to understand art in its relation to use in life by - 
patiently seeking out its tendency as shown in the de¬ 
velopment of human thought. No longer as a flower 
alone, but as a blossoming plant of healthy growth, is it 
to be regarded. € ' 
Meets that puses for a dislike of praetioe and lack of 
physio*! taste in pupils is due to pianos being badly oat 
of tans and repair. 
It is on «nforuaoma teecW who bw-noUring bat cow- 
plitosat* for his pupils j bot the teach*} is also oofor- 
t&aate who bos nothing but sever* criticism. 
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T TEi IS ETUDE. 
FuauaaKR’a notes. 
By t&a tittle (hi* u »u ihw hands of !«• rvadsra, 
active preparation® tor ih» wornUe* season wilt have be 
guix. College* and schools wiU have ihrir eo*r*e 
mapped oat, and private teacher* vaamined (he mo»io 
on hand (too* the pa*£* y**r. and anxious to know and 
*** the new thing* published during the summer mouths 
foe their benefit. 
The tending of package* of tnusio on the liberal on- 
sale plan adopted several year* ago by this house, and 
improved upon each recurring year, gives (o all who 
avail the in selves of U the opportunity of examining tbo 
very beat and lalo»t publications for all purpose®, and 
the convenience ot having on band throughout the en¬ 
tire year a largo and varied assortment of studies, pieces, 
etc., to which they can revert to at all times when in 
need of anything (or a pupil,* complete music 
stock for thoir own penonal use. Eocb year secs a 
large increase in thie special branch of our bn8ine®B, and 
the results for the past year which we have just closed 
up has greatly exceeded onr expectations and given ue 
fresh incentive to excel all past years in tho excellence 
of the contents of these package® for the coming season. 
Those in charge of this department are thorough musi¬ 
cians, and note carefully the various needs and require¬ 
ments ofeach individual application. To those who have 
not as yet experienced the advantages of this plan we 
urgently commend it for trial—confident that it will 
meet with their warm ■'approval. Full and complete 
information will be gladly furnished with circulars giv¬ 
ing foil details. 
_ To those who have already received these packages in 
the past and wish them this.year we would kindly 
request them to adviiie ns ae promptly aa possible, so 
that when the “rush" comes delay may be avoided. 
Special attention given to schools and colleges requiring 
an extra large amount of musio constantly on hand, an<f 
we engage to send them a supply fully ample for all 
demands. 
Look into this, and get our circular ; it will pay you. 
The beginning of this season'finds ns in better shape 
than ever before to handle promptly and effectively our 
constantly increasing business. Daring the summer 
months we have rearranged our entire stock, increasing 
our shelf room and thinning out the crowded places, and 
we propose to have, if possible, a more complete, varied, 
and larger stock of all lines of publications, both foreign 
and domestic. Mr. Presser’s three months’ trip abroad 
will help us greatly to this end. Our well-known repu¬ 
tation for the pfompt and intelligent filling and despatch¬ 
ing of ordt-rs placed with us we will aim to keep and 
increase. Our new and complete Catalogue, which ia 
now ready, we will be pleased to send on request j also 
other special circulars.” All inquiries looking to open¬ 
ing of accounts, discounts, etc., will be given immediate 
attention. 
We solicit your patronage, and would be glad to hear 
from you. 
When making up your order for new music don’t fail 
to consult the page of “ New Publications of Interest.” 
This issue gives an entirely new lot of subjects, and we 
are confident-that you will find something among them 
you need. Remember that nothing but the best i* given 
s place on this page, so that no one need hesitate a* to 
the value of the work ordered. 
Now is the lime to make a change is your teaching 
material and coarae of atodjr—to catch op with tho 
timo* t *n» refer to the “ Standard Graded Coorae of 
Study,“ by W. 8 B. Mathew*, a compfota cqeroe of 
study In ten-*rode®, each grade a *ep*t*te book, ©onuln- 
tag about twenty-tear of material* of all ki»d*, 
carafoliy graded, and sold m *bf*t tstudo m II 00 per 
ToUese, Mkbjtei to oat amki dteeoawL 
Mw fclh&wS* of riaswfo **4 eftwdtfft «u«fo *r» 
c*q*4>4 <** ?«<r* “ Cfepte* pfcMteM'rivtt* pf letertet.’* 
TV* aaecKo* ©f tea aWteaV* M* *W§»«**e* fMtf- 
yart owtfi-wm 
u e*iSki <*** ****** C«d«sr fc* ***** 
teaaubt* reatett owr pwirea* orgltet te 
io . j.... Mwny «■*». Ths«t«w««««•<«* 
•ua.ua>.. by >ih of poonsMii »ad it. ** «•* 
»ko the ucr.Jvr l», «e4 *nj oft** *« 6l,<*il 
impottibto. Tho .voder )» llui. li.pl w»il!o* lot 1*0 
good., .ml ell tor ooloploio* or the erdort cl irohoM. 
.ml .o .n tho loner*. PlwM he cr.fol U> ^*o the 
order oArr you h*v© filled In your want*. 
“ Tho Minor Chord,” by J. M. Chappell, is the title of 
a new musical novel. It is charmingly written, and we 
understand i.t is a disguised presentation of the l»« of 
Madame Nordica, who ha* obtained such an enviable 
reputation in the operatic world. Sir Arthur Sullivan 
and Jean de Reezka, the famous tenor, are alao diacov- 
ef$N*4b«“cfoTerly written romance- 
Altogether, it is one of the beat musical novels pub- 
listed for some time. The usual price is hi 25 in cloth. 
We have secured 100 copies in paper, and while they 
last trill be told at fifty emit poitpaid, as adveniaed.on 
page of “ Choice Publications of Interest.” 
In beginning your work for new year, let one of the 
first things you do be to send to us for a pad of our 
11 order blanks” and addressed envelopes, which we 
will be happy to forniah free of charge, and send fresh 
supply when exhausted. 
Made up in convenient form, spaces ruled off for 
titles, opue, and composer of any piece ot music or 
book. You will find them indispensable alter once using. 
Another matter which we feel obliged to call attention 
to, at this the beginning of the busy times, and that ia 
the very important act of signing your name and address 
to all communications. Often do we receive letters jn- 
ciosing money or ordering mupfcl sind we apparently 
(to the writer) pay no attention to them. How can we, 
when we have no means of telling who they are lrom or 
where the writers live? We do not give op, however, 
till we have exhausted every means possible to locate 
them, and many boors are wasted almost every d ay hunt¬ 
ing envelope/ for postmarks, comparing handwriting, 
etc., and we earnestly urge our patrons to favor us to 
the extent of attending carefully to matter. It will 
save valuable time to us^and vexati® delayrto you. 
* • *' *■' 
* * 
Ths Etude, during the coming season* promises to be 
better than ever. Many of .our patrons send it to their 
pnpils and charge it in their regular, bill. The many 
good articles by our best teachers hold (heir attention 
and thus keep up an interest in yonr lessons, not to 
mention the large amouutof good mnsic it contains in a 
year. Send for cash dedociions. Four new subscrip¬ 
tions renews your own for a year. 
We will issue in early Fall a new work on Harmony, 
by Oclando A. Mantfield, Mas. Doc. It will be issued 
simultaneously in London and here.- Mr. Mansfield fo 
one of England’s foremost theorists, and is abreast with 
the times. The work is well adapted for self-study. It 
i* a thoroughly practical work. Each chapter contains 
exercise* to be worked out, beeides numerous questions 
Khich embrace tbe subject matter of the chapter. We 
have, for a year, been searching for a thorough ftnd 
easily comprehended work written in tho English 
langusgo, and hav^,foand it in Dr. MaDsfield s work. It 
contain* all the- aalient feature* of Front, Richter, 
Jadxvsohn, etc., but i* in a more practical and easy 
form* Wemoit heartily roeommcod the work to teach- 
*p» who propo** forming claw* io Harmony, or to tho*o 
who will lake op the study alone. 
The usual advance offer it made. The work will* be 
hound ia doth oad **U at retail (or about II We 
will send U poet paid aheo i**o«d. to those who will nub- 
•criha for il to advance, for only ewate. The oflVr 
will |MtUtMlf b* wi(hdm«n (he Ike. (* 
Thote who lokeca wd*«w»r •tfow’ci-sl Offer* 
k»»t* wbftl a they ate- Ye* be 
pointed llw* (tSWo. 
Oci* aAvttTiieg r*e« T®«r •» Marie 
ftcJnwi,. Cww.»fort», l^wo M^tatadunsr., aud io- 
4«d » any oee who ha. anythlsg to aril of a mnecl 
MW, Ot Ot value fo mMleal people. l» »“« them 
his own to a !*i*e part of ihe beat marital people of the 
United Buu*» and Canada 
Send for ler ax 
^ . • • • . / l 
Wa deeire to thank our many patron, durin^h^'pa.t 
.con for their trade and for the kind word. f>t prai.e 
which we have received from many of them. We alert 
-thi. ae&aon with renewed .took, new idea., and renewed 
vigor, to give the Wand moat prompt Bervioo and the 
beet price.jaoarible in every^case. Oora i. a teachers’ 
trade, and for them we have many special features of 
advantage. We hope to deserve yonr continued pa¬ 
tronage. . 
A few of Aur advantages to teachers:— 
Tbe lowest prices. 
Our extended credit Bystem- 
Music on sale. 
Postal-card order blankB, thus prepaying your order 
to OB. 
Order blanks and addrea«6d envelopes, etc., etc. 
Send for complete n«e catalogues and terms, circulars 
giving foil information of our ayatem of dealing. We 
are always willing to open accoonte with new persons 
upon the receipt of satisfactory reference. 
Our patrons get the titles of onr organ works con- 
foaed. We publish a “ Keed Organ Method," by Chae. 
W. Landon, bound in hard covers, and supplementary, 
to this a “ School of Reed Organ Playing," by the same 
author, bnt this is a set of studies and pieces published 
in three grades and aold as sheet music, $I.U0 for each 
grade. In ordering, be carefol to make it pt^in which 
it ia you want. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Nottces (or this column tmerted at3 cents a wort (or onelnjeitloD, 
paysbl. In advance. Copy must he received by the 20th of the 
prflrloua month to Insure publication in the next number. 
A COMPETENT ORGANIST DESIRES POSI- . ff.ds.ss (CflA. kAA*C. S4S. A M W _Von; salary $400 to $600( Address A. M. W., 
Cnre of Etud*. * _ 
THOROUGH AND COMPETENT VOCAL 
Tea her desires position in college, seminary, or 
normal school. Would conduct c horal society and ac¬ 
cept church position as r^nor soloist. Address Pro¬ 
fessor, care of Etudb. 1708 Chestnut St., Pailadelpaia. 
OR SALE-VERY CHEAP. - TEACHERS’ 
T cboicon ; tery iitile uatd. Apply to A. M. n., v- 
E«st B xford, Maes. __ 
MUSIC CLERK WANTED, ONE WHO HAS 
had exfeDflr^d-dMperience in wholesale department. 
Address *• Music Housir,” ETuiy* Orncs._ 
THE HIGHER ART. 
Though the inert mass of stone doth enshrine 
l|-r A Bhape of wonderful grace, 
The eye of the Bculptor alone can diriue, 
The haud of 'he sculptor alone can design, 
i The beautiful form and face. - ^ 
~ Bnt a man there is of a keener eye, 
• And an art of still mightier power, 
For to wood and metal he doth descry 
The magical charm® of melody, 
Which of all the ait* i® the flower. 
Bt fashions the frame, the wire he entwines; 
And with akill, that win’s him renown, 
Th* Keys ha adjutto, (he part* he align®, 
The complex whole be deftly oombme®, 
Awd ®pUy name* il the “ Crown.” 
Whal raried dabfihta it® hartaonie* move; 
It* fowes, how thrilhnc and trand t 
.tbattAwr of jihfotoe. jbe jocA** of fova, 
fire to U»* soal, or to u>nd»■'»*** ®ooton, 
A t the touofc of ll>* rttmi ar*» Hand. 
y 
M Kiercisa for Stiit-Siiimi Classes, 
By W. HI. GILCHRIST. U Tirm Books. 
Tk«r« uua; UMUut work* *a tho fcWy <*t st* tjh*iB|ttaj, lH»l 
I u the Bi iHtc of nitvruift ***r^k»* Uu>«* h** aJwajl* twe“ • |r*ai 
Uck. Mr. Utfcehriat* *vrk. reprtsrouUm, %* H -loo*, tbe MvuMittlMftJ 
<?t ymr+, u»*rt tv»vlo*oir toooA* thto waul, * l»r*» uw«c' 
lit (wacilco Mu( *1v«n i>u reck point u II <xua«* uj». *ad the wbot# 
«hU« «rvMltu« v^u-b j ruoiovllv* w Mi tW aar, belug obaraciarlMd 
by m *+rj btgb type t>f niiwUiSauttMp. 
U^ulu uaiuo liupilta, merely » oollaeUon ot Ki ucarae. Tboo 
reth-mi lMinu*iioii U wUWwfy In t4* tmc**r, and the rnarcla* 
m Aiurrabi.* to abt itjtbl 
Tb* exoretiee are *o arranged Ural they own bo used by «Uh« 
mule, female, or tRlxvd-roJre almum. 
It la. without doubt, th* twywi and wort aomfM* Mi of nohi-rie^ 
mnx-cUoo «wr pmbtis/nxi' and mml *oon boooaw a necereliy In erery 
wall-OTfanlsad aobool where mu ale L» taught, aa wall as to orai y 
toaohor. 
Prlea, ! ok I.... 
ok II 
.. .HO 
.. .BO 
.$1.00 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
. 0F 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
. -- 
The only Complete Encyoloprodia of Music in 
the English Language. 
Bound In handeeme Brown Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up In boxes and 
•old only in complete seta. Thla new edition include* the Index. 
Prioe for 5 Volumes, (Inoludlng Index,) $18.50. 
Price for Index, - $2.50. 
Addreu THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PH±,A. . 
EASY METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
BY 
ROMMEL. 
PRICE 91.00. 
T H K K TUBE. 805 
Something New and Hcraark^bill 
MUSICAL* DOMINOES. 
Invented by C. W. GltlMM. 
PRICE 7B CENTS. 
A ,*too for ataxy homo,—Doal ruble by y*£u«f asd old.—Kxcwlleoi 
fox lwrtlca. . 
Figuring In noire and rwU U the Train re of thla game. 
8o higanioiiaij la thla game rooatructad that the muaicml mattST Ls 
It la nerar fall a* a burdensome appendage. 
Tba Instructive and gmunuig quailtlea of the gams have been *L 
perfectly nod ham>»nlounly blooded that tho MuiicaJ Domlnoea wii- 
form an ererlaaOng source of enjoyment. 
Raob aot la ancompanlod with luuructlon* how to play the'varknu 
K“" rs!‘L,: 5! >ick, Draw, All-tin art era Bergen, Befraatopoi, and 
nddle-a-Wlok. These contain a wonderful amount of InformUioi 
concerning computation of oote-valuee. 
Tho iDBtruouooa explain also the value of notes and rests, so that 
any on* may learn bow to play, thla game, and became proficient la 
figuring note-value*. 
THEO. PRESSER, " 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
Selected U$t ef Studies and Exercises 
aroxjA**-* 
EITKOP 
TJU3 PIANO, 
M«> fQ*» **UI Wt 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID SAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
Thk game oonaifts of cards, on which the different notes and restt 
•re printed, one on every card. After a nurnbor are distributed among 
(he player*, the cards are played In succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached, when It 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed tht 
whole note. This gives a general Idea only. Full directions, with 
roles for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
ken, Ac., accompany tho game. 
Those learning to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any other lnetxxi 
; those who sing; those who wish to resd music fatter; in fact, si j, 
75 
who are Interested In 
It teaohea the mine of notes and roses. 
The names of ths notes. 
The various keys In which music Is written. 
The dlfforont kinds of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. 
Ths easiest way to learn to read music. 
Yon learn, while playing an Interesting game. 
It Is readily learned, even by children. 
Time devoted to playing this game is l 
A splendid game for e^nlng parties. 
A new departure entirely unlike any 
a leech their children ths 
50 
This Beginners’ Induction Book is a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing diffioult7 
nothing dull. 
SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW, 
Landon’s Reed Organ Method 
Prica 11,W. By CHUB. W. LANDON. Fontfln Rftflwtng. 
Thia Method is aomeUiing entirely new. Every piece 
4a especially arranged for tho Reed Organ. They aro 
selected from the heat component Each piece ia eopl 
onaly annotated, analysed, and every poanibte help xiWn 
th« pupil sa to the heat way of practicing and learning a L 
ara^oAroteUy graded. Every difllcoliy is firat 
prepaid in an rany and auractive form. The R*md 
O^an nwch U ftlaarly **pU«*fted (a hitherto negltxusd 
fe^nrwj. fhracing ^ succoAcTwlly unghL Thti why* and 
pf ••wry p«»ni are clisarly’gt^W, Many tp«cuU 
and hMUUrfal ftneti-Ofan i* fkUy ttl&kUntwJ. 
8-cwvrt t«f a tarri^io Ooi>r, 
THEO. PRESSER, PubHthor, 
1708 Cn.Mtnut Sl F*nllnil*lpM*. p*. 
_ to old and young, beginners and a< 
These Intending to study muido will And It to 
this game a white before beginning lessons 
* Prioe 60 Centb. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa 
Introduction to Studies in Phrasing 
FIRST LESSONS IN 
:ii fflt fflasii ML 
W. S. B. MATHEWS,. 
PRICE ----- ^l.«0. 
The eathor has broovht together a valuable collection 
of little piece., mimical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of chilareD’s fmgere and within the range of the 
childnm'e tninda They are taken from the. most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren the world css eboiy. 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There ia also, at die beginning of the work, 
a. few chapters on die object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form ; 
Phrasing; Wltat it ia co Play with Expression 
Subjective anti Objective in play mg, etc. 
The work ia intended t^prwnsde the two v-ol 
u to no of ’’Studim in Phtwaitig," which arc among 
j the moot popular uiucicnJ trxt-boolu now »*•! 
its the «*muy. As'* work ef gwminv Wful- 
j ms in trachiug, the volume catauot be evcejlcd. 
BR u F & HARTEL, 
OI4e«t Estahllsbtd PublishIor House, 
rettsow, tsimo, ma 
New York Branch, 39 East 19th Street. 
(I) Element*ry. (2) Ewy. (») Xedlnm. (♦) DlfflcnlL (6) Concert- 
Arrohriti, J. ©., Op. 8. 12 Easy Studies (2)--- *1 25 
BsgK*,B.,Op 1<. 12 Mndisw in all the MsJ-t Keys (8). 2 25 
- Op. 14 21 8b«irt 8tudi*w In *11 th« and Mioor 
Keys to CnltiTa!*j>e Tecbuiqne and Delivery, Adapted to 
Small Hands (2T. Complete In l Volume.... 2 25 
Divided In 2 Book*. No. 1, $125. No 2.... 150 
Bnoinfe-ioe*, Fr.«Op. 300. Tiroxinlnm Mnslcsa. 11 High / 
Grade Studies (4). Noa. 1. 2. 8, 2-Voiced Inventions. No. 
4, 3-Voiced Invention. No 6, Canon No. 6, Capriccio. 
No 7. 2-Voiced Prelode. No. 8, 8 Voiced Aodanie. No. 
9, Bourfee. No. 10, Prelude. No. 11 Tuccato -.— 2 50 
Bender, Harm., Op. 32 Yinger Exercises in Form of 
Studies in Double Rons, Octave*, and Chords, for BeglDoera 
ae well as Advanced Players, to Acquire and Retain 
Yilocity, Strict Time, dud to Lean, how to Apply Mamfo d 
Fingering and to Play with Distinct Accentuation (4). 8 
Books...“..-..«eb 2 50 
Bericer, L. 27 8tndies (4) Breitkopf Edition, No. 312,8vo~ 60 
Brehlaner, E., Op 30. ElemenUry Technical Exerctaes (I). 160 
- Op 27. Foundation of Technique on the Plano. Breit¬ 
kopf Edition, No 907..... 2 00 
Carrt, H. Special 8cale Studies for the Practice of Scales 
Combined with Arpeggios to give Independence to each 
Haod......—.-..... 75 
Clemenli, M. 60 Selected 8'udies from the **Gradus ad 
Painaasutn.” Edited by L. K6blvr(l). 8vo Sixe. Breit¬ 
kopf Kditioo, No. 287.. 1 00 
■ Preludes and Exercises, 8vo (4). Breitkopf Edition, l\o. ^ 
Cramer. J. B. 8JStudlos. Edited br Cocciae (4). 4 Book*.1. 
Breitkopf Edition, Noe. 440 to 443 .....each 40 
- 42 Selected Studies. Edited by J. Knorr (4). Breitkopf 
Edition, No 407. — 1 00 
- 16 Selected Studies. Edited by A. Heneelt (4). Breit¬ 
kopf Edition, No 918....-... 
Czerny, C. 100 Recreations, in 1 Volume. Breitkopf Edl- 
. tioD,%o. 700 ...-.— .—• 
„ ... Op. I t9. 100 Easy Exerclaee (2). In 1 Volume. Breit¬ 
kopf Edition, No 900......... r. 60 
- The 'Same, divided into 4 Books. Breitkopf Edition, 
Nos. 807 to 810 ..-...each 25 
- Op 299. School of Velocity. In 1 Volume. Breitkopf £ 
Edition, No Wi... 00 
_ The Same, divided into 4 Books. Breitkopf Edition, 
Noe 811 to 81 ... each 25 
- Op. 636. Preliminary School of Velocity, Complete. 
Breitkopf Edition, No. 815..... 60 
- Op. 684 Enc*ur*eement to Study. 24 Entertaining 
Pieces, Complete in 1 Volume. Breitkopf Edition, No 409 1 00 
- Op. 74*». Hchool of Finger Dexterity. In 1 Volume. 
Breitkopf Edition, No. 902.. 1 25 
- The Same, divided into 6 Books.. Breitkopf Edition, * 
Nos. 816 to 8X1.........—---•'Mb'’ 60 
Deprosse. A., Op. 17. 12 Romantic Studies (3).S 2 Books, each 1 50 
Dttrlnsr. CL H., Op. 30 Rhythmical 8«udiee to Acquire 
IiilBpendeDce nf the Fingers t3). .. 
_ Op. 58 Medium Graded Studies to Acquire a Light and 
Elastic Touch on tbs Keyboard (3).... 1 
Duvernoy . J. B.. Op. 61. 24 Easy and Melodic Stndiea far 
Small Hands (2). 2 Books..—.«ach 1 
-The Same,'in 1 Volume. Breitkopf FditioD, No. 408 ... 
 Op. 120. >«hool of Mechanism i2). 3 B t.ke.each 
_ The Samo, In 1 Volume. Breitkopf Edition, No 467...... 
E(rir***"W. Ed. Instruction and Studies'for a Thorough 
Perfection of Learning tbe Piano Playing In J 8. Bach • 
Method fur Beginners and Advanced Playeia. Bot<k t. 3 75 
_ Book 2.....w.w..'~~. 2 00 
- The Study of Playing the Scales for Children (2).  76 
 Tbe Study of Scale Playtng for*Advanced Performer* (3) 3 00 
—Studies ror Perfecting High Graded Mechanical Piano 
- The Same, in tbe Breitkopf Edition, No. 1337.. 
■GrensebRrti. E., Op. 7. «Exercisesof Progtesalve Difflcnlfy 
(8». 2 Book*...-.~..e«ch 
- Op. 8 <31. 2 Books.....^each 
• 47 Studies Op. ~ and 8, combined in 1 Volume. Breit¬ 
kopf Edition, No. .— 
flcllr-r, H ..*6p. 125. 2» Meddle and Instructive KxereDes 
for tbe Young (i). 2 Book*... ............•••• —■• e*ch 
_ The »*me. In l Volotoe, 4to Bseltkopf kdltion. No. 
- ^•Vmo.-.oTv^m^^: Breitkopf Edition, No. 
- Uhf T27. 4 Stodie* oui Motive* from the Opera ** Frel- 
KhUtt*» ( )........S'-  
Htnn*-*., Alw Melodic and Iu«»rurtlve Piece* for Klereeo- 
tary TuMrurtlon, in 5 B-vk*, be*lnt>lng fp-m tb» P^rly 
/} Year* of ChlSlhood op to th- Study ot fia*-tca).roiDi*'- 
cltiuns. < Uw^tlod upon l*«*dwgpgical Principles*^ Anrota- 
ti\u» in Get t»a*t only _ ru 
, »iek U- Itttuwtwetion and 60 Elementary Pte-r*. _ 
Book 2, No 51-VXV B*s*« >*f *t*d 8lgt.» of Transpoaltion 2.00 
Boidt 3. No The Twelve M- J r Mode*. Pro- 
growing to the Dominsni and Soh-l-omiDaBl. p2 00 
Rook 4, No 1M-W&. The Tael'* Minor M.*4ea. 2 00 
Hook A. Nt*. BtM-iMV Tba Tweaty-four Mode* -  S 00 
!¥»»«> If , .*«!>. IV A 12 Kind*-. or *al«.n fA>. 2 Book*. ew<h 2 25 
—— The it l V.dwny* RrrUkopt Edition, N« ****■— 2 50 
--The Sam*, i* 1 VoJ««h*, tvo Breitkopf Idiilon, No. ‘ ^ 
(Te W CwHitsiwesl.) 
' (VteiwiinM yVnv *a .eWerHew* *rwl to 
T»"<~h+r* *nti JfWjrte .PaAoaU nf *t**Atn0. Orret- 
yeewiMf-'-wow eoffeffrf. 
HHKITKOrV A IllKTEl.. 
tu f.Mi tp*l» fwret, Tfiarfc, 
2 25 
1 00 
75 
1 25 
1 25 
50 
1 75 
1 76 
2 00 
1 60 
1 50 
soe 
WEW0RY UBR>SY'243 WOAOWAY *tW Y0*X 
AMDSING AHD INSTB00TIVE. 
MUSICAL AUTHORS. 
A GAMS FOB KVXRY KUtUO STUB KIT. 
- mice *a or*., postpaid. 
Tho gwmo, which conoiato of 18 cuurdo, oan bo ployod bj 
mij nonibor of playoro. Tho object of tho gome ia to 
impress on the mind of tho plsyore the important event* 
in the Hvoo of 48 composers and tnnjdciana. 
Addro«« Publish or, 
THSOBOSE TMSSBR, 1708 Chestnut SL, Philsds., Pt 
Sxi&Po/jyfs. 
OkvmTu O/aoUmn 
mmz4 rp» 
Voytc>n,a. 
M ETRONOMES. 
The beat French Maelzel Metronome, “J. T. L.” 
trade-mark. Thia ia^the genuine French article—im 
ported bv ub direct. 
We sell these at the loweat price possible. 
$3.00 Nei wittaont Bell. 
$4.50 Net with Bell. *' 
•Express or mml charges not included. Send 40-ctB. 
extra if to be sent bj mail. Extra discount on quantity. 
8end all orders to ** 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia, Pa. 
LANDON’S WRITING BOOK 
FOR MUSIC PUPILS. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
Thia new book is a great advance on anything hereto¬ 
fore published in this line. It gives a practical and 
easily understood presentation of every writable thing 
in the notation of music. The book abounds in new 
and ingenious features to interest the pupil. Every im¬ 
portant subject is treated from ao many aides that even 
the dullest pnpil can easily understand the subject under 
consideration. It is thorough, clear^ in explanations 
and helps, and particularly practical in the directness 
with which it exhausts each fact presented. Any pupil 
who faithfully works out its exerciaea will be a correct 
and rapid reader of music, instrumental or vocal. 
THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher, 
w PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
THE ETUDE 
First Studies in Reading^ 
Rhythm, and Expression 
PO* to* 
* PIANOFORTE-?5- 
BY MAKIi: LOVELL BROWN. 
PRINCE *1.00v 
BUY O 
An instruction book for young ohildren and beginners 
in learning the pianoforte. This important work gives 
special attention to thoroughness in foundation work, 
ready note reading, correct fingering, equal faoility in 
reading and playing with either hand from both clefs, to 
a clear knowledge of note and rest time-values, and to 
B right forming of the hand and touch. 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philada. 
SPECIAL EXERCISES IN 
SCALE PLAYING, 
With Particular Reference to the Development ol 
She Third, Fourth, and Fifth Fing;era 
of each Hand. 
IXT TWO BOOKS, EACH 81.00. 
00MP06BD rOK PIANOFORTE BT 
WILSON ». SMITH, 
They are highly recommended by ‘Dr. Win. Mason and other 
eminent teachers. 
E FACTORY. 
W, WWS* IS : 
Clifford PtUBomA 
JSSSSr: 
Tb* An* Arbo* Organ C*.. 
Ana /Uto, $.kik. 
Blank Music-Copying Books. 
- Our Own Make. In Three Styles 0nly.ri 
6 Staves, 34 Pages, ... IB cts. 
“ 24 ,,,1! . . . 20 “ • 
8 “ 38 “ . . . . 28 “ 
6-Stave Books are OJ4 x 6 Inches. 
ft-Stav«jBooks are 9% x 8 inches. 
Librsal Di*oount to thx PaorrMiow. * 
The** srennqueation&bly the boat Mnalo-Copying Books that are on 
the market at tbe present time. Tbe paper hoe been made especially 
for these books, and ie the beet quality ledger paper, standing erasure* 
three or foor times. Tho books are tastefully bound. 
Blank Mualo Paper of the lame qnatity as In above books can be bad 
in 12 and 14 staves, size 22 x 14. Price 60 cents per quire. 
Be sure you get those made by 
THEODORE 'F’RESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
JTJST 
TO PRESERVE 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
TP ETUDE BIDDER. 
It ie simple but complete, cheap but durable, 
and beautiflil in appearance. 
It has a solid wooden back, whioh always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the dfntents. 
The copies are instantly btit securely®and by the 
thin slats which run the length of the perflaical, and yet 
can he removed at pleasure. ’ 
Bach Binder holds twelve copies, dr a full year’s sub 
scription, of the Etude. 
Price, Postpaid, $1.00. .-r 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St„ Philada. 
Stories of the Operas 
BT 
* F- R. CHE8NEY. 
Price 50 Cent* Net-, Pdktpald. 
Tho laic* ot twenty throe of the mom popular opera* 
are g-iv^n in a clear. ketcffaUftg manner. Only a limited 
^anppljr baa been received from England. Addreaa 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Ch«almjt Stre«t, * PhiUdo.lph(», Ps. 
THIRTY 
E BUIES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS 
Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions 
for the Young. 
BIT HEKMANN 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
8ELECTED 
CRAMER STUDIES. 
From tbe Von Biilow Edition. 
PRICE SI.DO. FIRMLY BOUND. 
LIBERAL DEDUCTION TO THE PiOfEMtO*. 
The Volume contain! the choicest of the Von BuTow 
editions, which are published in aheel form, in foor 
Hooka. Unis abridged edition can be uaed in most cases 
for the complete work. Only the moat difficult and un 
important onoe haro been eliminated, v 
Addroaa VublUhor, 
THRO. FBESfcIKH, 
oaa cwaaiwui lumuanma. fa. 
JUST ISSUED. 
School of Four-Hand Playing, 
"VOLUMJB III. 
COMPILED BY THEO. PRESSER. 
4 K PRIOE $1.00. 
•OoirrmrTa.—R«inecke, Chrlatmaa Eve; Lachner, Marche 
Celebre; Locachhorn, Dance Hongrolee; Schubert, Op. 78, 
Meouet; Baamfelder. Minstrel Song; Chopin, Funeral 
March; Nchnbcrt, Marche Eeroique. r* 
NON READYI 
VOLUME IX 
KOHLER METHOD 
FOR PIANO, 5 * , 
^ IN THE 
CELEBRATED EDITION WOOD 
' WITH ADDITIONAL SCALES AND TECHNICAL 
EXERCISES. 
PRICE 75 CENTS, with the Usual Discount. 
The favor with which our edition of the first vol¬ 
ume of thiB Method has been received confirms our 
opinion that teachers enjoy fine editions, eepecially 
when they cost no more 
Sample oopy of either Volume I qr Volume II sent 
‘ipoatpaid on receipt of 38 oents. 
THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO., 
110 BOYLSTON STREET, BOSTON. 
Send for Latest Catalogue. , 
TEACHERS’ 
POCKET METRONOME, 
mu limn. iur. hi iiimism 
* Priba, Wiakel-platod. 80 Cent#. Net, postpaid. 
diving tho oonreot Mctronomlo Marks aftar th# 
Maelxel Standard, together with the 
True Tompoi of all the Danoee. 
Theee inatramenta hare been eapociallj manufactured 
fbr Tax Ktudx, and will bo #ent aa a premium to any one 
aaading two aubacribera. Addreaa 
THEODORE PRESSER. 
1706 CKESTJrUT ST.. PHXLADKLPHLA, PA. 
JL ^3L JEW 
THE 3STES-W 500J^TY 
THE pOLLMANN'AMSRICAN 
M ]sr ID O LI TNT ID -13 A. N JO.’ 
PosItirelT NojjiiDg Lite It. 
T'KAOC MARK. 
V 
Banjo Players can per¬ 
form on the Mandollno- 
Bunjo, as Guitar Playors 
can perform on the Man¬ 
doline-Guitar, without any 
practice whatever. 
For I*rle&. Infbrnmdon. «»«.. oi»H on or addrma 
AUGUST POLLMANN, 70 and 72 Franklin St., New York City. 
HI , - : .1 
Haljet& Davis’ Pianos, 
BOSTON M A SS. 
More than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
BLOW TOUR OWN HORN * 
when you know thst you can offer a Qrat-claa* instrument, and are fully 
ablo to meet your competitors at a Tery low price. 
(API Fischer’s « DITARS, MANDOLINS, and 
BANJOS are of the finest workmanship, possess a fine tone, and a 
correct scale. 
If you dealro a Violin, Viola, ’Cello, or Doable Bnss, a 
Flute, Clarionet, Oboe, or Basnooii, a Cornet, Trom< 
bone, French Horn, or Tuba, Drnms, or Cymbals.—in 
fact, anything in the instrument line,—yon will find my stock moat re¬ 
plete, and I can boast of haring the most extensive assortment in the 
United States. 
I represent the most noted European instrument manufacturers, snch 
as F. Benson «fc Co., London: Buflfl & Co. (Erette A 
Schaefer),Paris; Collin Metin', Paris ;Theo: H. Heber- 
loin, Germany; E. Rifterslinuseu, Berlin, and others. 
My own make “Reliable” Band Instruments are favor¬ 
ably known in this country for fine quality and cheap price. 
headers are invited to send for catalogues and discount, as it will pay 
them to make a comparison of price and quality of goods offered. 
Orchestra and Band Music, also musio for every Instru¬ 
ment known. Catalogues free on application. 
CARL FISCHER, 
6 and 8 FOURTH AYE., HEW YORK CITY. 
CLARKE'S MUSIC TABLET. 
Price 25 Cts., Net, Postpaid. 
A writing tablet containing 100 leaves, 7 x 10J inches 
in size, ruled with the staff for writing musio. %;|.v.;i 
A practical and useful article for both teacher and 
student, and especially valuable in the class-room for 
writing illustrations, giving some little additional Exer¬ 
cises, etc., etc. 
The Synopsis of Harmony, which is included with this 
pad, by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of Fenn- 
•jhram*. will be found of great service as a reference 
The paper is of good auality, and to have one of these 
pads at hand will not only be a great convenience, hut a 
matter of economy in the saving of high-prioed manu¬ 
script paper. Published by 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut 8treet, • Philadelphia, Pa. 
Eight Measure Piano Studies. 
W1L801I 0. SMITH. Op. 60. 
tn Two Book.. HrU. ,1.00 Mob (Shoe. n«.l<|. 
"M utm m wn wcu run *em eiwwu, WKwau, 
ThM« we IftlMidod lor dill* pnwtloe end foi 
th« tpoelil developmentHid^ii#|Uinj_ <>f lb* (bird, 
J will mute* 
uld muticil 
foortli, fifth 6r,*er* of *ecb 4intl. ^lAi* 
HAly modify ibj* monotony of pr no lice, 
!oto ui othwwlM pwfuoBory ImIi. Sunplrmen 
tuj to lb. ..list', ffeils Op. 55, afoul thr 
fo&rto gntfl, of riifncaley. 
THEODORE MUEbUft, PoUldwr, 
r«uon.r«u, f*. 
ENTIRE SCALE ON O^E,,TUNING FORK. 
Every Musician and Musio Dealer. Two-cent stamp lor prices, etc. 
G. W. CLOUGH, Sole. Manufacturer, 
OLEVELANO, OHIO. 
a concise 
CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY 
or THB 
Chief Muaioal Events from 1380 to 1894. 
BY C. E. LOWE. 
PRICE 25 CENTS. 
The Introduction furnishes s concise outline of musical history aa ft 
background for the chronological record of event* given in the suc¬ 
ceeding pages of this pamphlet. This booklet of 32 pages gives a BrWf 
but clear mention of the date of birth and death, with the special work 
and place In the development of qjuslcal art, of every noted musician,- 
and of the first production of famous works of music, oratorios, operas, 
etc., and of the organization of famous musical societies, schools, etc. 
This pamphlet will be valuable to the student and teacher In that it 
gives the salient facts with which every musical person should be fami¬ 
liar. To-the teacher it will be found helpful in presenting at a glanoe the 
anniversaries of all import&ntdataic musical biography and history In a 
form which will enable him to mention them in his daily leeeon giving. 
STANDARD GRADED 
PIAJfOFOHTE. 
Complete in Ten Grades. 
COMPILED BY 
MR. Wf S. B. MATHEWS. 
♦ 
Price Each Grade $LOO. 
Method for the J*iano. 
OHAS. W. 
PRICE $1.60. 
This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains ail the ideas of recent pianoforte play- 
mg. The author is a well-known practidal teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. .It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this new work. 
MELODIOUS ISO EAST SHIES 
TO* . 
PIANO AND REED ORGAN. 
BY OHAS. W. LANpoN. 
PRICE 11.00.* ~ 
Perhspi the most popular ist of Kuy Studio* over liouod 
Observations of a Musician. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price SO Cents, bound in Cloth. 
V 
-rry-•WUilwl VftlUQ 1 ___ 
oto peru*. Uvlli to unit annul in* proai rtuwih * 
*2*tlw> «*4 asm, fi« iua W(« — ,__ 
wumkw »&a rwulu of his <awarrui<*a abroad. Ht. 
Lotthanl li Muba&iJ with AMtWa idoaa, whk.h Ire 
“ " A hu U> C«lUnO# h)i art uoiDKf U»« growlttf 
HW*# **«ffl* u * (XT.) jftr*U 
U nooeg arUsu. a prao- 
"*«• »iNm «wry-day phOca«»hy are fuli cfW- 
b«A « axtexira irarolar. axtd ion« 
cbear aUtm* h * ' 
- _ „.-._4igd W5i arerViau W est  
^cvalkivvalb* 3* d-wrtjlire  
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, - PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
These studies consist of standard etudes and 
studies arranged in progressive order, selected from 
the best composers, for the cultivation of 
TECHNIC, TASTE, and, SIGHT HEADING, 
carefully 'edited, fingered, phrased, and annotated, 
and supplemented with complete directions for the 
application of Mason’s “ System of Touch andTech- 
nic, ” for the production of a modern style of playing. 
Mr. Mathews has had the help of other noted musi-» 
cianjand teachers, and they have taken the whole 
field of piano studies and selected therefrom such as 
are fiiost useful for meeting every necessity in a 
teacher’s experience. Teachers will be'delighted 
with the sterling musical and useful technical 
qualities of these gtudes. ■°* ■ 
There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, 
each containing about thirty pages. Every difficulty 
is prepared hy being first introduced in its nmst 
simple form. * 
TESTIMONIALS. • , 
I must express my great pleasure in Mr. Mathews’ 
new piano book in ten grades. It is the best book 
that ever came into the piano teacher’s hands. 
Mathews’ has brought light out of the chaos of 
piano instructors and pieces. Every grade contains 
the lessons appertaining to it, besides a list of class* 
ical and popular pieces of the same grade. Every 
piano teacher must have it, to succeed. Mr. 
Mathews, as well as Mr. Presser, the publisher, 
have given us a boon for which we cannot be too 
thankful. Geo. Doklkkk. 
The “Mathews’ Standard'Course of Piano 
Studies,” with its valuable suggestions as to suit¬ 
able pieces, will be a relief and joy to tired teachers, 
who heretofore have been obliged to spend much or 
their rest time reading over new musio for their 
Mss. M. K. Brakham. 
Ihave received Mathews’ “Graded Studies,” and 
after oarefully examining it, find the work to be ant 
admirable addition to t he preceding.'parts. Mr.\ 
Mathews certainly deserves credit ana praise for 
presenting snob a splendid grailed work to the 
public, and every conscientious teacher ought to 
examine and make use of it, as it advances the 
scholar very rapidly, also produces good players. 
E. Spohb. 
I am very muchpleaaed.with the “Graded Course 
of Studies ” by Mathews. It is just what is ueeded, 
and I, for one, will adopt it in my future work. 
Addik F. I.ke, 
1 am delighted with the “Graded Course; ” it is 
bv far the best collection of melodious studies, and 
the best selections for oqualiiing the work of the 
tvro bauds that I have ever seen. They seem to 
—tbs pupa immensely. 
Mbs. Gao. Wuxiaksok. 
308 THE ETUDE. 
CHOICE PUBLICATIONS OF 
For Sale by THEO. PRESSES, 1708. CHESTNUT ST., 
MS, 
HAVE YOU BERN 
Flagler’s New Collection of 
Organ Music. 
It is the boat and moat nteflil Organ Book over pub-: 
llabed. Every piooo io u jrorn. Tbe Musio is by the 
be*t Europoan and Amorinvu composers sud is NOT 
DIFFICULT. 8PKNDID FOB TEACHING. 
Large Bise. Engraved, elegantly bound lu limp 
oloth, sent (postpaid) for $2.00. 
saye you seen 
Flagler’s New Collection for 
Choirs and Soloists. 
It is full of beautiful Choruses, Quartets, Duets, and 
Solos. First-olass Musio. Short and Easy to Sing 
and to Play. Suitable for any Choir or Singer. The 
Book every Choir Leader or Sololat la looking for. 
Sample Copy, 75 CentB, ^e^t (postpaid); $7.50 
per Dozen. 
Send to I. V. FLAGLER, Publisher, 
ALBURN, N. Y., 
OR ANY MUSIO DEALER. 
A NEW BOOK FOR PIPE ORGAN. 
The Junior Church Oraanist 
(FOR TWO MANUAL8). 
BY O. H. ^lORSE, 
Organist and Choirmaster, Plymouth Church, Brooklyn. 
Each piece la arranged for Instrument* of two manuals, with only 
the ordinary complement of registers, thus making them practical,even 
with small organa. ThU book is a fitting companion to 
THE CHURCH ORGAJTIST, 
by the same author. _ / 
Price, Limp Cloth Covers, $1.50. 
MARCH ALBUM 
FOR 
PIPE OP^C3-A.3<r. 
By CHAS. H. MORSE. 
... ©2.00. 
Marche* for Weddings, Concert Performances? and Funerals, all woll 
arranged, wfih registration marked tlironghont. 
CYCLOPEDIA 
OP 
Music and Musicians. 
Edited by JOHK D. CHAMPUW. 
threb votURfA. ritiiiK titt.oo* 
with »«» Oreb tKanaaM **>d «w W 
A m***ta‘**ry *f **• Of ail 
A Lta Hwajrnl lUterTattaMSi, t« ail 
**»**•**» 
la « 
r*i 
. R (W aSaalU tf 
a ivdiBh «r ittnatr h « 11* 
NEW KDITION. 
YOUTHFULDAYS 
^ Kinderleben), 
TWENTY-FOUR ORIGINAL^IECES, 
Op. 02 and 01. 
COMPLETE IN ON13 VOLUME. 
BY 
THEO. KULLAK. \ 
PRICE SI.OO. 
Published abroad from new plates on finest paper, 
size of Edition Peters. Former price $2.60. 
DISCOUNT TO PROFESSION. 
NEW MUSIC 
WE CAN RECOMMENO:- 
JA*xt Album. 
Jilcf4/irfl Wagner Album. 
Album of French Composers. 
Album of Biitfrl Mimic, Dances, and 
Marches. 
Salon Album.^ 
Album of Modern Composers. 
Wagner-Liszt Album, 
Album of Classic and Modem Music. 
List of content* free on application. . 
Price, postpaid, 50 cents eiich.^ 
WM. A. POND Sc CO., 
25 Union Square, New York. 
howto mmmmv. 
AN1TIE GLEN. 
PRICE! $2.00. 
A guide to the artistic accompaniment of any musical 
composition, from the simplest ballad, to the 
most difficult of modern works. 
NEW EDITION. 
Rink’s ■> Practical •> Organ •> School, 
nr thbee volumes, g 
EDITED, REVISED, AND aInnOTATEIWY - 
»r. s. si. pesfield: 
PRICE - $1.00 PER VOLUME. 
Being selections from the original, in which are retained only the 
most Instructive Tolustarie* and exorcism. 
HENSELT ALBUM. 
' A collection of favorite pianoforte pieces, “ If I 
Were a Bird,” “JLa Gondola,” etc., all of a diffi¬ 
cult grade and bnlliant style. . 
BY ADOLPH HENSELT. 
PRICE SO CENTS. 
WA&HSS-LISZT ALBUM. 
A Selection of Well-known Airs from Wagner** 
Operas, trnuserlbed for the Plano. 
BY FEAJTZ LI8ZT. 
PKIOE fii.oo. 
THE MINOR CHORD 
i BY J. M. OHAPPBLL. - 
3P*2ftXG£35 CO C3C5sT*r«. 3rC&'r2?^JSO. 
A «AU«iOal well ^mfoo. •««» v^ry int«re«t- 
<!• ajaA Sir 
nv,Ujr«tt UlteWWrs 
THE ELITE COMPILATION 
SONGS AND BALLADS. 
~\ 
The selections for above book have been 
made with great care, and some of the most 
admired of the compositions of such famous 
authors as Tosti, Chaminade, Trotere, Denza, 
etc., are found in its pages. Any one desiring, 
a book of the very latest and-^best jSongs and 
Ballads for medium voice should secure a copy 
of this at once. 
PRICE 81.00. 
TWO ALBUMS OF LISZT. 
- PRICE $1.50 EACH, 
Volume I contain• the foUmcing :— 
Grand Galop Cfiromatlquo, La Campanelta, 
Le RossJgaol, Rigolatto, V 
- La Regatta Venezlana, Tannhauter March. 
— ■ I* * S’ 
riium. it «owVtrt. of 1 C. 
^ TTmariytiaai of Schubert's. Favorite Song*. 
FAMOUS PIECES, 
Edited and fingered by 
BEILIN. BOEKELMAN. 
Title u a KdtocttoB <*f the mart oa)«4*rat«>d w>ayv«itloM hy great 
tooA+m Tire e«MBj>tl*r, ■>** our toort oaiDant vdiLvw and 
i-mciffs has odtred add fiagWOd lh« wdlectkre in hl» nmal narwfv.l and 
wreairer. The Mkretng it a pai-tlal l«rt of ooaioot*: Jana**, A, 
JWtbmim; OhftptR, II, So-, a, Nocforti*| MremibD. IL, 
»♦. ift. ; TechfctVoweky, Of*. *, Jflo A f>»»* 
t^iucu. T5 cnLNTia, jroatPAih 
THE ETUDE 
A COMPLETE 
MUSICAL 
EDUCATIONv 
ilia's Im4W Gritofti if IjjflB «»“>»“* <««* hwnwwt t*«Mu 
BM3HTM VB*H OF TM« 
PHILADELPHIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC, 
1011 Uinio A .... rbiiAO«i^|*iH, >•«. 
(very Branch <>/ Firm- 
Taught by a family of 
35 (miKitl Artist Teach 
ers. AwommviUitbns Jar 
3500 Sledents. . . . 
MAY BE ACQUIRED A1 
Broad St. Consemato 
1331 SOUTH BROAD STRBBT, 
716 NORTH BROAD STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, 
AT THE 
LOWEST 
POSSIBLE 
COST. 
od superiority. Its 
pupil* lira conceded to possess tho greatest practical and artistic knowl- 
edfrr, and many of them arc now successfully tilling prominent posi¬ 
tions in schools, churches, in leading orchestras, and upon the concort 
and operatic stage. 
The Only Conservatory in America -which snccesaMy 
maintain! a Complete Fnplls’ Symphony Orchestra. 
JTJHk Broad Street Conservatory of 
1 Mu»!o is known Man Institution 
presenting Ui sindenta the greatest 
possible advantages. The Faculty is 
compoeed of teachers whose ability 
and standing as musician* and artists 
are unquestioned Its growth has not 
bcou spasmodic, neither has its sne¬ 
ers* been attained by other methods 
than such a* would ontablUh its ex¬ 
ceptional worth end s 
H*i* It <‘ba«fldU« 
i>!>«**«■» n JvHm K JqwM, * Ward fTwu>dl«, 
iaato* M. Mali, Ain>«d W lN»»bwrr.tWat»s JUlwy, A. B t V*«4lwr. 
»e«o roo OATAiooue. 
MUSICAL EDUCATION. 
. ~ . 
MB. ALB BUT W. BOliST, 
Compossr of Caniatas: ••John Gilpin," " Mrs. Swaktr•* Tht 
Pilgrim,” ole., 
undertake* the tuition of Students In Plano and Organ Playing. Cla»ei 
In Harmony, Counterpoint, Analysis of Form, and 8igbt Rmdlng. 
Bp-dal terms Tor tlioae studying for tho profrerion. City studio. 
Residence, 3000 Hamilton Streot, Philadelphia, Pa. 
PIANO CONVERSATIONS. - 
modem oomponers. and embracing a wide field of musicaHl to return. 
Hhelalnthe habit of prefacing each piece with ahort comments. 
SEASON OF 1895-90 OPENS SEPT. 2d. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, NUS. DOC., IS AT THE HEAD OF THE THEO¬ 
RETICAL DEPARTMENT. WHILE EQUALLY EFFICIENT 
TEACHERS ARE IN CHARGE OF 
OTHER BRANCHES. 
Write Tor Illustrated catalogue giving full Information, terms, etc. 
GILBERT R. COMBS, Director, 
1331 SOUTH BEOAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
is 'Lmw heartily enjovt _ _____ 
Into a pleasant personal relation with both the planiste and the 
mtulo, and are a great stimulus to musical student*. Addrem, 
MISS AMT FAT, 
SS Weet 81st Street, - • s«w Torh. 
EDWARD BAXTER PERRY, 
Conoert Pianist and Leoturer. 
Lecture Bedtals it Schools and HoslcilSocIetlei i Specialty. 
Address: Care Mason A Hamlin, 146 Boyllton St., Boston. 
Mr. Perry makes an annual Wee tern tour from October 1st to the 
holidays, and a Southern trip in January and February. Engage¬ 
ments in the Eastern States during the spring months. 
NEVER 
TQO LATE 
TO MEND, 
and it is not too late now 
for yop to enter the 
Boston 
Training School 
of Music, 
if you are sure that 
you want the 
BEST MUSICAL EDUCATION. 
Our Courses provide instruction for Music Teach¬ 
ers erfro want to learn hots to do better and more 
profitable work, and for Musle Students who don't 
leant to waste time, 
NEW GATALOOUt FREE. 
BOSTON TRAINING SCHOOL OP MUSIC, 
aconac m. mowabo. a.M,, o,»t<1TOI,, 
H. m AH K IPURR, Manama 
Music Hall Building, - Boston, Mass. 
*WMM*Mw>.wwwwwwwwwnWbY 
nkat and substantial 
«MUSIO * FOLIOS.fr 
OUR OWN MAKS, 
Mo* 11.00. S3.00 [>*t Item, by Iryrw, 
jtl'zz vrx&ttz.'szzxs?- “ ** * —■** 
TMWL P*t«M4UL I****, r». j 
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE 
AND 
CONSERVATORY OF MUSld, 
■w^^xajaa^r, ohio. 
One of the oldest and moat influential Schools of Music 
in North America. 
> s PLAN, . 
Half hoar, private lesson, daily, on instrument or voice. 
Daily lesson in theory, solfeggio, and ensemble. 
1 1 Tour hoars of daily practice In our fafldlng. 
CATALOGUES FREE. JlfkirS DAW, Secretary. 
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc., 
883 South 88th Street, 
PHXLAJDBLPHLA. 
LESSONS BY MAnZnE“TcXTroUt' 
, MADAME A. PTJPIN, Concert Pianiste 
% (jankO kbi board), 
flfadoate of tho Royal Conservatory of Music at Leipxig. Author of 
“Howuto Practise,” Bnd “The Scales and How to 
Practise Them." i 
Teacher of Artistic Piano Playing. 
Teaches the New (Jhnk6) Keyboard and the Old Keyboard, also the 
/virgU Practice Clavier. 
ADDRESS, CHICKERING HALL, NEW YO»K CITY. 
PRACTIOAX AND PLEASING. 
The Aft of Pianoforte Playing 
By HUQH A. CLARKE, Mum. Doo. / 
Prioe $1.60, Postpaid. 
Th® design of tlto work it to famish & thorough!) 
artistic tchcol for bcainnert, embodying all tho lator 
rttaltt ol tho boat criticism, Tho exorcises haro boor 
constructed with great taro, and am graded in inch « 
way that tho difficulties that boost bonaners ore olmosi* 
Inooasibly overcome. Not a pago has boon admitted foi 
U»*. purpose of making a'book • 90 other work has boon, 
borrowed from; boi every piece in tho work it the 
resell of carofol stody of tho romtiromools of a complete 
•lewenlarr whool for tho pUmoiom. 
MISS A. HERM10NE BIGGS, ^ 
0* «*£*«at «t «r. «SK»o Mmw, r 
mu math mm ram a rxm xoxjb rtura rmu, 
' For furtfaw p^ritooliur# apply at 
HTHJWAl'HAtL, »1W YOU, - 
r ■«. 
MH. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
teacher of pianoforte 
aUMVt - Tore; AY aid TKCHncLn 
BTDDIOfl- / STE^nyWAY HALL, SEW TORE, 
’ l 843 - CLiUTTOiy AVB_ BHOOKIaYN. 
-1__ • 
MISS CLARA B. HARRISON, 
fTEACHER OF PIANO 
(^*eon Syatem of Toclajolc), 
l«l» O Stmt, N. W„ ! • . WAIHIJHTON, D. f. 
QSB^BtMsgavkremrfTTfrMitf 
Wit£ & Large Faculty of Superior Irutructon, and 
a splendid building for its exoluaive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed $800. 
Terms begin Sept. 19, Jan. 8, and April 4. 
If you are intending to study Music in any of its 
branches, send for oatalogue to 
F. B. niOB, Director, . 
/ OBBULOt, OHIO 
Chicago Conservatory 
' of Music and Dramatic Art^ 
■AUDITORIUM BUILDING, CHICAGO. 
Chief 
Instruc 
tors: 
Wm H. Sherwood..... 
Leopold Oodowaky...... Piano. 
Robert Goldbeck.....v,. ' , 
Clarence Eddy .. . \ 
Wm. Middelschulte.....] Organ. 
Arturo Marescalchi. 
Dove BoettL.......... Vocal. 
Mr. and Mra. Bickuell ) 
S E Jacobeohn.;...^Violin. 
| Adda Morgan...Elocution and Deisarte. 
I Frederic Grant Gleason.Harmony and Theory. 
\ Samuel Kayter-Sbakeeperean and Poetic Beading. 
And large corpd of associate and assistant Teachers. 
Fssll term will open Monday. Seplemt/er 9, 1896. 
For catalogue and Information, address 
SAauKi, KATZER, Director. 
THEODORE PRESS6R, PHILADELPHIA. 
Goldbeck College of Music, 
\ GALVESTON, TEXAsf 
will open Beptember 16,1896, to receive pupils In all grades for In. 
structioh In Plano, Voice, Violin, Violoncello, etc., Elocution, and 
Language*. A nyodsrn building, ooating $60,000, has been secured 
the director* ta each department are artists in tbilr profession, and 
wlU give this Ootlege a faculty unsurpassed by any In this country. Id 
connection with the foliage there Is a hoarding department, where 
young ladles will he carefrtlty cared for and hare all ibe privileges of a 
well-regulated home. 
For catalogue and further laromotlon addrem 
ANNIK I- PALMER, y ^tpervijor of the fioldbeck CoOeges, 
NALTBKTOK, TKXAR. 
HmW 
TKACHKH8 WAJVTEUD 
ere»y AoparWat et fretreettce by the Soethern BdeeaUcasi 
rea. XaBiAk, TWaa. Ww* •anwkwtf of vtiavdw nrartid from 
r-- ^ ^ 
THE ET- 
5 
5310 
PUBLISHED BY 
g. SSH1RMER, NEW YORK. 
Valuable Works' on the Theory 
and Practice of Undo. 
■ ? 
ANY OF THE FOLLONIMQ WILL BE SENT 
FOR EXAMINATION. 
BAKER, THEO. Dictionary of Music. 
.J^, (Beady Sept. 16th.) 
BEICHER, KATE H. The Musical Spelling 
Book Not, .26 
BUSSLER, X. Elements of Notation and Har- 
mony* Net, $1.25 
’-Elementary Harmony. Net, $1.25 
-Harmonic Exercises at41io Pianoforte. 
Net, $1.00 
GOETSCHITTS, P. The Material Used in Musical 
Composition. Net, $2.50 
GOW, G. C. Text-book on the Structure of Music. 
| (Ready Sept. 1st.) 
JADDASSOHN, S. Manual of Harmony. 
p<jf, $2.00 
KULIAK, DK. A. The ^Esthetics of Pianoforte 
Playing. Net, $2.00 
LANGHANS, W. The History of Music in 12 
Lectures. • . Net, $1.60 
WEITZMAITir, C. F. A History of Pianoforte 
Playing. Net, $2.50 
rcwmun mm? tf in, 
Indri la teas by Ot. Xb*. 
RICHARD H. DAdNA. Pe*aldant. 
CARL FAKLTKN. Dlrvotor. 
The Leadlnn Conservatory ol America. 
OOMPtETE IN ALL ITS DEPARTMENTS. 
SEND OR CALL FOR ILLUSTRATED PROSPECTUS AND CALENDAR 
FRANK W. HALE, General Manager, 
^ Frankliir Square, Boston, Mass 
AN^CPOT^S 
OF 
GREAT MUSICIANS. 
W. FRANCIS GATES. 
VOCAL. 
DELLA SEDIE, E. A Complete Method^of 
Singing. Net, $2.00 
DAMKOSCH, F. Popular Method of Sight-Singing. 
Net, .50 
VACCAI, ST. Practical Italian Yocal Method. 
(Translated by Maraials.) Four Editions. 
Net, .76 
A unique, valuable, and interesting collection of three 
hundred veil authenticated anecdotes of great Comparer,, 
Playerr, and Singer,, related in an entertaining style, and 
embodying much valuable musical information. 
300 ANECDOTES, 
ABOUT | 
325 PERSONS, 
85cT REFERENCES, 
ON ABOUT 
305, PAGES. . 
Beetiioten is referred to 48 times; Handel, 80; Haydn, 
24; Bach, 16; Mozart, 82 ; Mendelssohn, 28j«*Btllow, 14 ; 
Liszt, 23; Malibran, 7; Meye^eer, 10; dfaninl, 19; 
Patti, 6; 8cbnbert, 14; 8ehumann,9; Robbwm, 16 ; V^rdi 
" ; Wagner, 19; Jenny LiDd, 9; Chopin, 6. w- 
To the average reader this work is one of the most inter 
eating musical books published, as it is free from abstruse 
technicalities and dry history. It Is lively and entertain 
lag. and just the thing to interest young people in musical 
biography. 
BASroSOMBLY B0UWTD. 
FULL CLOTH. CLEAR TYPE. FINE PAPER 
* PRICE 81. SO. 
PIANO. 
HANDBOOK, J. Mechanical Studies. Net, $1.25 
AND MANY OTHERS. 
A COMPLETE CATALOGUE WILL 
BE FORWARDED ON 
APPLICATION, _ 
Published by 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, 
Portraits of Croat Musicians. 
LIPS SIZE. 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Pries $1.00. Pottage and Tubs, 10 ctt. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. • 
e.cHM to |U », Ever... .1 tottam’l duif.. 
The foliovdng are now .bendy ;-2h- 
BEETH0VEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZABT, 
WAQNEB, HANDEL, OHOPEJ, LISZT, 
SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN. 
OfUBBS wo TOLhOW, 
The elegant portrait* bavevivan tie groatntt nti^ae- 
ti.u wherever introduced. The former prioc for these — __ —.— -- r i 
was $4.60 eweb, wil^oal fra.mo. Suttahlo for tho moot 
ce o
ID, tthc e i  
elegant Btudio, Mu4c lioom or Parlor. 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA. 
P1AHWTS’ KANO OY»*l**a»ua». 
teachSes’ TECHNIC0N. 
Price $22.00. Liberal Discount to Teachers. 
-T- 
PRE-EIHIliENTLY THE SCIENTIFIC IHETHOD 
For Rapidly Gaining Perfect Technical 
Ability for 
KQSEBH PIAIQ PLAYIHG. 
- ■ y\ , 
The Inadequate rttulU from technical exercises at the piano are well 
known to piano player*, and form the great barrier to a proper ad¬ 
vancement In piano playing. • 
Selenoe baa dlecovered and can explain the reaeooa of eneb uneco¬ 
nomical results, and now supplies at a moderate coat a better and more 
direct proesaa Tor developing and perfecting technical dexterity of tba 
bands. 
Preferred by many eminent pianists In teaching and for their per¬ 
sonal dm. fruudreds of teachers testify that It U invaluable to them¬ 
selves and their pupils. 
As this new method has marked a moat important reform In tech¬ 
nical teaching, all piano players should beoome acquainted with It* 
principles by reading a lecture delivered by Mr. Brotherhood, st Chau- 
tauqua^N. Yp upon “Scxemvt Piano Tocqu;" and a recent essay 
Hpovn “Ths Devslofmsst or aUlTOAl. DexTSBiTr," also his lateet 
essay on “SdsuTino Gtmnastios roa Piano-Plating ” (now in pi4s^, 
sent fret, on application to 
J. HOWARD FOOTE. 
Bole Agent for the Brotherhood Technicont, 
S3 MAIDEN LANE, - - NEW YORK. 
STUDENTS’ TECHNIC0N. 
PRICE $12. 
24 MELODIC STUDIES 
'.v’J;1 8 ELK OT ED FROM TEE WORKS Or 
. ;f r' % J. CONDONE. 
- - - , j Tfv* 
-jt:• . -v - •, 
^rWETlBXD AND ANNOTATED AXD WITH BlOQRAPHICAL 
SKETCH ST 
■ * 
V ' C. B. CADY. 
PUCE 
.I' 
ti.sa. 
.Till volume contains the best of this composer's 
melodic piino ttndi^s. They are od the title of Stephen 
Heller ttud'toa, and aomewhat leas difficult technically. 
They are beautifully primed oa good paper and bound 
with flexible cover. 
THEODORE PRESSER. PublishtR. 
PHILAOI LPKIA. I*A. 
t:m TV BSTOJ;3D». 811 
Catholic Church Music JUfO EfiSCERT ALBUMS 
pianos' 'organs 
Tht> attention of Catholta Orjf«uri«t»4 otc,, la 
naihul to tho following now addition*, which 
havo^boon rooontly mndo to tho oataloguo of 
. J. FISCHER & BRO., 
OF 
PIANOFORTE COMPOSITIONS. 
PRIDE 81.00 EA CH. 
"CROffN" PIANO it now rwuly with tho 
“Crown” Orchestral Attachment 
and Practice Clavier. 
F«T. OCT. IS, '*4 OTHCH PATENT* FCNOINQ. 
A glance at the table of content* of these two Album* 
will show their superiority ove> moit collection* of piano 
mario. Thoj are faD *hept-mu»c rise, well printed on 
rood paper, durably bound^and attractively gotten up. 
The music is aucb aa you hear at concert* and musical**. 
A porfoet plnno. which ha* four pedals and 
with which tho Harp, Zither, Mandolin, Gnitar, 
Clavichord, Spinet, Harpsichord, BnnJo and 
Bn* Pino can bo imitated, and with which a full 
piano keyboard, for finger practice, without 
tone, or with Tory slight tone, but with regular 
piano touoh is had. 
7 Bible House, New York, kibm, voL l euwis. 
Chopin. Op. 9, No. ^Nocturne. 
GEO. P. BENT, Bolt M'f'r., 
Cor. Washington Boulevard and Sangamon Street, 
OHIOAOO, ILL 
KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM &EKHSK 
Try It In yonr fall oluacs, for giving a good foundation, In an easy and 
pleasing manner. With this system children of six years can readily 
**m-_ M. E. ADKINSON. Jefferson, la. 
JSTew Sacred Songs 
J* 
DK>yH. A. CLARKE. 
“They Know Not Wliat They Do.” Key E [D to F- 
sharp]. A beautiful sacred song for Mezzo-Sop. 
Price 80 eta. 
“Nearer, My God, to Thee.” Key A [D to G]. Sop. 
or Mezzo. Aa effective setting of these words. 
Price 40 cts. 
“Brightest and Best.” Key D [C-sharp to G^harp]. 
&op. Brilliant and moderately difficult. ^Price* 
40 cts. 
“ Jesns, My One Preralling Plea.” iKey E flat [B-flat 
to C]. A fine alto solo, qpiet and - devotional, 
Price 80 cts. ^ 
The accompaniments of all are equally adapted for 
either the organ or piano. 
Any or all of them sent for your inspection by the 
publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Ken- and superior editions of following standard 
MASSES. 
CONCOJfE S MASS ia F. 
Arranged tor two or four Voices by T. 
Tedesco. i , 
Score,.'. 
Soprano and .Alto Parts,. ’ 
CONCONE’S MASS in E-flat. 
Arranged for four Male Voices by B. Ham- 
lovrahv, P The ShyUt _. 
$0 60 
35 
Mookow.il, au, up. At», no. 
Hummer, J. N., Op. 52, Rondo In C. 
Mitoheaon, Mary P., Pstito Bereau*©. 
2, Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wllm, Nn Op. 14, No. 2, CanionetU. 
D*’*- 
D. Kontikl, A., Op. no, Mrnuot, Loots XT. 
Chopin, F., Op. 40, No. I, Polonaise. 
Bchumssn, R. Op. 28, Nootarne In ». 
BubUMtoln, Anion, Op. 8, No. 1, Melody In P, 
Heller, St-.Op. 18, bo. 20, Vthsge Fet*. 
gchumsnn. E. Op. 124, Slumber Bone. 
Dolioni, Ch., Op. 14, Unrobe HonpSlno. 
Bach, J. 8., Lome In 0. 
“ * ' ■” alsTnrnn.. 
Celebre, 
Score, . . . 
Voicff Parts, 
1 00 
1 120 
CONCONE'S MASS in E-flat. 
Transposed and arranged for Soprano, Alto, 
Tenor, and Bass by B. Hamina. 
Score, .  
Voice Parts,.. 
1 00 
r-i0 
Captain Charles King’s New Novel. 
FORT FRAYNE, A New Novel of Army 
Life in the Northwest. 
Capt. Charles King, U. B. A., Author of u The Colonel’s Daughter,” « A 
Wartime Wooing,” “ The Deserter,” etc. Adaptod from the Dr&mn 
of the same name, of which, in collaboration with KTelyn Qreen- 
leaf Sutherland and Emma V. Sheridan, ho is the author. 
12010. Cloth. #1.20. 
WASHINGTON] OR, THE REVOLUTION. 
A Drama. By Etlmn Allen. 125 Illustrations.. In two parts, eoch 
part containing five acta. 
Port Pint: From the Boston Massacre to the Snrrendorof Burgovne 
now ready. J ’ 
Pari Second.- From Valley Forge to Washington’s Inauguration as Presi¬ 
dent of the United States, now in preparation. 
12 mo. Clotli, $1.50 for eaeh part, 
THE KINO IN YELLOW. 
Robert W. Cham bon, Author of “In the Quarter.” Neely't Prii- 
wofio Library. Buckram, gilt top, 75 eta. 
" The author Is a genius without a living equal, so far aa I am aware 
In -Vilii peculiar fl«dd It Is.s miustorpioce. ... I have road many 
{•orUonsseveral times, captivated by the unapproachable tints of the 
iwli.rtTjg None hot a genius of the highest order could do such 
Work —Entrant FJIU. 
"Charming, delicate, skillful, Tivld "—Philadelphia Thnes. 
MASTER AND MAN. , 
By Count Loo Tolstoi. Translated from tho original Russian. 
Buck min, oblong, with rroutlxpleae, 50 eta. 
AFTER MANY YEARS, and Other Poems. 
By Rlchajl llonry Ravage, Anthor of ully OmcUL.Wlfo.Y “The 
Ba-lng 8W/rtc cftoih, $1.25. 
FATHER STAFFORD. 
By Anthony Rope, Author of "The Prisoner of Zends " Ntelwt 
PrUmaitC library. BltckfatU, (Tilt »Q|*, 75 ««*, 
rt‘,h*’r rttafford' ti •xtrom.ly clever, a bold prtvaUer tanlorinc 
the high ^VfWdic tMpr, Phi.ItuUlphU H 
-ll he* an»ag1> of the chan* of the miW* thought and style to 
»££* “ “ chsrartertsUc and auk* tt very pUe*iobad* 
Hniv by oil richertl»re. ar will bo want, r<t»a«»»14 
on .fyneeVy aka n«.M»stlsas\^r 
r. TEUKTSOK WEELT, ubi T«L 
This latter arrangement can especially be recommend¬ 
ed to any choir in search ef'au effective and easy Mass. 
FARMER’S MASS in B*flRt, 
Revised by E. J. Biedermann.without Enc- 
lish Words,.. .qq 
*. j . 
IN PltESS: 
MERCADANTE’S MASS in G-j 
Completed aDd arranged for Sob _ 
Tenor, and Bass by Et J. Bi ler^nn,7 . V ’ l 00 
The immense popularity which the arrangements of 
MertadcmU'e J.fiai and D-miuor ly E. J. Biedermann 
obtained, have also induced n~, to issue this, his Q- 
uiinor Mass in complete form. Will be ready about 
Ootober 1st. - ' 
’  -g 
HYMN AND ORGAN BOOKS. 
CATHOLIC YOUTHS’ HYMNAL, 
’ Arranged and compiled with a special view 
to the wants of Juvenile .Choirs, .Convents, 
etc., by B. Ilamma,.. net, 60 
THIRD'EDITION, YUW READY. 
FfSCHEH’S- ALBUM OF S CRED SOLOS. 
Embracing compositions uy re"nowned 
writers, sued as Gounod, S.i ..i-Saens, Wilm, 
Curto, Wiegand, Hamms, <ri . 
Volume I. For Soprano . Tenor, . . . 1 25 
Volume II. Fjr Alto, JJaii one, or Bass, . 1 25 
With Latin and English Text. 
CATHOLIC CHORISTER. 
A new collection of Sacred Music for tho 
Morning and Evening S-rv c of the Catholic 
Church. Compiled by B. Hr- — 
Volume 1, Morniuc 
Volume II. Evening c 
Both Volumes bound :n 
JEST plilii.r. 
BATTMAKTN’S GEMS fc. 
Volume X Thirty 
Bouud in Cloth, .... 
Schumann, B., Op. 12, No. 2, Soaring. 
3ont*Bti—Concert AlVun, VoL H Popular. 
^PP1”. J-H., Op. 18L I Think of Thea 
Moelling. Theo., Hftn Danco. 
Nowooiek, Pn On the Hilia 
^ Muller, W. A., Op. 112, No. 1, Polonaise. 
Foe rater, Ad., Op. 68, Peace of Evening. 
Qoerdeler, IL, Angela’ Voice*. 
-Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody. 
Blehi, A., Op. Ill, Chiming Bell*. 
Meyer.L-.AUce, Valae de Salon. 
Dorn, E., Break of Morn. 
Macfarrea, W., Golden Slumber*. 
Qoerdeler, K.Jitalian Peasant*1 Dance. 
Widdlnrion.E., Op. 19, No. 2, In the Qrovo. 
Hofw, W. L_ Op. Tarantella Burlesque. 
Le Haohe, W., The Sailor Boy’* Drham. 
Gold beck ,R., Op. 12, L’Amaaone Mazurka. 
Qoldner. W., Op. Air, Moldave Mawik*. 
Qans, w.. Op. 1L Words of Lore. 
De KontskL A., Op. 869, Persian March. 
Wieniawiki, BL, Kuyawiak, Polish Danoe. 
nma, 
vice, . . . net, 1 50 
ice, . .- . net, 1 25 
e, . . . ..net, 2 50 
‘KIM 
tho Cabinet" Organ. 
Marches. 
. net. 1 60 
Lessons in Musical History, 
rr 
JOHIT COMPOST FILLMOBE. 
Price 01.50, postpaid. 
A comprehensive oatline of mnrical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the ase of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. 
^Address Publisher, 
Theodore Presses, 
, 1708 Chestnut Street, 
PlfTLADlLPHU. PA 
The Technipon. 
A MECHANICAL APPLIANCE 
FOR THB 
Development of Piano Technic. 
Price, Teuoher’a Si*e, 
Prioe, Student’s Slie, 
122.60. 
112.00, 
« <*> (Wi-vi.o. - Li.L C*a SIJO tM ura< 
tofttrt and aftwr aorrte*, ^ 
8ENQ FOR OUR CATALOCUE8. 
Liberal deduction to the 
8end for circular giving ftifo1 information. 
Addren 
THEODORE PRESSER. 
itoi tnsaaranrr sTSJOrt, philabilphia. 
l 
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THE RIXTT 
Arthur p. Schmidt, 
I4t WIUTO* IT., KMTOk ■»«.. 
MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
HMtn LitoW, Bnmrtiek, Oinrwiiy; EdWon Ofc«tol| 
(rwtn MuHe). and tb. VtMisa 0<»»rwtory 
EdHton of 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
PIANOFORTE SOLOS. . 
?K„oapiSS"‘" 
.•’S 
UMTABUmWtV teA Oar Tmahcry to U* Baa* af lh» R-* raa-Oadav* 
66 
S. Marvcn ................ *0 J® 
.' » *■ ^hiuumiMr,lod <3o>. “ 
i’Ol.K. KOSKTTKK «. Op. *. . 
1. i’Twiudiaui. s- Malltotion.. 
2 Intsnuseao.SR 
FOKKNTKR, AJ-BAN. Op. 1S». 1* Tonbildor. 
1. The Solilieni »ro Coming. (March).—. 
2 The First 1U1I. (Walla).-...... 
». Idylls.—..... 
4. March of the Dwarh......-.—. 
5. Ormudfalher’i Favorite. (Menuett).-.. 
8. Prelude.... 
FOOTR, ARTHUR- ** . 
Without Haate, Without Reit. (IDtude Mlgooonel. 
KRAUSE* EMIL. Op. »9. 15 
1. A?rSS£'.™ZZ~~ S „ 
P4RI.OW, EDMUND. Op. 42. A Child*. Albom 
4. The Jolly Traveler (1-2). 25 9... ^ 
6. A Chrietma* Hymn. 25 10. I* the Mill (2a). ..- 20 
8IEVEKINO, MABTINC8. . M 
L'Abellle (The Bee)...-..* 1 
PIANOFORTE DUETS. 
ARMSTROSO. WM. Suite de Bullet, (8b.) 
1. Entre Act; Valae Lente 75 3. The Kermesae.. 
2. Scene in the Garden...... 60 
PARLOV. EDNVND. Op. 44. 5 Pieces for Fonr 
Hands. Prlmb Fart on 5 Notes. 
1. Polnnalie (1-2) . 25 i..Barcarole (lc)..,  . - 
2. Hungarian (1-2) ... 26 6. Elfin Danco (lc).- <0 
3. Cradle Song (lb). 25 
SCHNECUER. P. A. Ball Room ©ayeties. 
1. March, ••Kn-avant"   60 3. Gavotte, "Modern . ' 
2. Waltz," Houeymoon"-... W . 
PIANOFORTE STUDIES AND EXERCISES. 
' LTNES. FRANK. . 
New Progr«wlT« 8tndlw in Three Booka. Each. 1 
SARTO RIO, ARWOLOO. Op. 214. 
Fourteen Melodious Etudes without Octavo*... 1 
SONGS. 
BEACH. MRS. H. H. A. Op. 22. FonrSonys:- 
1. Wlttalo Thy Heart. High and Low Voice.,,... 
2. The Wandering Knight.... 
3. Sleep, Little Darling. (Oont.).-i,,-.—... 
4. Haste, 0 Beloved  ..-.———  
BREWER, JOHN HYATT. 
0 Holy 8aviour, Friend Unseen. Alto or Baas. 
BW?e^the S*rf?Wakee Up in Gladness. (Violin or ’Cello ac¬ 
companiment)...-...-.- .. . 
The Land Beautiful ...—......j*.. 
Time and Love.....—. 
For Your Sweet Sake...... 
When that My Love and I do Meet.-.. 
CUTTER, BEN J. 
'Tie.Dark Now, My Darling..—.-.—. 
Ob I What Will All the Ladi Do?.....— -- 
Duncan Gray Came Here to Woo,*..... 
9 Bedouin Love Song .—... 
DF.NNEE, CHARLFAV 
1. An Old Scotch Song. 2 keve, each,,... 
' 2, Awake, My Love. Serenade. 2 keys, each,.—. 
HAKNTON, «. W. 4 Songs for Soprano or Tenor, 
Boon Fades the Violet, 8oon the Roee.. 
Where Thrumi the Bee....... 
CroMiog the Bar........ 
Close to the Hand that Feeds Me.—.. 
NOTES, CH ARf.EA. 
X Love to Steal a While Away. (ConL or Bar.),..,,. 
NORRIS, HOMER A. 
Twilight^.,,... 36 Parting.,. 
Nature's Lullaby.... 
Creep into My Ann* (Blumbor tong)...—*••*. 
ST. S4KNS. «\ 
Ate Mari**Stella, with ‘Cello Obligato.,.,..,... 
WARNER, MAHHAH K. 
Crewing the liar-- 60 Lullaby.. 
Binding Kheavea. M A Shadow..,..................... 
Sweetheart, Sigh tve Mur« ... 
> NEW CANTATAS. 
cmowifK. Q. w. 
performu>e* at Monlfwai. New York, a»d fipringflald.) 
I1REWKR, JOHN ItY ‘Tt. 
Tha Birth of ty»va (Wn».ti'» V«to4).. 
It originated with ua. and wn ’ 
Don't oonfuae It with tiv 
that flood the mar. 
-* Price and Cm 
LAWRENCE ORO, 
320 South Tenth St., 
DO NOT WEAR YOU; 
CARRYING IT IN 
This SATCHEL Is 
I most convenient m 
I music, and does not n 
| ing of It. It Is supers 
| the market.. s 
Made of Smoo'i 
I lined, price $1.50. 
ANOTHER 
Si bad in either black or < 
601 - • ^ 
DISC0UHT TO 
THE 
Davis Spr 
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FDBLISHZBS AND IXiPOSTEES OF MUSIO, 
Qeneral Dealer* In Sheet Muelo and Muelo 
Books of the Better Claes, 
320 WABASH AVE., CHICACO. 
Now that the musical BeMOD is opening with renewed 
aciivity, we would again call the Teacher* 
and Student* to the twfollowiDg Valuable Educational 
WorkB of recent publication :— 
INTRODUCTION TO THE INTERPRETATION 
BEETHOVEN'S PIANOFORTE ■> WOBXS. 
By A. B. MARX. 
Translated by FANNIE LOUISE GWINNER. 
It ie safe to say that no authority'on Ihe Pianoforte 
Works of Beethoven ia more widely or more favorably 
recognized than the above work by Mari. It is a force¬ 
ful, intelligent digest of the laws Of mosic interpretation 
and especially of these, the most important works for 
piano that have ever been written. The piano 8tndent 
can fiod no better presentation of the trne basis for the 
study of piano music than the above work affords. It is 
a most valuable volume, and should be in the possession 
of all serious students of pianoforte music. 
Price $K50. Bound in Full Cloth. 
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XHE NATURAL LAWS OF MUSICAL 
' -^EXPRESSION. 
» By HANS SCHMITT, 
Profwior at the Vienaa Conaervatory of Mure. 
Tranalntcd by FRANCES A. VAN *,4NTF«R». 
Bound in Flexible Cloth, Price 50 Cta. 
Mr. Schmitt treats tbs sobject in two chapters:— 
uws or rcEcs; laws, of velooitt, _ • 
Anyone acquainted with his writings will know that 
the subject is clearly/handled. Various well-known 
compositions serve to illustrate his ideas, but while the 
special numbers thus treated are comparatively few, con¬ 
sidering the large number that might be chosen, these 
are treated in a manner highly instructive in their appli¬ 
cation to any work that one might wish to study j fur¬ 
thermore, his treatment is creative of the desire to ap¬ 
ply it at all times. __ 
Piano Teachers will find the following list of especial 
value in the earlier grades. 
lutkin, p. c. 
1. Melody. 2. Lullaby, within th« .pen of a-o not,. 
3. Duet. 4. Spring Soug. Within tho span of .lx not, 
6. Waltz. 6. Fairy Song. Within the .pan or eovm notes. 
7. March. 8. AlbumLeaf. within the span or seven not. a 
V EACH 25 CENTS. N 
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SCHOENEFELD, HENRY. Op. 21. Children’! Festival. 
k^ltarch......*° !■“ 
2. M nuet.....  ® 
8. Polh»... 
8. Gavotte..tv.v. 
7. Tyrolienn.   . J® 
8. Polonais^.... 86 
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Addnw. 330 Wabash Avo., Chicago. 
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